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fan Ovesen

This volume is the result of a seminar entitled 'Terre et pouvoir contestes. Bonds
and boundaries in Northern Ghana/Southern Burkina Faso'. The seminar was held
in July 1998 in the provincial town of Gaoua in southwestern Burkina Faso. It was
an important event in the long-term academic cooperation that the Department of
Cultural Anthropology at Uppsala University has with the Department of Social
and Cultural Anthropology at the Catholic University ofLeuven, Belgium and with
Institut des Sciences des Societes (INSS) under the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique et Technologique (CNRST) of Burkina Faso.

For the participants in the seminar, the event was a new and very fruitful
experience in practical academic cooperation between African and European
anthropology/social science departments. It represented a conscious postcolonial
effort to demolish scholarly, linguistic and administrative barriers erected as a
consequence of the ethnically and culturally arbitrary border between British and
French colonial territory and the resulting international boundary between present
day Ghana and Burkina Faso. The legacy of that colonial order implied, among
other things, that our deliberations were necessarily bilingual. The drawbacks of
this practical inconvenience were richly compensated by the opportunity which the
seminar created for researchers from the four countries to meet for the first time
and exchange experiences and ideas on work carried out-often on related problems
and among identical ethnic groups-on either side of the border and in different
national academic traditions. By the end of the seminar, I think we all felt we had
taken a small step towards l'anthropologie sansfrontieres.

The considerable work involved in organising the seminar was done mainly
by the editors, Sten Hagberg (Uppsala) and Alexis Tengan (Leuven); our colleagues
at INSS in Ouagadougou, Evariste Poda and Moustapha Gomgnimbou, took care
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of important practical preparations surplace. Professor Rene Devisch of the Leuven
anthropology department contributed to both the scholarly and the practical planning.

To organise an international seminar in a country other than one's own naturally
requires the consent of the authorities of the host country. We are grateful for the
positive attitude shown by the Burkinabe authorities, notably the Ministry of
Education (Ministere des Enseignements Secondaire, Superieur et de la Recherche
Scientifique), the CNRST, and the INSS; we particularly wish to acknowledge both
moral and invaluable practical support from the director of the INSS, Dr Basile
Guissou. The official hospitality extended by the local authorities at Gaoua, notably
the offices of le haut-commissaire, le prejet and le maire, is also gratefully
acknowledged.

The decision to hold a seminar dealing with aspects of culture and society in
Ghana and Burkina Faso, not in the capital of either country, but in the small
Burkinabe town of Gaoua, very close to the Ghanaian border, was taken in order to
both be in the cultural milieu that was the focus of the seminar, and, at least
symbolically, to convey to the local population our desire to bring the scholarly
discourse back to the environment from which much of the empirical data for our
research was gained in the first place. On a personal note, I would like to add that an
added attraction of Gaoua as the location for the seminar was the vicinity to the
village of Gbomblora, where I spent some eight months doing fieldwork in 1984;
whenever I have since returned for shorter visits, I have been enjamille, and I was
both happy and proud to be able to convey an invitation to the seminar participants
to visit the village; my close friend Biwante Kambou and his relatives and neighbours
entertained us all lavishly with sorghum beer and food, music and dance. I like to
think that the other participants enjoyed themselves as much as I did.

Apart from the scholarly merits of the present volume, we would also like to see
its significance as a demonstration of the practical possibility of establishing a
dialogue between scholars ofdifferent continents and belonging to different national
academic traditions. It may serve as a reminder that anthropology today is no longer
the preserve of western scholars studying postcolonial others for the benefit of a
western academic audience, but that it is a discipline as universal, and as culturally
varied, as its subject matter itself.

Uppsala, June 2000
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Sten Hagberg & Alexis B. Tengan

In the spring of 1961, political relations were strained between Felix Houphouet
Boigny and Maurice Yameogo, presidents of the newly independent states of Ivory
Coast and Upper Volta, respectively (Balima 1996). The reason was divergent
opinions regarding customs policies. Yameogo accused Houphouet-Boigny of taking
the lion's share of customs revenues between the two countries. President Yameogo
therefore wanted to demonstrate that he was not a vassal to the economically and
politically more powerful southern neighbour. He entered into a dialogue with the
Ghanaian President Kwame Nkrumah and they met in Accra in May 1961. Some
weeks later (8 June) it was announced that all customs barriers between Upper
Volta and Ghana would be lifted. A few days later the two presidents met again but
now in Ouagadougou. Salfo-Albert Balima, who served as translator, narrates:

President Yameogo opens the session and brilliantly welcomes the President of Ghana and his suite.
He continues by a skilful tirade about the necessary union of all Africans, without exclusion, to solve
their problems, being the consequences of the misdeeds of colonialists and their friends, the impenitent
and shameless imperialists. To conclude, President Yameogo confesses: he needs a loan of 10 billions
CFA francs to solve an impasse. The President of Ghana, who has listened with lively attention to all
the speech of the President of Upper-Volta, without taking any written note, replies with flegmatic
calm, and without comment. -1 agree! And that our colleagues of Upper-Volta and Ghana take note
and give satisfaction to my brother the president of Upper-Volta. (Balima 1996:300, translation ours)

President Yameogo thereafter suggested that an official ceremony should take place
to symbolically demonstrate that the two presidents would destroy the artificial
boundary separating the countries. It was decided that the ceremony should take
place in Paga, a village situated in-between the two countries. In the following days
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the two delegations elaborated an agreement to be signed 17 June 1961. Ten days
later the boundary separating Upper Volta and Ghana was symbolically destroyed
at the ceremony in Paga.

Yet, in the year to come President Yameogo's political relations with President
Houphouet-Boigny of the Ivory Coast improved radically. Balima describes the
Ivorian president as 'more generous than ever before'. The improved relations
changed the prospects for the destroyed boundary between Upper Volta and Ghana.
In July 1962 Yameogo therefore met with Nkrumah in Tenkodogo "to re-establish
the customs barriers erected by the white colonialists, and postpone until later the
building of a united Africa" (Balima 1996:301, translation ours). Nkrumah accepted
Yameogo's proposition to reestablish the international boundary between Upper
Volta and Ghana. On his return to Accra President Nkrumah is said to have escaped
an assassination attempt.

Salfo-Albert Balima's account of the early attempts to trangress the political
boundary between Upper Volta and Ghana illustrates the extent to which the bonds
and boundaries of these countries have been, and still are, of political, economic
and cultural importance. The question of overcoming so-called artifical colonial
boundaries between the 'new' African states was central in early independence, but
President Yameogo's manoeuvres as to play Nkrumah's Ghana and Houphouet's
Ivory Coast against each other demonstrate the need to have a closer look at the
politics of bonds and boundaries. In his speech President Yameogo argued for the
common cultural bonds, then turned to the politically grounded pan-africanism,
and finally presented his current financial difficulties. To say the least, questions of
bonds and boundaries matter!

This collection of essays is concerned with the problem of boundaries, and of
the bonds that overcome them in northern Ghana and southern Burkina Faso. * It
constitutes a serious attempt to bring together research carried out by scholars of
different cultural, postcolonial and academic environments. It is a conscious
postcolonial effort to demolish barriers that were created as a consequence of the
boundary between British and French colonial territories and the resulting
international boundary between present-day Ghana and Burkina Faso. Most of the
essays were initially written for the international seminar, which was held in Gaoua
(Burkina Faso) in July 1998 (cf. Gomgnimbou & Poda 1998). The seminar aimed
at crossing the boundaries, be they national, socio-cultural, linguistic, political or
religious ones by bringing together some scholars working in northern Ghana and
southern Burkina Faso. This region hosts many different groups of people. Although
these groups relate to each other through an intricate net of bonds and of boundaries,
for the outside observer the most obvious boundary is related to colonial history.
Many people living on both side of the Ghanaian-Burkinabe boundary speak the

* The editors want to express their sincere gratitude to all the participants of the seminar in Gaoua
in July 1998. Some of them have not been able to write chapters in this book, but they contributed
widely to inspiring discussions in Gaoua. The introduction was commented upon by several
colleagues; we are particularly grateful for comments of earlier versions made by Jan Ovesen and
Rene Devisch.
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same language and yet belong to different nation-states. The Kasena see their
'country' (Kasongo) as undivided, but are still fully aware of the postcolonial
boundary dividing it (Gomgnimbou this volume). Similarly, the Lobi in Burkina
trace their origin to today's Ghana. While the crossing ofthe river Mouhoun (Black
Volta) is symbolically and ritually important, the river constitutes at the same time a
political boundary. Symbolic and social bonds connect the Lobi of either side of the
river, but the same bonds contribute to create boundaries to other groups. The Dagara
on both sides of the international boundary distinguish themselves from other groups
such as the Sissala and the Lobi. The Dagara say they belong to 'one world' . However,
our interest in boundaries is not limited to those separating nation-states and ethnic
groups. Even within ethnic groups and clans the issue of bonds and boundaries is
evident. There is, for instance, the social and symbolic boundary maintained between
husband and wife. The individual Dagara belongs, at least mythically, to nine 'houses'
to which slhe is linked through an intricate net of rights and duties. Hence common
to all essays in this book is the attempt to clarify how bonds and boundaries are
maintained and acted upon by people living in northern Ghana and southern Burkina
Faso. The theme of bonds and boundaries brings together cosmological notions of
space, colonial and postcolonial representations and social practices. In other words,
all the essays integrate, though in various ways, cosmological and geographical
notions of space.

In this introduction we seek to bring the different essays into a general theoretical
and regional framework. We will first clarify central concepts such as bonds,
boundaries and frontiers, and then introduce the different essays. The purpose is to
explore the wider relevance of the study of bonds and boundaries in social sciences
in general and in anthropology in particular. The different essays deal with various
topics such as identity, religion, maniage, history and farming. Although most of
them deal with peoples residing on both sides of the international boundary (the
Lobi, the Dagara, the Kassena), some do not. The Fulbe described here reside further
westwards and the Asante live further south. Yet both Asante and Fulbe populations
have influenced and continue to influence the core region concerned by this collection
of essays. But instead of trying to 'map out' the societies in a geographical area
an entreprise which is highly problematic in itself-we focus on the multiple ways
by which bonds and boundaries are perceived, expressed and acted out by different
groups in the region. In other words, the ethnography of bonds and boundaries that
is presented here is not only valid for students of this particular region, but it touches
also upon core themes in anthropology.

Northern Ghana and southern Burkina Faso seems to be a particularly interesting
region for comparative studies in anthropology and history. Firstly, the region has
been the ethnographic field from which prominent scholars, such as Meyer Fortes
and Jack Goody, have made important contributions to anthropology. Generations
of anthropologists have come to know about the Tallensi and the LoDagaa. Secondly,
the region has, for centuries, been inhabited by peoples which have had a strongly
decentralised socio-political organisation. They have historically been residing in
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territories situated in-between states such as the Asante in the south, the Ouattara
kingdoms of Kong and Gwiriko (Bobo-Dioulasso) westwards and the Mossi
kingdoms in the north. In fact long before the 'Scramble for Africa' the region was
a frontier between different African polities. Similarly, French and British colonial
administrations encountered serious problems in imposing their respective pOlitico
administrative rule there. It is therefore our conviction that the study of bonds and
boundaries in the region may sharpen our understanding of how cosmology interacts
with the legacy of colonial and postcolonial geography.

On Bonds, Boundaries and Frontiers

Concepts such as bonds, boundaries and frontiers are broad, sometimes blurry and
attached with different meanings according to various actors and disciplines.
Longman's dictionary defines boundary as "the dividing line, especially between
two areas of land" (Longman 1987:111). A boundary may also refer to "the outer
limit of anything", such as the boundaries of human knowledge. In this sense
boundary indicates division, e.g. of land and people. But boundary is also a familiar
concept in science. For instance, in fluid mechanics a boundary layer represents a
thin layer of a flowing gas or liquid in contact with a surface such as that of an
airplane wing or of the inside of a pipe.

The various essays include at least two different senses of the boundary concept.
Firstly, we are interested in different kinds of boundaries between land and people,
that is, political, economic, cultural and symbolic boundaries. International
boundaries between states as well as symbolic ones between 'Us' and 'Them' in
any community of people provide a combined focus. Thus, it is not only the visible
boundary, physically demarcated in the landscape, that is studied here but also the
invisible boundary that is expressed culturally. "Whether it refers to a collective
condition, such as ethnic group identity, or to something as ephemeral as 'personal
space', boundary suggests contestability, and is predicated on consciousness of a
diacritical property" (Cohen 1994:63). Boundaries may be expressed in rituals or at
other specific occasions. The boundary dividing the house and the outer world may,
for instance, be ritually significant at marriage (Cassiman, this volume).

Secondly, we are interested in boundaries as the outer limit that is to be
transgressed. The boundary of knowledge is transgressed by bringing together
scholars of different academic traditions. But the boundary of knowledge also
concern 'local' versus 'global' knowledges (cf. Fardon 1985; Hobart 1993; Moore
1996). People cope with the boundary between different forms of knowledge daily,
not as 'the outer limit' of human knowledge but as the epistemological boundary
between local and global forms of knowledge. It is increasingly relevant to focus
on this boundary, because local understandings of belonging, locality and identity
seem to conflict with national and international social, political and economic
interests (LovellI998). The boundary between cosmology and geography may well
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be seen as one which separates local forms of knowledge and so-called scientific
knowledge. For instance, many farmers are 'eclectic' in the sense that they combine
different forms of knowledge (Dessein, this volume).

With respect to these two different meanings of the boundary concept, the agency
of local people needs to be taken into account. In practice, people who reside close
to an international political boundary regularly cross it in order to escape political,
social and economic pressure. Individuals living on either side of the boundary may
have much in common, but they are still subject to different political control. This
brings us to the distinction between boundary and frontier. In theory as well as in
practice there is a qualitative difference between boundary and frontier. In the
literature, there seems to be an agreement that while boundary refers to a line, frontier
refers to a zone (Prescott 1965; Prescott 1987; Rumely & Minghi 1991; Widstrand
1969). Prescott distinguishes between former international frontiers separating
polities from one another and contemporary political boundaries in that these
boundaries "have replaced international frontiers throughout the world" (Prescott
1987:44). In this vein, it would be possible to trace the relationship between past
political frontiers and the colonial drawing of political boundaries. Although Africa
is correctly described as "the most partitioned continent in the world" (Prescott
1987:242), colonial boundaries did to some extent coincide with indigenous frontiers.
According to Prescott the position that African political boundaries were arbitrarily
drawn must therefore be modified.

There is thus plenty of evidence to show that boundaries were drawn to preserve existing indigenous
political and social units when they could be identified; that surveyors were instructed to make the
delimited boundary fit new geographical and cultural facts which became available during the process
of demarcation; and that rules were developed in many cases to ensure that people living near the
border were not unduly hindered in the conduct of traditional subsistence, commercial and social
activities. (Prescott 1987:245)

Notwithstanding the colonialists' possible attempts 'to preserve existing indigenous
political and social units', the location of international boundaries in present-day
Africa is nonetheless largely a consequence of the Berlin Treaty Conference 1884
85, that is, 'the Scramble for Africa'. These boundaries have often been described
as 'mtificial' and 'non-sensical'. They introduced a dividing-line between individuals
and communities. The Dagara and Kasena 'countries' were internally divided by
the boundary sepm'ating French and British telTitories. These political boundaries
are certainly more recent than many other boundaries between African polities. Yet
this should not obscure the fact that each boundary has its own degree of artificiality.
"One must remember that all boundaries are artificial, even those which are linked
to natural features, in so far as they represent a transcendental and invisible expression
of power" (Allott 1969: 12). From a legal point of view, Allot argues, all boundaries
are imaginary lines defining an area of a telTitory. These imaginary lines "mayor
may not have been demarcated on the ground or, in other words, reduced to a visible
boundary" (Allott 1969:9). A line may have been drawn on the map, but its
demarcation still remains to be done. The colonial boundary between the Ivory
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Coast (at that time including Upper Volta) and the Gold Coast (Ghana) was "more
obvious on the map than on the ground, and migration took place easily" (Asiwaju
1976:584). The boundary between Ghana and Burkina Faso is interesting because
the boundary is partly a natural feature with symbolic meaning (the river Mouhounl
Black Volta) and partly an artificial line of demarcation cutting across land and
people (drawn along the 11 th parallel) (cf. Hien 2000; Lentz 2000).

The boundary between French and British territories changed the lives of people
living on either side. A question must therefore deal with how to conceptualise the
perspective of Africans coping with the consequences of the Berlin Treaty
Conference. Historian Asiwaju identifies two levels of analysis in his attempt to
emphasise the African perspective of the partition of Africa. The first perspective is
that of modern African states. These states are mostly successors to the colonial
territorial entities created as a result of the Berlin conference and the leaders of
these states have not been willing to modify their boundaries. The second perspective
relates to the attitude of particular ethnic groups that were split between two or
more colonies and their later African successors. Accordingly, "the boundaries have
been drawn across well-established lines of communication including, in every case,
a dormant or active sense of community based on traditions concerning common
ancestry, usually very strong kinship ties, shared socio-political institutions and
economic resources, common customs and practices, and sometimes acceptance of
a common political control" (Asiwaju 1985:2). Partitioned groups were pulled apart
in consequence of the opposing processes of integration set in motion by different
states. But despite all these divisive influences "partitioned Africans have
nevertheless tended in their normal activities to ignore the boundaries as dividing
lines and to carry on social relations across them more or less as in the days before
the Partition" (Asiwaju 1985:3). In this collection of essays the agency of local
people rather than the relations between states is put to the fore. Thus we would
argue that, in Asiwaju's phrasing, 'to ignore the boundaries as dividing lines' does
not mean that local people ignore the importance ofpost-colonial boundaries. Instead
the geo-political boundary only constitutes one layer of perception alongside with
others. But the paradox of African boundaries lies in the lack of congruence between
the hard lines visually reflected on maps and the reality of frontiers which may not
be visible to the naked eye (Nugent & Asiwaju 1996; Lentz 2000).

The boundary separating Ghana and Burkina Faso is certainly a fact of life for
people living there. But the region that is crosscut by this political boundary is
simultaneously a borderland or a frontier. In the foreword to an edited volume on
the geography of border landscapes, it is argued that political boundaries are
"locations (sometimes as lines, sometimes as zones) that may separate or may link,
but most often accomplish both functions at one and the same time" (Knight
1991:xvi). Although the specific definition of border areas as opposed to political
boundaries remains unclear in much of the literature (for an overview, see Rumely
& Minghi 1991), the political boundary between Ghana and Burkina Faso could
well be understood both as a line and a zone. The political boundary is a dividing
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line between two nation-states with the legacy of British and French colonial
administrations. But the political boundary is also a zone in the sense that peoples
of either side have moved in what Kopytoff calls a frontier process at work in
between centralised polities (Kopytoff 1987). Although political boundaries are
remnants of specific historical and political events, it is important to appraise the
extent to which such boundaries have become locally appropriated.

Even though the location of colonial boundaries sometimes coincided with
indigenous frontiers, some of these zones were locally perceived as meeting points
or spots at which bonds uniting people of different origins and identities were
maintained. The use of the Mouhoun (Black Volta) by colonial administrators as a
border demarcation between present-day Ghana and Burkina Faso certainly coincided
with its local use as a frontier zone. Whereas for the fonner the river is a line of
separation and national identity fonnation, for the latter the Mouhoun remains a
cosmic agent whose power draws together people of different nationalities and ethnic
groups. When on occasion Dagara, Lobi and Birifor from different villages meet at
the Mouhoun for bagr or dyoro rituals, they reconfinn the cosmological importance
that the river has for these ethnic groups who, while keeping their ethnic identities
separate and distinct, at the same time acknowledge their place as autochtones in a
shared local cosmos.

While the international political boundary demarcates the territories of different
nation-states, the boundary concept encompasses many meanings. The symbolic
constitution of boundaries is a process linking the community to its boundaries.
"This consciousness of community is [".] encapsulated in perception of its
boundaries, boundaries which are themselves largely constituted by people in
interaction" (Cohen 1995: 13). Community boundaries are acted out in social practice,
providing ways of defining 'Us' and 'Them'.

The cultural features that signal the boundary may change, and the cultural characteristics of the
members may likewise be transformed, indeed, even the organizational form of the group may change
yet the fact of continuing dichotomization between members and outsiders allows us to specify the
nature of continuity, and investigate the changing cultural form and content. (Barth 1969:14)

Since Barth's study was published, writings on ethnicity and ethnic relations abound
in the anthropological literature (for overviews, see Eriksen 1993; Smith 1994;
Venneulen & Govers 1994). The main divide has been between 'primordialism' or
'essentialism' according to which ethnic.phenomena are seen as natural and given
once-for-all on the one hand, and 'instrumentalism' that stresses that cultural and
symbolic aspects of ethnicity are accessory to fundamental struggles for scarce
resources and political power on the other. Although most theorists would agree
that ethnicity is more complex than either primordial identity or self-interest, Richard
Fardon convincingly demonstrates "how writers generalizing on the subject of
ethnicity recurrently fall back on some variant of these simple positions" (Fardon
1996: 142). Interestingly, we have seen an important wealth of literature on inter
ethnic relations in West Africa in recent years (Amselle 1990; Amselle & M'Bokolo
1985; Botte & Schrnitz 1994; Burnham 1996; de Bruijn & van Dijk 1997; Hagberg
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1998). Hence although the study of one single community still predominates, the
colonial legacy of ethnic group formation is increasingly addressed.

The frontier process seems to be a common denominator of the political
boundaries between nation-states (and administrative entities within the nation
states as well) on the one hand, and the ethnic boundaries such as those between the
Dagara, the Lobi and the Sissala on the other. Igor Kopytoff's seminal essay on the
African frontier provides a theoretical framework of local frontier pattern of social
formation. Instead of the model of ethnogenesis implied by the classical notion of
the tribe, the local frontier perspective focuses on the fringes of the numerous
established African societies. "It is on such frontiers that most African polities and
societies have, so to speak, been 'constructed' out of the bits and pieces-human
and cultural-of existing societies" (Kopytoff 1987:3).

Population movements, now as in the past, have also been brought about by famines, civil wars,
ethnic rivalries, despotic regimes, and conflicts between polities. In all these instances, displaced
Africans have had to face the problem of forging a new social order in the midst of an effective
institutional vacuum. But these movements, one must stress, represent the more dramatic eruptions on
a surface continuously scarred by innumerable local movements to local frontiers-movements of
more modest scale but of great systemic importance in the shaping of African culture history. (Kopytoff
1987:7)

Such 'local movements to local frontiers' have been common in the region of
northern Ghana, northern Ivory Coast and southern Burkina Faso. Settlement
histories as well as written sources all indicate movements of people (cf. Dacher
1997; Duperray 1984; Fi610ux 1980; Fi610ux et al. 1993; Labouret 1931; Lentz
1931). Cosmologically, the Black Volta (Mouhoun) is also a boundary whose crossing
is a critical step. To the Dagara the specific feature in the landscape that defines the
boundary also adds specific meaning to the boundary concept. The river as a boundary
is not in all ways the same as the hill used as a boundary and the crossing of one
does not have the same significance as the other (Tengan 1998; Tengan 2000).
From the perspective of tradition and cosmology, one's former settlement is likely
to be situated on the other side of the hill and one pays frequent back and forth visits
for inspiration and insight. Yet the future world or 'other world' is perceived as
situated across the river (see Goody 1962). Hence 'local movements to local frontiers'
is also informed by local cosmology.

In addition, protest migrations from the Ivory Coast (including Upper Volta) to
the Gold Coast were common under the colonial era, because "[d]ifferences in
political conditions between the French and the British colonies often induced the
large-scale exodus of subject peoples from one colonial sphere to the other" (Asiwaju
1976:577). Such migrations were essentially caused by political factors (e.g. heavy
taxation, forced labour and exactions of French-made chiefs) rather than socio
economic ones (e.g. search for farmland and job opportunities). Still, Asiwaju regards
protest migrations of the era of European rule in Africa as "a continuation of the
tradition of politically motivated migrations of the preceding epochs" (Asiwaju
1976:578).
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This book does not only describe geo-political and ethnic boundaries. Boundaries
dealt with here also include those acted out in kinship relations. The boundary
between patrilateral and matrilateral kinsmen is expressed at specific and ritually
significant occasions. In most other situations, however, such a boundary is played
down and kinsmen treat each other as 'the same'. Boundary is in one way or another
related to consciousness. Anthony Cohen describes boundaries as "zones for
reflection: on who one is; on who others are" (Cohen 1994:74). In our attempt to
understand boundaries of various kinds we should not forget the bonds that unite
people. There are bonds that make the boundary persist, but also bonds that overcome
the boundary. The consciousness of the boundary may also entail acceptance of
'difference'. According to the dictionary, the main definition of bond is "something
that unites two or more people and groups, such as shared feeling or interest"
(Longman 1987:106). But a bond may also signify "a written agreement or promise
with the force of law". For our purposes these two definitions of bond cover the
ambiguous nature of the concept. We not only focus on bonds that unite people and
that are fundamentally based on 'shared feeling or interest', but also on bonds as
'promise with the force of law' . In principle the Ghanaian citizen maintains particular
bonds to the state of Ghana regardless of hislher ethnic belonging. The Dagara
government employees in Burkina Faso follow an administrative system of naming
linked to the Burkinabe state administration rather than to local Dagara principles
(Poda, this volume). The bonds that these Dagara maintain with the state
administration are thus highly ambiguous.

The different essays demonstrate that it is in the dynamics of boundary
maintenance that bonds may develop, because boundaries may persist despite a
flow of communication across them. Women often act as mediators across cultural
boundaries, because they bridge "what is perceived as inside and outside" (Grosz
Ngate 1997:9). The Kasena woman marries into the family of her husband. She is a
stranger, because of extremely elaborated exogamy rules that the Kasena practise.
But the Kasena woman enters the very foundation of the house/the home of her
husband's domestic group. The boundary between the married woman and her in
laws is articulated at specific occasions, but the bonds that tie them together are
acted out daily (Cassiman, this volume).

Thus there is a wide range of meanings and senses that relate to bonds and
boundaries, even if we limit ourselves to cultural and political boundaries in northern
Ghana and southern Burkina Faso. The different essays convey the attempt to
understand different cultural and political expressions of bonds and boundaries. A
common interest is in people's daily coping with both cosmology and geography.
The essays seek to unfold ways by which cosmological ideas of space interact with
geographical spatial notions. Firstly, it is a question of cosmology, that is, how
space is perceived and conceptualised by local people, and, by extension, how
boundaries are constructed and reflected upon. The distinction between 'the village'
and 'the bush' is predominant in farming communities. The bush is associated with
the wild and the lack of morality, but it also represents vital force and agency (cf.
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Cartry 1982; Jackson & Karp 1990; Jacob 1990). Activities such as hunting and
hoe-farming are continuously transforming the bush into village. In settlement
histories the hunter is often the culture hero. Accordingly, the first settler is a hunter
who came across a site he liked and decided to settle there. In this vein, the excellent
Lobi farmer is fighting the land in order to domesticate it; the bush fields have
strong masculine connotations (Dessein, this volume). Secondly, the ways by which
people experience bonds and boundaries is also a question of geography, that is, the
drawing of maps and the postcolonial conception of national political boundaries
that separate people regardless of ethnic belonging and kin ties. The map is a very
powerful tool of colonialism in that it defines territories and draws limits. While
many take advantage of the ambiguous belonging to the different nation-states, the
salient point is that the geographical perception of reality dominates in government's
policies and politics. But local people cope simultaneously with both cosmology
and geography. The interplay between national legislation and community normative
orders becomes particularly evident in daily life and personal experiences of people.
Common to the essays of this volume is therefore that they focus, implicitly or
explicitly, upon people's coping with cosmology and geography.

History and Histories

Historical analysis may provide important insights to the study of bonds and
boundaries in northern Ghana and southern Burkina Faso. To work with historical
material scholars take recourse to oral history as well as to written sources. Yet, the
writing down of settlement histories-or as the French expression goes, la mise en
place du peuplement-is in itself a problematic enterprise. It implies a process in
which the cosmologically informed perception of how a group of people arrived
and settled in a specific setting is being translated into a geographical location of
origin. Settlement histories constitute a main theme in historical research in many
African countries. It is seen as a necessary step in the process of writing national
history, although the ways by which settlement histories are written down vary
considerably. Three different approaches are represented in this book. While one
essay seeks to determine the arrival and origin of groups of people through oral
history (Pere), another is an attempt to establish the origin and movement of the
precolonial Kasena by combining oral and written sources (Gomgnimbou). A third
essay focuses on the political boundaries between the Asante and non-Asante
populations (Abayie Boaten I), and the study highlights the process by which
international boundaries replace international frontiers (cf. Prescott 1987). Common
to all three essays is that the frontier perspective underlines the problem of 'mapping
out' African societies and polities.

Madeleine Pere's essay on the history in the Poni Province in Burkina Faso is
an attempt to integrate various settlement histories collected among elders residing
in villages around the provincial capital Gaoua. Methodologically, the research is
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Map 1: Regions and groups treated in the book

1. The Gaoua region
2. Kasena
3. Asante
4. Dagara
5. Fu1be
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participatory in the sense that it has collected what 'the collective memory' of each
group has been able to preserve about past migrations. Later she has confronted all
informants with the other versions as to detect divergent opinions. The different
versions have also been translated back to the languages of the informants. The
essay is the writing down of people's 'collective memory' of origin. It is a valuable
piece ofhistorical information, which may help other scholars and students to pursue
studies in the region. Pere's essay contributes to our understanding of cosmological
dimensions of space in the region. But Madeleine Pere's research is also
'participatory' in that she has been residing in Gaoua for several decades. In the
essay Pere narrates that three groups of Dian (generally perceived as firstcomers)
crossed the Mouhoun (the Black Volta) at different sites, but all three passed by
Meto. The crossing of the river is an important step in that until today the crossing
of Mouhoun is subject to specific rituals. Pere relates these movements of people
northwards first to gold mining and then to the trading of slaves which was intensely
practised by the Asante.

The second essay adopts another approach to the subject; Moustapha
Gomgnimbou is concerned with the writing down of the Kasena settlement history.
The main reason is that the settlement history of each society (or ethnic group) is
seen as an important step in the process of writing national history. Gomgnimbou
argues that such research would allow each society to get to know itself and thereby
define itself in relation to others. The national history would help us to better
understand the boundaries that separate the different ethnic groups within the same
nation-state. Gomgnimbou demonstrates the extent to which other groups such as
the Mossi (Moose) are part of what is today conceived of as the Kasena settlement
history. By identifying villages that are considered to be 'autochthonous' , the analysis
of local narratives of their historical foundations provides important insights not
only of interest to student of the Kasena but also to the ways by which these narratives
are framed. In all narratives the firstcomers' origin is related to the earth, that is, the
people came from the interior of the land. The status of firstcomers is thus legitimised
by the specific bonds they maintain with the earth. The narratives of historical
foundation thereby enter into village politics; to question the historical origin would
be to challenge current socio-political organisation. In Kasena villages and elsewhere
in the region firstcomers uphold the title Master of the Earth (tiga tu in Kasim)
which provides them with a socio-political and religious power. The Master of the
Earth has the right to distribute land and the responsibility over the community's
relationship with the Earth. The encounter of different populations (Ipina, Kasena,
Mossi) contributed to shape the socio-political organisation of the people that are
defined as Kasena today. So the interpretations of the Kasena settlement history
may be oriented towards the ambivalence of the ethnic boundary. On the one hand
the Kasena have been forged in interaction with other groups and thereby developed
into something uniquely Kasena. They speak the Kasim language and have a specific
social and political organisation. But, on the other hand, the 'Kasenaness' cannot
be said to represent any primordial identity. The Kasena are merely the result of
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what Amselle calls 'primordial syncretism' (Amselle 1990; 1993). In other words,
the Kasena people emerged through the mixing of various origins leading to the
establishment of socio-political organisation to be constructed out of the 'bits and
pieces' at hand.

In the third essay Barfuo Abayie Boaten I analyses the British impact on what
is today conceived as the Asante Empire. The concepts of territory and boundary
are discussed as to clarify the ways by which bonds developed between the centre
of Asante Empire-represented by the Golden Stool-and the peripherical vassal
states which paid allegiance to the centre. The rise of Asante is connected to the
emergence of five major Akan states, which came together in a union called
Asanteman in 1698 with the purpose to defeat the overlord of the kingdom Denkyira.
In 1701 institutional changes created new fiscal, trade and diplomatic structures.
The boundary (asasesem) of the emerging Asante Empire then became politically
and economically significant. All inhabitants living within the boundaries of the
kingdom paid the same level of allegiance to the centre. In practice, people knew
the boundaries and used streams and valleys to divide chiefdoms and states. Linked
to the boundary is the Asante concept of territory. It is expressed in the idiom 'the
area where I eat' and, consequently, the entire area of Asante political jurisdiction
became the 'eating place' of the king. However, the bonds linking the peripheries
to the centre were also symbolically significant. The Golden Stool was a symbol of
unity and a source of authority and created bonds through festivals, war taxes and
toll points that tied non-Asante populations to the centre. The centre of Asante
Empire held its power until 1874 when the British destroyed it. Thereafter the Empire
disintegrated rapidly. The king was later exiled towards the end of 19th century and
did not return until 1924. In 1935, however, the British restored the Asante Empire
under the name Asante Confederacy. After independence the Asante territory shrunk
to include only the centre under the name the Brong Ahafo Region. Abayie Boaten's
essay clarifies the intricate relations that tie the centre to the peripheries, and vice
versa. It highlights the relationship between centralised African polities and the
colonial enterprise. The boundaries of the Asante Empire were subject to several
modifications from 1701 and on. The vassal states were coerced to pay allegance to
the Golden Stool and they were looking for chances to throw-off the Asante yoke.

It is interesting to note that many peoples who resided in northern Ghana and
southern Burkina Faso did not pay allegiance to the Asante. These peoples lived in
between the Mossi kingdoms in the north and the Asante in the south. They were,
as Madeleine Pere suggests, partly driven to the north by Asante slave trade, but
were not directly tied to the Golden Stool. Today it is not uncommon to hear the
Lobi put it the other way round: 'the Asante feared to penetrate the Lobi country'
(Jan Ovesen, personal communication).
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Bonds of Belonging

We have already argued that the study of boundaries needs to be complemented by
the analysis of the bonds of belonging that overcome these boundaries. Such bonds
may be related to locality, because, as Lovell argues, "belonging and locality often
come to transcend both local and national boundaries in order to encompass identity
as it is temporally mobilised and crystallised at particular moments in history" (Lovell
1998:6).

Alexis B. Tengan's essay of Dagara residential system demonstrates the extent
to which traditional patterns of residence continuously reproduce bonds that the
individual maintains with different 'homesteads'. The homestead is a residential
entity made up of a large compound house and surrounded by farmlands and
demarcated fields. According to the myths people belong to nine village areas, e.g.
the father's stead, the mother's stead, different steads to which paternal and maternal
ancestors migrated, and Ego's current settlement. The individual thus maintains at
least mythical bonds to all these houses. This fact implies that s/he is granted specific
rights and duties in each house. As Dagara farmers are migrant settlers in most
areas where they now farm, people continue to keep links with members of various
village areas. Alexis Tengan argues that this model of keeping contact with many
villages needs to be understood with respect to the system of hoe-farming. In other
words, maintaining imaginary contact with many villages also reflects the method
of shifting cultivation and migration process so much embedded in hoe-farming
practice. To conceive of oneself as belonging pennanently to only one place will
not foster shifting between villages to establish farm lands and neither will it
encourage one to engage in settlement migrations. The quality of belonging is never
diminished simply because one has moved to settle in different village areas from
where the person was born and raised. However, for most people all the nine village
areas only become relevant as thought categories and social units during ritual and
religio-cultural situations, such as marriage and the bagrritual. The essay concludes
that the social unit by which we can understand the social structures is the homestead
rather than the lineage. A common social name-acquired in mythical time and not
associated with a founding ancestor-links different homesteads and creates a bond
of unity among individuals residing together. Their common interests are mainly in
social and economic production and reproduction.

Marriage is a universal way by which different homesteads and kin-groups
connect to one another. Ann Cassiman's essay on the movement of women that
shapes social and domestic space looks into the signification of marriage among
the Kasena. Following the residential rule of virilocality, the woman moves into the
husband's house where she is initially a stranger in that, according to a saying, 'a
woman is someone's child'. She then gradually shapes and appropriates a space of
her own in her new homestead and thereby affinns a bond of belonging. In her
analysis Cassiman adopts multiple perspectives in order to unfold the ways by which
marriage is perceived by the Kasena themselves. There is no noun for 'marriage' in
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Kasem; the language only provides verbs. Two different expressions are used for
the act of a man and a woman who are engaged in wedlock. While the Kasena say
'aman eats a woman' from the position of the man, the expression 'a woman enters
a man' considers the woman's perspective. The essay provides a detailed and
insightful ethnographic account of Kasena marriage. The bride is a stranger coming
from the 'wild' outside, the bush. Due to exogamy rules there should not have been
any marriage between the two lineages for at least three generations. Thus the bride
has to literally cross the bush before reaching the husband's house; women are also
called 'things of the bush'. But the strangerhood of the bride does not mean that the
woman remains a stranger. Although she is treated as a guest the first days, gradually
she will become a housewife. Over the years her status as wife gradually changes,
e.g. with the birth of children and age, and she becomes the backbone of domestic
life. The Kasena woman yet maintains her ties of affiliation and continues to fulfil
important ritual roles in her father's house. Ultimately, at the death of the woman
the alliance created by the marriage is emphasised in the course of the funeral.
Although the expression 'a woman is someone's child' points to the fact that she
always originates from a distant house, the bond that was created by the marriage
surpasses time and space. Cassiman concludes that at the death of the woman the
two groups will unite in extremis, physically as well as symbolically, so that the
bond survives her death and is even strengthened through the ritual.

The community of faith is another bond of belonging. To belong to a specific
religious community may be of crucial importance in daily life. Religious networks,
for instance, play an important role among Mossi migrants in Burkina Faso (cf.
Faure 1996). Events such as initiation rituals concern people of different origin
such as the Lobi and the Birifor. In intiation rituals among the Karaboro the
neighbouring Toussian play a ritually significant role (Hagberg 1998: 120-121). Yet
the community of faith also creates a boundary ofexclusion in that it draws a dividing
line between 'Us' and 'Them'. The conversion experience becomes a boundary in
that converts and non-converts do not share some fundamental aspects of life. Edward
Tengan's essay on Dagara Christian conversion in terms of personal memory brings
in the experiential aspect. For the converts, conversion is principally a shift from
one sense of grounding to what is experienced to be a better ground for one's
existence. It is the throwing away of the beliefs and religious practices inherited
from one's father to join 'those who pray'. This also meant excluding oneself from
some of the vital social practices that kept families and communities together. Many
converted out of fear, because the missionaries had told people that those who
converted would be blessed. Others pointed out the liberation experience. However,
the role of the European missionaries is particularly revealed in the personal memories
narrated in the essay. Although the Dagara saw their land being divided by the
French and the British, their experiences of the colonialists were much the same:
they saw them as 'slave drivers'. But when the missionaries came, people rapidly
noted that they were different. Edward Tengan asserts the success of the missionaries
not only in that they showed to be more powerful than the Dagara 'fetishes' (tibe),
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but also that they contested the colonial powers. In such contests of power, the
missionaries came out victorious both in the spiritual and political realm. In addition,
the missionaries addressed the felt needs among people, e.g. liberating them from
ailment, curing seemingly incurable diseases and neutralising witches. A salient
point in Edward Tengan's essay is the bond created between the missionaries and
Dagara converts. It was a bond that excluded the colonialists, but strengthened the
moral and political influence ofthe European missionaries. But the converts labelled
the religious practices of non-Christian Dagara 'Pagan'. Thus the Christian
conversion draw a boundary between 'those who pray' and 'the Pagans'.

Boundaries of Exclusion

While several essays deal with bonds of belonging per se, the other side of the coin
concerns boundaries of exclusion. We have already argued that bonds and boundaries
need to be simultaneously approached in cosmological notions, colonial and
postcolonial representations as well as in contemporary social practice. People
residing in northern Ghana and southern Burkina Paso have experienced tremendous
changes in daily life. Yet, we need a certain ethnographic detail in order to understand
changes induced by 'postcolonial state administration' or 'development' . What kinds
of boundaries of exclusion have shaped local people's relationship with the State?

Nayire Evariste Poda unfolds the naming practice among Dagara state employees
in Burkina Paso. The identity linked to the 'matriclan' is deteriorating, because of
the current practice of naming children after the father's matriclan. The Dagara
kinship is characterised by double descent. Every person has two different family
names: first the name of the patriclan such as Bekuone and Dilcpiele, and then the
name of one of the four matriclans Some, Hien, Kambire and Kpoda. While the
former name is almost hidden, the latter is always displayed. Therefore the Dagara
kinship has often been defined as matrilineal; the name of the matriclan is that used
in public affairs. Still every Dagara belongs simultaneously to both hislher matriclan
and patriclan. The state administration in Burkina Paso has interfered in the naming
practice. According to state law the children must bear their father's name. Otherwise
they are not recognised as his children and no dependency allowances are paid.
Consequently, male Dagara state employees have chosen to add the name of their
matriclan rather than their wife's matriclan to the children. Thus the father 'takes it
all' and the wife merely remains as 'incubator'; her matriclan's name is lost by this
naming. Poda highlights the problems involved when the children of state employees
join the village. Joking relationships between clans are disrupted in that for example
a boy whose mother belongs to the Kambire should joke with people of the Hien
clan. But if the boy says he is Some instead the joking relationship is impossible.
The important point demonstrated by this essay is the extent to which seemingly
harmless administrative procedures may cause serious disorder locally. The Dagara
state employees are trying to handle their double attachment. But their children
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have to deal with their contested belongings.
The Fulbe agro-pastoralists residing in western Burkina Faso, that is, some

200 km westward from Gaoua, have also to deal with contested belongings in that
they may simultaneously be strangers, citizens and friends to local farmers. Sten
Hagberg discusses how a specific group of Fulbe handle these different belongings
in general and how the Fulbe strangerhood is articulated with respect to land and
power in particular. The essay highlights the local cultural conception of Fulbe
strangerhood on the one hand, and the Fulbe cultural idea of being 'different' on
the other. According to local cosmology the 'stranger' should always depend upon
a 'host'. For instance, a Fulbe man who wants to settle in an area needs to be received
by a host and, ultimately, by the Master of the Earth. While there are common
cultural ideas of exchange and interaction, Hagberg demonstrates how the local
cultural conception of strangerhood is redefined in a process ofcontested belongings.
The essay elaborates two examples of redefined strangerhood. Firstly, Fulbe agro
pastoralists have been involved in a agro-pastoral management scheme, which many
farmers see as a project promoting Fulbe interests at the expense of farmers. Secondly,
the Fulbe who have moved to the Ivory Coast are not only perceived as 'strangers'
according to the local cultural conception, but also in terms of citizenship. Outbreaks
of violence have occurred at both sides of the international boundary and in times
of crisis the Fulbe are chased away by local farmers. Given these constraints, many
Fulbe have begun to claim rights to land and to power. Fulbe organisations do not
accept the'strangerhood' any longer, but claim rights as citizens. Hagberg concludes
that Fulbe strangerhood is the result of a specific combination of bonds and
boundaries that prevails in local settings. When the Fulbe accept to depend upon
their hosts (i.e. local farmers), bonds of friendship are likely to develop. But when
the Fulbe (or any other actor such as agents of the state administration) contest the
rights to land and power, strangerhood may become a boundary of exclusion.

Joost Dessein's essay changes somewhat the focus in that he analyses the impact
of the agricultural extension services on Lobi hoe-farming. The essay elaborates on
symbolic as well as physical boundaries that separate the 'Lobi excellent farmer'
from farmers involved in 'the capitalist matrix'. Whereas farmers in the capitalist
matrix look for an upward movement on the socio-economic ladder by means of
production maximisation, farmers in 'the autochthonous matrix' are defining
themselves by movements through farmland. The essay describes a common situation
in which 'development' introduces a line between the 'developed' and 'those-to
be-developed' (cf. Hobart 1993). However, an interesting category of brokers plays
the role of the trickster, that is, the many young farmers who behave as 'eclecti' and
constantly shift attitudes. These 'eclectici' all share a common characteristic in that
they are border figures who occupy a special position in the community such as a
retired state employee and a former cook of the catholic mission. Due to their status,
education and religion, they are not fully involved in the community any longer.
This gives them a certain degree of freedom, a fact which allows them to test new
techniques and makes them committed to the credit union. Dessein further analyses
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conceptions and stereotypes revealed in documents and training sessions between
local farmers and extension workers. The central question to be dealt with is whether
the agricultural extension bridges or draws boundaries. The extension workers
presume that Lobi farmers are conservative and backward, and hence advocate the
one way technology transfer. Yet Dessein strongly concludes that the one-sided
communication model of teacher-student does not fit within the context of 'the
autochthonous matrix'. If the boundary between the matrices is to be bridged, one
has to redirect the extension paradigm towards a more brokerage oriented one.

Beyond Boundaries

It is our hope that this collection of essays will contribute to increase the interest for
studies of peoples and societies which integrate two or more modern nation-states.
This is truly a postcolonial enterprise in that it has the potentiality to sharpen the
analysis and improve our understanding of those cultural processes that are at work
in 'the invention of tradition' (Hobsbawn & Ranger 1983; Ranger 1983; Ranger &
Vaughan 1993). The Dagara of Burkina and Ghana do share a fundamental cultural
frame, but the legacy of the colonial and postcolonial State has also introduced
basic cultural divides. In this concluding section we raise the more general questions
addressed in this book, which, admittedly, would require further scrutiny in the
attempt to move beyond boundaries in West African ethnography.

A commonly debated problem in anthropology concerns the relationship between
the researcher and the research subjects. What impact has this relationship upon the
production of knowledge? Anthony Cohen argues that,

When anthropologists defined the subject as the study ofother cultures, they necessarily (ifunwittingly)
placed 'boundary' at the very centre of their concerns. The relativism of anthropologistianthropologised,
us/them, self/other, clearly implies boundary. (Cohen 1994:63)

Several contributors to this collection of essays have done 'anthropology at home'.
In some cases the fieldwork site was even the home village of the researcher. But
even then the relationship between the researcher and the research subjects implies
a boundary. The relationship between cosmological and geographical perceptions
of space is a case at stake. The process by which the local perceptions of settlement
history-informed by cosmology-are 'mapped out' and translated into
histOliography is not neutral. Whether the researcher chooses to detennine the arrival
and origin of different groups by solely using oral history or to establish the history
of an ethnic group, the process of translating people's cosmological perceptions of
origin remains an intricate problem. The very exercise of 'mapping out' runs the
risk of nailing down cognitive structures into political and administrative units. Is
there a possibility to carry out a 'mental mapping' (cf. Kuba 1999; Mabogunje &
Richards 1985) without losing the very core of people's perceptions in the
ethnographic representation? The various essays adopt different approaches to this
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problem and thereby highlight the linkage between methodology and the kind of
ethnography produced.

There is an increasing emphasis put on land and belonging by many people in
the region, as well as elsewhere in Africa (e.g. Burnham 1996; Geschiere & Gugler
1998; Fisiy & Goheen 1998). Although the land question has always mattered in
the region, what we witness today is a growing concern for cultural preservation
and authenticity. The issue of 'autochthony', that is, the stressing of being first
corners and thereby the legitimate heirs of the land in contrast to various groups of
'strangers', cannot be ignored in that it may bring what some people in Burkina
would call 'a Rwandian situation' or 'Balkanisation'. People who have lived together
for generations may thereby turn into enemies, or, as in the case of the Fulbe, people
who have lived in a region for long time become considered as 'those coming from
elsewhere'. In such politicised discourses the relationship between the researcher
and the research subjects requires careful attention. Anthropological writings may
well enter into a local political discourse and become a tool for ethnic exclusion
used by local actors. We think that the different contributions show that detailed
ethnography may be a powerful remedy to escape simplistic generalisations.

Several essays concern social change and the expression of various forms of
modernity. We have demonstrated that social change has created new boundaries or
redefined old ones. Modernity has certainly had an impact on the ways in which
space is conceived by people in the region, but here our main concern is that
modernity is more than the outcome of a linear process. The Dagara in Burkina
Faso and the Lobi on the Ghanaian side do not necessarily experience modernity in
the same way. It is therefore essential to conceptualise how modernities (rather than
'the Modernity') are experienced and imbued with different meanings. In all the
different cases described here cosmology and geography can be seen to represent
two different dimensions of how bonds and boundaries are perceived, expressed
and acted out by people in northern Ghana and southern Burkina Faso. This book
invites the reader to follow the different trajectories that people pursue to create a
sense of meaning in the struggle for daily life in a changing world.
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Ce recueil d' essais traite du probleme de frontieres et aussi de liens qui les surpassent
dans le nord du Ghana et le sud du Burkina Faso. Il s' agit d'une tentative de mettre
en commun les recherches effectuees par des chercheurs d' environnements culturel,
postcolonial et academique divers. C'est un effort conscient postcolonial d'abolir
les barrieres creees lors des frontieres etablies entre les territoires coloniaux
britannique et fran9ais devenues, lors des independances, frontieres internationales
entre le Ghana et le Burkina Faso. La plupart des essais ont ete initialement rediges
en vue du seminaire international, qui s' est tenu aGaoua (Burkina Faso) en juillet
1998 (cf. Gomgnimbou & Poda 1998). Le but du seminaire etait de "franchir les
frontieres, qu' elles soient nationales, socio-culturelles, linguistiques, politiques ou
religieuses" en reunissant des chercheurs travaillant dans le nord du Ghana et dans
le sud du Burkina Faso. Un grand nombre de groupes ethniques resident dans cette
region. Bien que les rapports entre ces groupes soient bases sur un reseau de liens
et frontieres complexes, pour l' observateur etranger la frontiere la plus evidente est
liee al'histoire coloniale. Beaucoup de gens residant des deux cotes de la frontiere
separant le Ghana et le Burkina parlent la meme langue et appartiennent pourtant a
des etats-nations differents. Les Kasena voient leur 'pays' (Kasongo) comme
indivisible, tout en etant pleinement conscients des frontieres postcoloniales qui le
divisent. De meme, les Lobi au Burkina retracent leurs origines au Ghana actuel.
Tandis que la traversee du fleuve Mouhoun (Volta Noire) revet une importance
symbolique et rituelle, le fleuve constitue en meme temps une frontiere politique.
Les liens symboliques et sociaux unissent les Lobi d'un cote du fleuve, mais ces
memes liens contribuent a creer des frontieres ethniques par rapport aux autres
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groupes. Les Dagara des deux cotes de la frontiere internationale se distinguent des
autres groupes comme par exemple les Sissala et les Lobi. Les Dagara disent
n'appartenir qu'a 'un seul monde'. Cependant, notre interet porte aux frontieres ne
se borne pas a celles qui separent les Etats-nations des groupes ethniques. Meme au
sein des groupes ethniques et des clans le probleme de liens et frontieres est evident.
Il y a, par exemple, la frontiere en tant que limite sociale et symbolique maintenue
entre l'homme et la femme. Le Dagara en tant qu'individu appartient, du moins
d'un point de vue mythique, a neuf 'maisons sociales' auxquelles il est lie a travers
un ensemble complexe de droits et de devoirs. D'ou le trait commun a tous les
essais formant ce livre de s'efforcer de clarifier comment les liens et frontieres
subsistent et sont gerer par les populations residentes dans le nord du Ghana et dans
le sud du Burkina Faso. Le theme de liens et de frontieres unit les notions
cosmologiques d' espace, les representations coloniales et postcoloniales et les
pratiques sociales. En d'autres termes, tous les essais integrent, quoique de diverses
manieres, les notions cosmologique et geographique d' espace.

Les essais recueillis traitent de divers sujets tels que 1'identite, la religion, le
mariage, l'histoire et 1'agriculture. Bien que la plupart d'entre eux portent sur des
populations residentes des deux cotes de la frontiere internationale (les Lobi, les
Dagara, les Kassena), ce n' est pas le cas de tous. Les Fulbe ici decrits resident plus
vers l'ouest et les Asante habitent plus au sud. Cependant, les Asante et Fulbe ont
influence et continuent a influencer la region etudiee. Mais au lieu d' essayer de
localiser les societes en zones geographiques-une entreprise hautement
problematique en soi-nous focalisons notre attention sur les multiples manieres
dont les differents groupes de cette region pergoivent, expriment et traduisent les
notions de liens et frontieres. Historiquement, ces gens ont reside sur des territoires
situes ami-chemin entre des Etats tels que l'Asante dans le sud, le royaume Ouattara
de Kong et Gwiriko (Bobo-Dioulasso) dans l'ouest et le royaume Mossi dans le
nord. En fait, bien avant la partition de l'Afrique la region etait un front entre
differentes politiques africaines. De meme, les administrations coloniales anglaises
et frangaises ont connu de nombreux problemes en y imposant respectivement leurs
regles politico-administratives. Par consequent, nous sommes convaincus que l'etude
du concept de liens et limites dans la region peut elargir notre comprehension de
comment la cosmologie et l'heritage geographique colonial et postcolonial agissent
reciproquement l'un sur l'autre.

Cependant, il y a lieu de clarifier les concepts centraux tels que liens, frontieres
et front. Dans les divers essais recueillis le concept de frontiere (boundary) revet au
moins deux sens differents. En premier lieu, il s'agit des divers types de frontieres
separant les terres et les populations, soit les frontieres politiques, economiques,
culturelles et symboliques. Les frontieres internationales entre les Etats ainsi que
celles qui sont symboliques entre 'nous' et 'eux' au sein de toute communaute
humaine offrent une vision combinee. Ainsi, l'etude ne porte pas seulement sur la
frontiere visible traduite physiquement au niveau du paysage mais egalement la
frontiere invisible exprimee sur le plan culturel. En second lieu, il s' agit des frontieres
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en tant que limites extemes a transgresser. La limite de la connaissance et du savoir
est transgressee grace a la rencontre de chercheurs de diverses traditions academiques.
Chaque jour, les populations sont confrontees aux frontieres entre differentes formes
de connaissance, comme une frontiere epistemologique entre les formes locales et
globales de connaissance. Ces deux sens du concept de frontiere nous efforcent de
mettre l'agenceite (agency) des populations locales au creur de notre interet. En
pratique, les populations residant pres d'une frontiere politique intemationale
traversent celle-ci regulierement afin d' echapper a la pression politique, sociale et
economique. Des individus qui vivent d'un cote de cette frontiere peuvent avoir
beaucoup de choses en commun, mais ils restent neanmoins sujets a un controle
politique different.

Cela nous amene a la distinction entre frontiere et front. Dans la litterature, il
semble comme acquis que le terme frontiere (boundary) se refere a une ligne tandis
que celui de front (frontier) se refere a une zone (Prescott 1965; Prescott 1987;
Rumely & Minghi 1991; Widstrand 1969). Bien que l'Afrique soit decrite a juste
titre comme "le continent le plus morcele du monde" (Prescott 1987:242), les
frontieres coloniales cOlncidaient a un certain degre aux frontieres endogenes. Le
cas de la frontiere entre le Burkina et le Ghana est particulierement interesant. Tandis
que le Mouhoun/Volta Noire est une limite naturelle chargee de significations
symboliques et rituelles, la ligne divisant les terres et les gens le long du lIe parallele
est tout-a-fait artificielle (Hien 2000; Lentz 2000). Donc, malgre les eventuelles
tentatives colonialistes de preserver l'unite sociale et politique endogene existante,
la location des frontieres intemationales de l' Afrique actuelle est neanmoins
largement une consequence de la Conference du Traite de Berlin 1884-1885 soit
"la Partition de I'Afrique". Ces frontieres politiques sont certainement plus recentes
que de nombreuses autres limites entre les regimes politiques africains. Cependant,
cela ne doit pas cacher le fait que chaque frontiere est en partie artificielle jusqu' a
un certain degre, meme celles liees a des caracteristiques d' origine naturelIe dans
ce qu'elles representent une expression invisible et transcendentale du pouvoir (Allott
1969:9). Les groupes issus de la Partition ont ete separes du fait de processus
d'integration opposes mis en marche par differents Etats. Mais en depit de toutes
ces influences contraires les Africains soumis a la Partition ont eu tendance a ignorer
dans leurs activites quotidiennes les frontieres separant le territoire et a maintenir
leurs relations sociales telles qu'elles etaient avant la Partition (Asiwaju 1985:3).
Compte tenu que c'est l'agenceitie des populations locales qui est mise en valeur
plutot que les relations entre les Etats, nous aimerions insister sur le fait que 'ignorer
les frontieres separant le territoire' ne signifie pas que les populations locales ignorent
l'importance des frontieres post-coloniales, mais, par contre, que la frontiere
geopolitique ne represente pour elles qu'une perception parmi d'autres. En effet, le
paradoxe des frontieres africaines repose sur le manque de consequence entre les
lignes marquees clairement sur les cartes et la realite des frontieres qui n' est peut
etre pas visible a l'oeil nu (Nugent & Asiwaju 1996; cf. Lentz 2000). Pour clore ce
probleme de definition du concept frontiere politique, nous suggerons que la frontiere
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entre le Burkina et le Ghana peut bien etre comprise a la fois comme une ligne et
une zone. La frontiere politique est une ligne de separation entre deux etats-nations
ayant herite des administrations coloniales britannique et fran9aise. Mais la frontiere
politique est aussi une zone dans le sens que les populations d'un cote ontreagi ace
que Kopytoff denommefrontier process, c'est-a-dire processus de front entre regimes
politiques centralises (Kopytoff 1987).

La frontiere entre 'nous' et 'eux' est aussi centrale dans les etudes sur l'ethnicite
(Barth 1969; Eriksen 1993; Smith 1994; Vermeulen & Govers 1994). Il y a eu un
interet grandissant porte aux etudes des relations interethniques en Afrique
occidentale ces dernieres annees (Amselle 1990; Amselle & M'Bokolo 1985; Botte
& Schmitz 1994; Burnham 1996; de Bruijn & van Dijk 1997; Hagberg 1998), et
meme si l' etude d'une seule communaute prevaut toujours, on se tourne de plus en
plus vers l'etude sur l'impact colonial de la formation de groupes ethniques.
Le processus de front semble etre un denominateur commun concernant d'une part
les frontieres politiques entre les Etats-nations (ainsi que les entites administratives
au sein des Etats-nations), et d'autre part les frontieres ethniques telles que celles
existant entre les Dagara, les Lobi et les Sissala. Mais au lieu d' appliquer le modele
d' ethnogenese sous entendu dans la notion classique de 'tribu', la perspective de
front local met l' accent sur les groupes marginaux de nombreuses societes africaines
etablies. "Ces sur de telles frontieres que la plupart des societes et regimes politiques
africains ont ete, pour ainsi dire, 'eriges' a partir de morceaux et de fragments
humains et culturels-de societes existantes" (Kopytoff 1987:3, notre traduction).
Des mouvement locaux aux fronts locaux etaient communs dans la region du nord
du Ghana, du nord de la Cote d'Ivoire et dans le sud du Burkina Faso. L'histoire des
peuplements tout comme les sources ecrites indiquent les mouvement de populations
(cf. Dacher 1997; Dupperray 1984; Fieloux 1980; Fieloux et al. 1993; Labouret
1931; Lentz 1998). De plus, les migrations forcees de la Cote d'Ivoire (y compris la
Haute-Volta) a la Gold Coast etaient monnaie courante pendant l' epoque coloniale,
parce que les differences de conditions politiques entre les colonies fran9aises et
britanniques amenaient souvent a un exode massif des populations ressortissantes
d'une sphere coloniale a l'autre (Asiwaju 1976:577). De telles migrations etaient
essentiellement causees par des facteurs politiques (ex: lourde taxation, travail force
et exaction de chefs imposes par les fran9ais) plutot que par des facteurs
socioeconomiques (ex: recherche d'une terre agricole et d'un emploi).

Ce livre ne decrit pas seulement les frontieres geopolitiques et ethniques; la
notion de frontieres inclut ici egalement celles qui apparaissent dans les relations
de parentes. La frontiere entre parente patrilaterale et matrilaterale s'exprime lors
d' occasions rituelles et specifiques. Cependant, dans la plupart des autres situations
une telle frontiere est minimisee et les parents entretiennent une relation d'egal a
egal . En plus, dans notre effort de comprendre les differents types de frontieres,
nous ne voudrions pas oublier les liens qui unissent les gens. Il y a des liens qui
permettent aux frontieres de durer, mais il y en a d'autres qui triomphent de ces
frontieres. La conscience de l'existence de frontieres peut aussi entralner
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l'acceptation de la 'difference'. En ce qui nous conceme, deux definitions du tenne
lien recouvrent la nature ambigtie de ce concept. Le terme lien ne traduit pas
seulement le sens restrictif d'unir les gens et etant base fondamentalement sur 'le
partage de sentiments ou d'interets', mais aussi dans le sens de 'promesse ayant
force de loi' . A titre d' exemple, les fonctionnaires Dagara au Burkina Faso suivent
le systeme administratif burkinabe pour la dation du nom au lieu de se confonner
aux principes locaux de Dagara.

De ce fait, les termes liens et frontieres revetent de nombreux sens et
significations, meme si nous nous limitons aux frontieres culturelles et politiques
du nord du Ghana et du sud du Burkina Faso. Les divers essais cherchent de
comprendre les differentes expressions culturelles et politiques des notions de liens
et de frontieres. Ils ont en commun 1'interet porte a la gestion quotidienne de la
cosmologie et de la geographie par les populations. Les essais cherchent a reveler
les manieres dont les idees cosmologiques d' espace agissent reciproquement sur
les notions d'espace geographique. Premierement, il est question de cosmologie,
soit comment l'espace est per~u et conceptualise par les populations locales et par
extension, comment les limites sont construites et significatives. La distinction entre
'le village' et 'la brousse' prevaut dans les communautes villageoises. La brousse
est associee au manque de moralite et au caractere sauvage, mais elle represente
aussi la force vitale et I' organisation (cf. Cartry 1982; Jackson & Karp 1990; Jacob
1990). Les activites telles que la chasse et l'agriculture a la houe contribuent a
transfonner de maniere continue la brousse en village. Deuxiemement, l' experience
que les populations ont des liens et frontieres est aussi question de geographie,
c'est-a-dire la realisation de cartes et la conception postcoloniale de frontieres
politiques nationales qui separent les peuples indifferemment de l'appartenance
ethnique et des liens de parente. La carte est un outil puissant du colonialisme en ce
qu' elle definit les territoires et trace les frontieres. Tandis que beaucoup profitent
de l'ambigu'ite appartenant aux differents Etats-nations, le point qui ressort est que
la perception geographique de la realite domine dans la politique des Etats. Cependant
les populations locales gerent simultanement la cosmologie et la geographie. L' effet
reciproque entre la legislation nationale et les ordres nonnatifs communautaires
deviennent particulierement evidents dans la vie quotidienne et les experiences
personnelles des gens.

Ce livre est divise en trois parties. Premierement, l'analyse historique peut foumir
d'importants eclaircissements dans l' etude des notions de liens et de frontieres dans
le nord du Ghana et dans le sud du Burkina Faso. Afin d'utiliser du materiel historique
pour leur travail, les chercheurs ont recours a l'histoire racontee oralement ainsi
qu' a des sources ecrites. Cependant, le recit d'histoires relatives au peuplement
ou pour garder l' expression de mise en place du peuplement-est en soi une entreprise
problematique. Cela implique tout un processus suivant lequel la perception
cosmologique d'un groupe de personnes arrivees et installees dans un lieu specifique
est traduit a un trajet geographique pour determiner l' origine. Les recits de
peuplement constituent un des themes principaux de la recherche historique menee
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dans de nombreux pays africains. Cela est per9u comme etant un pas necessaire
dans le processus d' ecriture de I'histoire nationale, bien que la maniere dont les
histoires sur le peuplement sont ecrites varie considerablement. Ce livre comprend
trois differentes approches. Tandis qu'un essai vise a determiner l'arrivee et l'origine
des groupes de personnes a travers I'histoire racontee oralement (Madeleine Pere),
un autre s'efforce d'etablir l'origine et le mouvement des Kasena precoloniaux en
conciliant les sources ecrites et orales de documents (Moustapha Gomgnimbou).
Un troisieme essai est concentre sur les frontieres politiques entre les populations
Asante et non Asante (Abayie Boaten). Ces trois essais ont en commun le fait que la
perspective de frontiere souligne le probleme de 'repertoirier' (mapping out) des
societes et regimes politiques africains.

Deuxiemement, l' etude des frontieres a besoin d' etre completee par une analyse
des liens d'appartenance depassant ces memes frontieres; de tels liens peuvent,
inter alia, etre relies a la localite, au mariage et a la religion. Le systeme de residence
des Dagara demontre a quel point les modeles traditionnels de residence refletent
les liens que les individus entretiennent avec les diverses 'maisons sociales'
(homesteads); l'unite sociale comprise comme les structures sociales se traduit plutot
par la maison sociale que par les lignages (Alexis B. Tengan). Le mariage est un
moyen universel par le biais duquel differentes maisons et familIes sont reMes les
unes aux autres; le mouvement des femmes creent un espace social et domestique
chez les Kasena (Ann Cassiman). La communaute religieuse est un autre lien
d'appartenance, mais elle cree egalement une frontiere d'exclusion dans ce qU'elle
trace une ligne separant le 'nous' du 'eux' (Edward Tengan).

Troisiemement, tandis que plusieurs essais traitent des liens d' appartenance per
se, d'autres concernent les frontieres d'exclusion. Nous avons deja soutenu que
l' approche des liens et des frontieres doit se faire simultanement en prenant compte
des notions de cosmologie, des representations coloniales et postcoloniales ainsi
que des pratiques sociales contemporaines. Les populations residant dans le nord
du Ghana et le sud du Burkina Faso ont fait l'experience de grands changements
dans leur vie quotidienne. Les pratiques de dation des noms etablie par les
fonctionnaires de l'Etat Dagara au Burkina Faso est un exemple concret (Nayire
Evariste Poda), mais il y en a d'autres. Les Fulbe (Peul) residant dans l'ouest du
Burkina Faso sont etrangers selon la conception culturelle locale, mais ce statut se
retrouve redefini dans un processus d'appartenance contestee (Sten Hagberg).
L'impact des services agricoles de vulgarisation par rapport aI' agriculture des Lobi
s'articule autour des frontieres symboliques ainsi que physiques qui separent les
'excellents paysans Lobi' des paysans impliques dans la 'matrice capitaliste' (Joost
Dessein).

Nous esperons que ce recueil d'essais contribuera a augmenter l'interet porte
aux etudes des peuples et societes qui integrent deux Etats-nations modernes ou
plus. Ceci represente reellement une entreprise postcoloniale dans le sens que ce
travail se veut d'aller plus loin afin d'ameliorer notre comprehension des processus
culturels qui sont introduits dans 'l'invention de la tradition' (Hobsbawn & Ranger
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1983; Ranger 1983; Ranger & Vaughan 1993). Les Dagara du Burkina et du Ghana
partagent un cadre culturel fondamental, mais l'heritage de l'Etat colonial et
postcolonial a aussi introduit des differences culturelles importantes. Nous soulevons
finalement trois questions generales repertoriees dans ce livre, qui necessiteraient
une etude plus approfondie afin d' aller au-dela des frontieres.

Premierement, un probleme debattu frequemment en anthropologie concerne la
relation entre le chercheur et les sujets de recherche. Meme dans le cas ou beacoup
de chercheurs ont realise une etude anthropologique 'chez eux', la relation entre le
chercheur et les sujets de recherche implique une limite. La relation entre les
perceptions cosmologiques et geographiques d'espace est un enjeu. Le processus
selon lequelles perceptions locales de l'histoire du peuplement-induites par la
cosmologie-sont repertoriees sur une carte geographique et traduites en
historiographie n'est pas neutre. Il est evident que le processus consistant a traduire
les perceptions cosmologiques de l' origine demeure un probleme complexe.
L'exercice meme de 'repertorier des donnees sur une carte' comporte le risque de
clouer les structures cognitives dans des unites politiques et administratives. Existe
t-il une possibilite de mener une 'cartographie mentale' (cf.Kuba 1999; Mabogunje
& Richards 1985) sans perdre l'essentiel meme des perceptions des peuples dans la
representation ethnographique? Les divers essais adoptent des approches differentes
a ce probleme et par consequent soulignent le lien entre la methodologie et le type
d' ethnographie produite.

Deuxiemement, de nombreuses personnes de la region attachent une importance
plus grande ala telTe et al'appartenance, ainsi qu'ailleurs en Afrique (ex: Burnham
1996; Geschiere & Gugler 1998; Fisiy & Goheen 1998). Bien que la question de
telTe ait toujours ete d'importance dans la region, ce que nous observons aujourd'hui
est un souci croissant de preservation culurelle et d' authenticite. La question
d'autochtonie, c'est-a-dire I'accent mis sur le fait d'etre les premiers-venus et par
consequent les heritiers legitimes de la telTe par opposition aux divers groupes
d' etrangers ne peut pas etre ignoree du fait que cela peut engendrer ce que les
Burkinabe appelleraient 'une situation ala Rwandaise' ou 'une Balkanisation'. Les
populations qui ont vecu ensemble pendant des generations peuvent ainsi devenir
ennemies. Dans le cas des Fulbe, une population qui habite dans une region depuis
longtemps peut etre consideree comme 'venant de loin'. Dans de tels discours
politises, la relation entre le chercheur et les sujets de recherche requiert une attention
particuliere. Les ecrits anthropologiques peuvent tout aussi bien adopter un discours
de politique locale et devenir un outil d' exclusion ethnique utilise par les acteurs
locaux. Nous pensons que les differentes contributions apportees montrent que
l' ethnographie detaillee peut etre un remede pour echapper a des generalisations
simplistes.

Troisiemement, plusieurs essais ont trait au changement social et al'expression
de diverses formes de modernite. Nous avons demontre que le changement social a
cree de nouvelles frontieres ou en aredefini d' anciennes. La modernite a certainement
un impact sur la maniere dont l' espace est per~u par la population de la region, mais
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ici notre principale preoccupation est que la modernite est plus que le resultat d'un
processus lineaire. Par exemple, les Dagara du Burkina Faso et les Lobi du cote
ghaneen n'ont pas necessairement la meme experience de la modernite. Par
consequent, il est essentiel de conceptualiser comment les diverses formes de
modernite (plutOt que de parler 'd'une modernit€') sont vecues et impregnees de
differentes significations. Dans tous les differents cas decrits, la cosmologie et la
geographie peuvent ici etre conc;;ues comrne representant deux dimensions differentes
concernant la maniere dont les populations du nord du Ghana et du sud du Burkina
Faso perc;;oivent, expriment et articulent les notions de liens et de frontieres.*

• La liste de references complete se trouve immediatement apres l'introduction en anglais. Le
resume en fran<;:ais a ete ecrit en collaboration avec Florence Naud.
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I'histoi du
la rovin u

Nous tenons a nous situer dans le cadre d'une colIecte de la tradition orale sur
l' origine, tres controversee, de tous les groupes ethniques de la region, arrives dans
un passe relativement recent. Nous ne pretendons nulIement que les donnees ci
apres soient indemnes de toute defaillance, erreur ou omission, mais nous donnons
tout simplement ici le fruit de nos recherches sur les migrations de ces societes,
toutes venues de l' actuel Ghana.

Notre methode d' approche a ete dans un premier temps de reunir, les uns apres
les autres, les anciens de chacune des familIes ethniques qui, a la fin du XVIIle et
tout au long du XIXe siec1es, se sont c6toyees dans le nord de la province du Poni
et notamment dans l' actuel departement de Nako. Nous avons ainsi recueilli ce que
la memoire collective de chaque groupe a pu conserver sur les migrations des
premiers venus, lorsqu'ils sont passes du Ghana (actuel) au Burkina Faso.

Dans un second temps, en guise de contr6le, nous avons confronte ensemble,
en differents endroits et a differentes reprises, tous ceux des informateurs des divers
groupes qu'il etait possible de reunir, de maniere a pouvoir deceler, ci et la,
d'eventuelles divergences, comme de recueillir aussi d'eventuels complements.

Enfin, dans un troisieme temps, nous avons fait donner lecture du present
texte a nos informateurs, chacun dans sa langue, d'abord pour qu'ils puissent en
avoir connaissance et, ensuite, pour qu' ils puissent encore, si besoin en etait, rectifier,
ou ajouter, telle ou telle information.

Au terme de toutes ces investigations nous avons ete agreablement surprise
de tout ce qui a pu etre conserve sur 1'histoire de ces deplacements de populations
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pluriethniques, particulierement dense, dans une region relativement restreinte et
ce sont ces migrations que nous avons tente de retracer dans les pages qui suivent.

Les Dian

De l' avis general les Dian seraient les premiers arrives dans la zone et, selon la
tradition orale, ils seraient venus du Tchad avec les Lobi, peut-etre au moment ou la
desertification s'intensifiait. On peut toutefois se demander si cette assertion n'est
pas un peu mythique; en effet, personne ne sait a quel endroit du Tchad ils se
trouvalent, ni par quel itineraire ils sont passes. Chacun sait pourtant qu'ils se sont
trouves ensemble a Takyiman (actuel Ghana) et on sait meme qu'il y eut la un
mariage entre une jeune Lobi (de sous-matriclan Yerphiin Da) et un homme Dian,
mariage qui fut a 1'origine d'un groupe metisse dian-Iobi, lequel a pu aussi se
retrouver avec les autres, au Burkina Faso.

C' est a partir de Takyiman que les Dian ont commence a se separer en plusieurs
groupes: a Will il Ya encore eu d'autres separations. Une partie d'entre eux y serait
restee, tandis que I' autre est aIlee vers le nord, De cette derniere fraction sont issus
trois groupes connus, qui ont traverse le Muhun (Mouhoun ou ex Volta Noire) en
differents endroits, mais qui sont tous passes par Meto2, rive gauche, a hauteur de
Dapila,3

Premier groupe Dian

Apres avoir quitte Takyiman et etre passe a W il et a Meto, le premier groupe Dian
est aIle a Niidom puis il est venu traverser le Muhun a Muen5 (Manoa des cartes).
Lorsqu'il est arrive a Muen5, certain de ses membres voulaient y rester, d'autres
voulaient continuer a explorer la region pour la chasse et il y a eu la une nouveIle
division. Certains sont effectivement aIles a Poura (de la Sissili) pour extraire I 'or
et les autres, apres la traversee, sont aIles s'instaIler a l'ancien Muvielo4; c'est
pourquoi, traversant la Puguli-ba, ils sont venus s'instaIler au nouveau Muvielo,
qu'ils ont egalement fonde et ou leurs recherches de metal precieux etaient plus
fructueuses. Pourtant, la encore, ils n' auraient pu rester qu' environ cinq ans, car un
groupe de Dagara-Lobr s'en approchait et ils ont prefere partir.

En quittant le nouveau Muvielo, une partie des Dian de ce premier groupe est
allee a Gueguere, ou leurs descendants se trouvent encore mais cette partie n' est
pas aIlee a Poura.

1 "Viens".
2 "Construire jusqu'au bout Gusqu'au bord du fleuve Muhun)": me =construire; to =jusqu'au
bout.
3 "Homme blanc (de teint clair)": da =homme; pila =blanc,
4 "La ou, le riz est bon". Cet ancien Muvielo etait situe sur la rive gauche de la Puguli-ba; apres
avoir ete abandonnee, il a ete reconstruit sur la rive droite et a re<;u la meme appellation.
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C'est alors que les autres se sont rendus a Hiaboho5 qu'ils ont encore fonde et on
a pris l'habitude de les appeler "Hiane du trou" du fait qu'etant a Muvielo, ils
allaient se cacher dans le trou de la coHine de Hemkua. Ce nom a meme ete attribue
a la nouvelle localite qu'ils venaient de fonder, Hiaboho, et lui est reste (aujourd'hui
Zambo - vers Dissin). Ils y auraient sejourne une quinzaine d'annees, puis, lorsque
les Gan arrivaient a leur tour a Jaaboho, ces Dian du premier groupe, abandonnant
la localite, ont egalement retraverse la Puguli-ba et sont alors venus a Hemkua
qu'ils ont egalement fonde puisque, la encore, ils arrivaient les premiers, et ils seralent
restes aussi une quinzaine d' annees avant de quitter les lieux, cette fois encore a
l' approche des Gan qui, aI'epoque, etaient a Hiaboho et qui devenaient menac;ants.
Ce premier groupe Dian est alors venu a Nako6

, qu'il a aussi fonde car il n'y avait
personne a cette epoque, mais il n'a pu y rester que deux annees seulement car,
entre temps, les Gan y arrivaient a leur tour. Les Dian de ce groupe ont alors pris la
decision de s'eloigner davantage et ils sont partis dans la region de Dolo?
(Diebougou), oil ils sont encore.

Deuxieme groupe dian

Comme ceux du premier groupe, les Dian du deuxieme groupe ont quitte Takyiman
(Ghana) et, par un itineraire qui n'est pas precise, ils sont arrives a Meto (Ghana),
sur la rive gauche du Muhun a la hauteur de Dapola (Burkina), oil ils ont d' ailleurs
traverse le fleuve et oil ils sont arrives apres le passage des Gan dans cette localite.
Ils y seraient demeures une dizaine d' annees, puis se sont installes a Lemkasqu'ils
ont fonde et oil ils ne seraient restes que deux ans en raison de l' anivee des Da du
groupe birifor, de sous-matriclan Juur nmar bar. Les Dian de ce deuxieme groupe
ont alors progresse plus au nord pour s'etablir a Hiagara9, qu'ils ontquitte egalement
aI' arrivee des Da du meme groupe birifor Juur nmar bar. Se sentant isoles et la
terre etant deja bien degradee, ils ont prefere ceder la place; ils sont partis directement
a Jenawa lO, aI'ouest de la province de la Bougouriba, oil ils sont encore aujourd'hui.

Troisieme groupe dian

Le troisieme groupe dian etait constitue de families islamisees mais, comme les
autres, ses membres etaient venus de Takyiman (Ghana) et etaient aussi passes a
Meto; de la, ils etaient alles traverser le Muhun a Nadolo ll

. Ils ne s'y etaient cependant
pas installes et etaient venus directement a Salsp2 qu'ils ont fonde. On pense qu'ils

5 "Le trou des Jaana": Jaa de Jaana =ethnie Jaa (Dian); boho =trou (en dagara).
6 "Tueurs de boeufs": na =bovins ; ko =tuer.
7 Deformation de dobire, nom d'une plante rampante qui pousse surtout aux alentours des marigots
et dont les fleurs sont mauves.
8 "Gofitez voir (si c'est bon)".
9 "La OU les Jaa (Dian) se sont disperses".
10 "Vas te cacher".
11 "Vendre des meules": Na: de naan =meules; doli =vendre (en Lobiri).
12 "Les pierres a aiguiser": sal =pierre; si =aiguiser.
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etaient surtout des forgerons, compte tenu de la grande quantite de charbon et de
residus de forge qui s'y trouvent encore de nos jours.

Pourtant, ils n'auraient pu rester que huit annees, ayant du partir a I 'arrivee des
Lobi (de sous-matriclan Yerphiin Da), qui poursuivaient les Dagara (de matriclan
Dabire); ils sont alles a laagara, d'oil le deuxieme groupe Dian venait de partir. lIs
n'y sont cependant pas restes puisque, entre temps, les Birifor du groupe des Da
juur nmar bar avaient deja acquis la terre de Hiagara avec le meme deuxieme groupe
dian, parti a Dolo entre temps.

Face a cette situation, les migrants du troisieme groupe (islamise) ont progresse
vers le nordjusqu'a Gbuusebiro13

, dit Buulibie.14

lIs sont alors alles a Carkirol5
, oil ils auraient vecu sept ans au moins; a 1'arrivee

d'une famille dian-Iobi, par suite du manage survenu a Takyiman, ils sont alles
rejoindre a Dolo le premier groupe dian qu'ils connaissaient deja depuis le Ghana
et qui a bien voulu leur donner une partie de la terre.

Quatrieme groupe metisse dian-lobi

Ces gens avaient traverse le Muhun a Bukaaro, qu'ils ont d'ailleurs fonde et oil ils
seraient restes plus d'une vingtaine d' annees en cultivant la terre. lIs ont quitte la
localite a 1'approche des Gan et ils se sont deplaces a laaboho, oil se trouvalent
deja les Dian du premier groupe qui s' y etaient installes apres avoir quitte le nouveau
Muvielo. Lorsque les Gan arriverent a leur tour a Jaaboho, le groupe dian-Iobi s' est
scinde en deux: une partie est allee rejoindre, a Dolo-Bondigui, les Dian du premier
groupe, tandis que l'autre partie s' est etablie a Carkiro, oil e1le se trouve encore.

Les Gan

Les Gan auraient d' abord ete dans la region de Damongo, mais le roi Dagbama les
aurait chasses pour prendre leur place et cultiver. lIs ont donc quitte la region et
certains groupes 16 sont dans un premier temps venus a Wa, oil ils auraient vecu une
vingtaine d' annees, puis, comme il y avait trop de populations a Wa, ils sont, ensuite,
alles a Takyiman, oil certains de leurs descendants se trouvent encore. lIs n'y
extrayaient pas l'or, ils cultivaient 1'igname et ils etaient pecheurs et guerriers. lIs
ne seraient pas restes plus de cinq annees a Takyiman. lIs auraient aussi habite a
Buole, oil d'ailleurs il s' en trouverait encore quelques-uns et seraient ensuite revenus
a Wa oil ils se sont apparentes aux Wala par mariage de femmes Gan avec des
hommes Wala. lIs etaient venus a cause de la peche et seraient restes quatre ans a

13 "Ut OU on attache les petites fleches": gbuu = attache; se =fleches; bi =petites; ro (locatif) =la
oU.
14 "Enfant de la bouillie": buuli =bouillie; bie enfant.
15 "Au pied du fromager": car (de caro) =ceiba patendra; kiro =au pied.
16 Nous ne parlerons pas id du matrilignage royal venu au Burldna Faso par Bouna, mais seulement
des groupes gan venus par Wa.
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Wa; ils seraient ensuite alles a Lawra, oil ils n' auraient reside que deux ans car il ne
constituaient qu'une tres petite population qui fut rapidement chassee. Ils sont alors
venus au Burkina en deux groupes differents, dont nous allons tenter de reconstituer
les itineraires.

Premier groupe Gan

Les Gan du premier groupe, apres un deuxieme sejour de quatre ans a Wa, sont
alles resider a Meto, au bord du Muhun, oil ils seraient restes deux ans. Cependant,
la zone etant surpeuplee a cette epoque, ils se sont decides a traverser le Muhun a
Dapila qui, sur la rive droite, se trouve juste en face de Meto (sur la rive gauche). Ils
se sont installes precisement a Dajuur17 , a moins de deux kilometres de Dapila, oil
se trouve encore beaucoup de residus de forge. Ils seraient restes une quinzaine
d'annees en ce lieu qu'ils ont quitte a 1'approche des Lobi Yerphiina Da, auxquels
ils ont vendu la tene de Dapila avant de partir. Ils sont ensuite alles resider a Gbigbin18

(Guinguine) mais n'auraient pu y rester qu'une annee seulement, en raison de
l' approche du groupe birifor Da Juur nmar bar. De la, ils sont alles s' etablir a
Ytilawo. 19

Enfin, tous ont quitte cette localite sous la pression des Lobi Yerphiina Da et
tous se sont diriges sur Loropeni.

Deuxieme groupe Gan

Comme les premiers, les Gan du deuxieme groupe, apres le second sejour de quatre
ans a Wa, se seraientrendus a Lawra, oil ils n'auraient sejoume que deux ans avant
d' aller a Nandom pour cultiver la tene pendant sept ans. Venus ensuite au confluent
du Muhun et de la Puguli-ba, ils l' ont traverse en pirogue et ils ont d' abord reside
a Hemkua mais pour peu de temps, en raison de l'approche des Pwa. Ils se sont
ensuite installes a Jaaboho (Zambo), oil ils n'auraient pu rester que trois annees
parce que les Dagara-Lobr les ont chasses pour prendre leur place. Ils ont alors
traverse la Puguli-ba pour s'etablir au nouveau Muvielo, dont les fondateurs Dian
etaient partis peu avant mais, la encore, ils n' auraient pu rester que deux ans, en
raison de 1'anivee des Dagara-Lobr. De cet actuel Muvielo, ils sont revenus a
Hemkua durant deux ans, en raison de l' anivee du groupe birifor Da Juur nmar
bar.

De Himkua, ils sont alles a Bulibie,oil ils auraient habite cinq ans avant de
quitter les lieux a l'arrivee des Lobi du groupe Yerphiina Da. C'est alors qu'ils se
sont rendus a Nako, refoulant les Dian du premier groupe qui s'y trouvaient alors.
Ils y seraient restes une dizaine d' annees, puis sont alles retrouver les Gan du premier
groupe a Ytilawo, apres avoir vendu la tene de Nako aux Yerphiina Da.

Les deux groupes Gan seraient restes encore deux ans a Ytilawo, mais il n'y

17 Du nom d'un arbuste (Gardenia aquabla) qui pousse en abundance dans la region.
18 "Succession de collines".
19 "Chez les Yula".
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avait pas de bonne riviere pour pecher et, pour finir, ils en ont ete chasses par les
YerphiinaDa; ils sont partis en direction de Loropeni, mais une partie d'entre ceux
du deuxieme groupe se sont diriges sur Poura (Nako); ils n'y seraient pas restes
bien longtemps et auraient continue a Gueguere (Dano), ou ils auraient devance les
Dian.

Les Pwa, dits Pugula

Les Pwa seraient venus de Kara (Lama-Kara) au Nord-Togo. Ils sont alles a Kumasi
et Takyiman (Ghana), ou ils sont restes une dizaine d'annees, puis ils ont quitte
I' endroit aI' approche des Gan qui arrivaient aussi a Takyiman et ils sont alors
venus aWa, puis a Baa-biPo et Nandom; le terrain manquant, ils se sont separes
avant de traverser le Muhun.

Premier groupe Pwa

Un premier groupe Pwa avait traverse le Muhun a Bukaaro, puis apres avoir franchi
la Pubuli-ba a Minao (sur la route de Diebougou) et est anive a Jaaboho, ou il s' est
installe, apres le depart des Dagara-Wiile qui occupaient la place avant lui. Il y
aurait sejourne quatre a cinq ans puis, comme les Dagara-Lobr s'en approchaient a
leur tour, il est alle, lui aussi, aI' ancien Muvielo precedemment fonde par les Dian.

A cette epoque, les Dagara-Lobr s' approchant de l' ancien Muvielo, les Pwa
ont traverse la Puguli-ba et se sont installes au nouveau Muvielo (actuel Muvielo),
lui aussi deja fonde par les Dian. Cependant, ils durent bientOt quitter encore cette
localite, toujours pour le meme motif: 1'arrivee des Dagara-Lobr. Ils sont alors
venus a Nako, ou il n'y avait personne a 1'epoque, mais ils n'y seraient restes que
quelques annees, entre le depart des Gan, qui en avaient vendu la tene aux Yerphiina
Da et I' arrivee de ces derniers. Ils seraient ensuite alles a Puura21

, a cinq kilometres
aI'ouest de Nako. Apres quelques annees, ils sont partis dans la region de Ciikura22 ,

plus precisement a Lokporo, Sukpuruno23 Wan24 et Yuumpoloro.25

Deuxieme groupe Pwa

Un deuxieme groupe serait alle traverser le Muhun a Niidoli, puis serait venu a
l' ancien Muvielo fonde par les Dian et, de la, a Nakaar et Dissin. Les gueniers de
Kazaro sont venus etles Pwa se sontdisperses, les uns a Sokiso (vel's Dano), d'autres
a Wahabili, Lofing, Dano, etc. Ils auraient vecu une centaine d' annees a I' ancien
Muvielo et une dizaine d'annees a Nakaar.

20 "Le chien a en ses petits": baa = chien; bil petits.
21 "Lfi OU (le fondateur) est enterre".
22 "La ou on se rencontre pour se tuer": Ca =rencontrer; ku =tuer ra (locatif) =la OU.
23 "Mal forme": "chetif'; "rabougri".
24 "La cachette".
25 "Il faut souffrir pour survivre" ou "travailler pour manger": yum =tete (vie); poloro =souffrance.
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Les Pwa sont ensuite venus a Hemkua a la recherche de terre mais, apres une
saison culturale, ils se sont rendus compte que la terre, tres caillouteuse, etait peu
fertile et qu'illeur etait plus avantageux de retourner d' 011 ils etaient venus, c' est-a
dire au nouveau Muvielo. C'est ainsi qu'ils y sont retournes et ils y seraient demeures
une vingtaine d' annees avant de se disperser, notamment en raison des guerres de
Moktar Karatao et de Kazaro et aussi a cause de la poussee des autres groupes,
notamment Dagara-Lobr, puis Dagara-Wiile.

Certains sont partis vers Dano: Fing, Bunza et autres. Dne partie des Pwa du
premier groupe, apres le sejour d'une annee a Hemkua, est allee a Dapila, puis a
Kuj026 (Malba), 011 elle est restee quelques annees et 011 elle a laisse beaucoup de
residus de forge. D'autres sont alles a Kokolibuu27, mais ils ne purent y rester
longtemps car les Daraga-Lobr y arrivaient.

Les Dagara

On distingue, dans l' ensemble dagara, les Dagara dits "Lobr", matrilineaires et
ceux dits "Wiil€,,28, patrilineaires. Nous nous limiterons id a ceux, Wiile ou Lobr,
qui semblent avoir ete parmi les premiers Dagara a avoir traverse le Muhun dans la
zone etudiee et nous verrons d'abord les Dagara-Wiile qui furent le premiers.

Les Dagara-Wiile

Venus de Takyiman (Ghana) 011 ils seraient restes une dizaine d' annees, les Dagara
Wiile ont ensuite progresse vers le nord et sont arrives a Wa 011 ils se sont installes
et ont sejourne une quinzaine d'annees.

AI' approche des Lobi de matriclan Yerphiin Da, ils se sont diriges sur Meto
(Ghana) mais la terre, sans doute epuisee par tous les groupes qui s'y sont succedes,
n' etait pas fertile. Ils n'y seraient restes que huit mois. Reprenant alors la route du
nord, ils sont venus a Lawra 011 ils seraient restes trois ans, puis, de nouveau a
l' approche des memes Lobi Yerphiin Da, ils ont traverse le Muhun it Menu5 (Manoa)
et sont alles it Hiaboho (Zambo, du Burkina). Ils n'auraient pu y rester que trois
annees parce que les Dagara-Lobr sont venus les en chasser pour occuper la place.

Ils sont ensuite alles it Kokolibuu (Dissin), 011 ils seraient restes une quinzaine
d'annees et dont ils sont partis lorsque les Dagara-Lobr y sont arrives it leur tour.
Apres cela, retraversant la Puguli-ba it Hemkua sans s'y installer, ils se sont d' abord
etablis au nouveau Muvielo, 011 ils n'auraient pu rester que deux annees en raison
de 1'approche des Pwa, qu'ils redoutaient. Ils sont alors venus it Hemkua, 011 ils
auraient passe six mois avant de rendre it Bulibie, 011 ils n' ont d' ailleurs pas pu

26 Abreviation de Kokojo (mil pour les singes).
27 Deformation de Kokuor-ni-bom, "le cultivateur avec la chose": kokuor =cultivateur; ni =avec;
born =chose (en dagara).
28 D'apres J. Hebert et al. (1976:21) "Esquisse d'une monographie historique du pays dagara".
Selon cette meme source, wiile viendrait de "oule" qui signifte "montrer le bon chemin" (ibid. :32).
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rester car les Lobi, du groupe Yerphiina Da, etaient deja installes a Surahine. Ils ont
donc fait demi tour et, apres avoir traverse la Puguli-ba a Hemkua, ils sont alles
s'installer a Dano, dont ils ont refoule les Pwa et ou, de nos jours, la terre leur
appartient.

Ce groupe Dagara-Wiile n'a que peu reside dans le canton de Nako, ou il s'est
trouve coInce entre les Pwa, alors etablis au nouveau Muvielo, et les Lobi (Yerphiina
Da) venus resider a Bulibie. C'est pourquoi, retraversant la Puguli-ba une seconde
fois, ils se sont diriges directement sur Dano et Orokwa. Plus tard, une partie d' entre
eux a quitte Dano et, repassant de nouveau a Hemkua, elle est allee s' etablir a
Legmoin et les environs, ou elle est encore.

Les Lobi

Les Lobi (Lobe), de matriclan Da et de sous-matrician Yerphiin, sont venus de
Takyiman (Ghana) et ils sont arrives a Wa apres etre passes a Loura (vers Wenchi).
Us n'y sont pas restes longtemps en raison de l' arrivee des Wala, apparentes aux
Dagara-Wiile; ils se sont alors divises en plusieurs groupes qui ont marche chacun
de leur cote.

C'est ainsi qu'ils sont arrives au Burkina en deux groupes, precedes par une ou
deux families isolees, mais egalement de sous-matrician Yerphiin Da.

Premier groupe Lobi (Yerphiin Da)

Apres avoir quitte Wa, cette premiere partie s'etait d'abord etablie a Orbaro,
aujourd'hui Orphan (Ghana), ou elle serait restee une vingtaine d' annees, avant de
se deplacer a Meto; elle y aurait sejourne encore une quinzaine d'annees avant de
traverser le Muhun a Nadoli. Apres la traversee, ils s' etaient d' abord etablis a Dajuur
(Dapola) puis il se sont deplaces a Banipule, vers Lemkaa. De la, ils sont passes a
Ko, puis a Surahine, egalement vers Lemkaa, et enfin a Gbusebiro, dit Bulibie de
nos jours. Us y auraient sejoume environ cinq ans, puis seraient alles resider a Hemkua
durant sept ans et ensuite a 1'ancien Muvielo, laisse libre par le depart des Dian; ils
y seraient restes cinq ans, avant de se deplacer aJaaboho, ou ils n' auraient habite
que six mois, en raison de 1'arrivee des Dagara-Lobr.

Ensuite ils sont alles a Hemkua, ou ils n'auraient pu rester que six mois, car les
Da Juur nmar bar y arrivaient a leur tour. Us sont donc revenus une seconde fois a
Bulibie, ou ils sont arrives apres le depart des Dian du deuxieme groupe. Us n'y
auraient reside que deux ans avant de venir s'installer aNako, apres en avoir acquis
la terre avec les Gan pour le prix d'un boeuf, car a cette epoque, en effet, les Gan se
regroupaient sur Loropeni et c'est apres leur depart de Bulibie que les Juur nmar
bar sont venus s'y installer.
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Deuxieme groupe Lobi (Yerphiin Dd)

Cette deuxieme partie des Lobi venue, comme la premiere de Takyiman, via Loura
et Wa, est allee traverser le Muhun a Bukaaro par crainte des Gan, qui etaient de
vrais guerriers et dont ils ne savaient pas exactement 011 ils se trouvaient a ce moment
la.

Apres la traversee, ces Lobi se sont installes a Hemkua, dont la terre n' etait pas
occupee a ce moment. Ils y seraient restes cinq ans, puis seraient alles au nouveau
Muvielo, qu' ils ont occupe apres l' approche du groupe Da Juur nmar bar, apparentes
mais devenu Birifor entre temps.

En quittant le nouveau Muvielo, les Lobi du deuxieme groupe se sont rendus a
Tenii'ikura, qu' ils ont fonde, et ils y seraient demeures huit annees avant de partir, A
nouveau a l'approche des Juur nmar bar, pour s'installer a Varkpara, qu'ils ont
aussi fonde, pres de Hemkua, mais qui n' existe plus de nos jours. A 1'issue de ce
sejour a Varkpara, 011 ils seraient restes durant cinq ans, la terre s' epuisant, ils sont
alles s'etablir a Baro 011 leurs descendants se trouvent encore de nos jours.

Les Dagara-Lobr

Mises a part une ou deux familles de matriclan Dabire, venus a la meme epoque que
les Lobi (Yerphiin Da), les Dagara-Lobr sont passes dans le departement de Nako
en deux groupes successifs, venus apres un commun sejour a Takyiman.

Premier groupe Dagara-Lobr

Apres son depart de Takyiman, ce groupe Dagara-Lobr avait sejourne aussi a Wa,
puis a Lawra, et avait franchi le Muhun a Bukaaro. Traversant ensuite la Puguli-ba
a Muen5 (Manoa), il s' etait installe a Jaaboho, 011 il serait reste environ cinq ans et
qu'il a quitte en raison de l' approche du second groupe Lobi Yerphiin Da, celui qui
a fonde Baro. C'est alors que ces Dagara-Lobr sont venus a Hemkua 011 ils n'ont
sejoume que trois annees avant de retoumer de nouveau a Jaaboho puis de se repandre
ensuite vers le nord, a Kokolibu et dans toute la region de Dissin, 011 ils se sont
rendus proprietaires de la terre apres en avoir chasse les Pwa, et ils s'y trouvent
encore de nos jours.

Deuxieme groupe Dagara-Lobr

Ce second groupe Dagara-Lobr venu aussi de Takyiman, suivant le meme mouvement
migratoire, etait arrive a Lawra et a Meto, d' 011 il avait traverse le Muhun a Dapila.
Apres la traversee les migrants s'etaient d'abord installes a Lemkaa (Nako), puis a
l' approche des Juur nmar bar ils sont partis a Kujo (Malba), 011 ils sont arrives
apres le depart des Pwa et 011 ils seraient restes trois ans avant de se deplacer a
Jaagara, puis a Legmoin.
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Les Birifor

Premier groupe Birifor: les NU(j29 Dd

Il s'agit, au depart, d'une famille d'origine dagara devenue birifor par mariage au
cours de la migration et connue sous le nom de Nu6 Da.

Les Nu6 Da constituent en realite un groupe apparente aux premieres familIes
Dabare qui les avait devances mais il n' ont pas migre ensemble. Les Nu6 Da etaient
egalement a Takyiman, ils sont ensuite alIes a Loura (vers Wenchi), puis a Buole, a
Wa et enfin a Lawra, ou ils se sont separes. Une premiere partie est alIee traverser le
Muhun a Bukaaro et ce sont ses membres qui sont les authentiques Nu6 Da. Apres
la traversee, ils se sont instalIes a BeIe30, a Domasie 1 et au nouveau Muvielo.

Vne deuxieme partie est venu a Meto, on ne sait pas s'ils s'y sont etablis mais
on sait qu'ils y ont traverse le Muhun et sont arrives a Dipola ou ils ne se sont pas
arretes.

Apres la traversee, ils se sont d'abord instalIes a Talier (Dapola) et ensuite certains
de ces Nu6 Da sontrestes a Taliertandis que d'autres se sontetablis a Komo (Dapola).

Par la suite, ceux de Talier, comme ceux de Komo ont envoye quelques uns
d'entre eux a Niceo et a Bamako.32 Leur chef qui etait a Talier a envoye son fils a
Bamako et un de ses neveux uterins a Niceo (Dolo) pour y prendre possession de la
terre qui n' etait pas encore occupee, bien que les Dian, instalIes a Dolo, n' en soient
pas tres eloignes.

Deuxieme groupe Birifor: les Juur mnar bar Dd

Un groupe, au depart Lobi, de sous-matriclan Yerphiin Da, avait quitte Takyiman
en meme temps que les autres. Mais, sans doute en raison de la fatigue, il n'a pu
marcher aussi vite, si bien que ces migrants se sont trouves completement separes
des autres et ils ont ete appeIes Juurnmar, bar, c'est-a-dire "ceux de la queue coupee
(que 1'on a) laissee". Lorsqu'ils sont enfin arrives a Hemkua, il se trouvait qu'un
Dagara-Lobr, nomme Dija Dabire avait epouse a Hemkua une fille Lobi Yerphiin
Da, nommee P60. Ce nom de Juur nmar bar, qui leur est reste, est devenu celui de
leur sous-matriclan car, a la suite de metissages ulterieurs avec des femmes birifor,
leur descendance est devenue nombreuse et elIe a parle la langue birifor. Ils ont
donc ete identifies comme Birifor mais les liens de parente avec les Lobi sont toujours
existants, reconnus et bien vivaces. AI'origine, ils etaient Lobi (Yerphiin Da) et
maintenant, la descendance est toujours de matriclan Da mais en est devenue une
branche birifor, de sous-matriclan Juur nmar bar.

Ce groupe, qui etait d' abord a Orbaro (Ghana) avec le premier groupe Yerphiin,
avait sejourne a Meto avant d'alIer traverser le Muhun a Bukaaro. II s'y est d'abord

29 Nuo = poule (en birifor).
30 "Flatter".
31 "Monter sur mon rein": do = monter; ma = mon; sie = rein (en birifor).
32 pres de Di6bougou, Burldna Faso.
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installe et y serait reste deux ans puis il s' est divise en deux groupes car ses membres
etaient nombreux et le tenain insuffisant.

Dne premiere partie est allee a Bele, OU elle aurait vecu treize ans. Mais les gens
devenant trop nombreux, les uns se sont implantes a Domasie, OU ils auraient sejoume
cinq ans, d' autres sont alles ensuite a Hemkua ou ils sont anives avant les Dagara
Lobr. Les descendants des uns et des autres se trouvent toujours dans ces memes
villages.

La deuxieme partie, apres la traversee du Muhun a Bukaaro, est allee a Lokono.
Puis, selon le meme processus et apres quelques temps, les uns ont rejoint Bulibie,
apres le depart des Yerphiin Da, les autres, Surahine et d' autres encore se sont
rendus a Jipila33 ainsi qu'a Lemkaa. D'autres encore sont partis, les uns, a Haboho
et les autres au nouveau Muvielo, qui etait inhabite a cette epoque.

Conclusion

On peut se demander ce qui a motive de tels deplacements de populations de families
ethniques si nombreuses et si diverses.

Dans un premier temps, le fait que la plupart d' entre elles, si non toutes, disent
avoir sejourne a Takyiman ou dans ses environs, et le plus souvent pour l'extraction
de l'or, laisse a penser qu'elles vivaient alors dans la mouvance de Begho, extrayant
l' or, que d' autres groupes commercialisaient.

Quand au mouvement migratoire qui ensuite les a toutes poussees vers le nord
Ghana, il est peut-etre dil a la chute de Begho, mais semble avoir ete surtout provoque
par la commercialisation des esclaves lorsqu' elle fut pratiquee a grande echelle par
le royaume asante.

Le detail des deplacements successifs de tous ces groupes, met en evidence,
notamment dans le nord de la province du Poni, la lutte qu'ils se livraient pour
conquerir, ou conserver, une place favorable sur cette tene, d' ailleurs vite epuisee.

Abstract

This research is based on oral tradition about the often controversal origin of the
different ethnic groups in the Poni Province (the Gaoua region) in Burkina Faso. It
is the study of migrations of these peoples, all of whom came from today's Ghana.
The method used has consisted of assembling, one by one, the elders of each ethnic
group, which since the end of 18th century and throughout 19th century were settled
in the north of the Poni Province in what is today the Nako Department. The
'collective memory' of migrations preserved by each group has thereby been
collected and confronted with different versions. Each version or 'text' has then

33 "Lieu blanc": ji = lieu; pila = blanc.
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been translated back to the language of the informants. The essay concludes by
relating movements northwards first to gold mining and then to slave trade practised
by the Asante.

Key-words: Poni, Dian, Lobi, Dagara, Puguli, oral tradition, history
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Moustapha Gomgnimbou

L'histoire du peuplement constitue un des grands axes de la recherche historique au
Burkina Faso, une exigence et une etape dans le processus de l'ecriture de l'histoire
nationale. De fait, les recherches sur ce theme permettent a chaque societe de se
connaitre soi-meme et de se definir par rapport aux autres. Au-dela de ces
preoccupations legitimes, la connaissance du milieu, des cultures des differentes
communautes qui composent le Burkina Faso demeure une necessite reaffirmee
dans le cadre du plan strategique de la recherche du Burkina Faso. Les programmes
et projets de developpement communautaire ne peuvent etre efficaces s 'ils n'integrent
pas les donnees historiques permettant une meilleure connaissance des populations
concernees.

Dans cet objectif, quelques etudes ont deja ete faites sur certaines populations
du Burkina Faso.! A partir de ces etudes et en attendant des recherches plus
approfondies Oll l'apport de l'archeologie sera determinant, les connaissances
actuelles ont permis de retenir pour le Burkina Faso precolonial, une theorie de
peuplement en trois phases (Kouanda 1986:50). La premiere, anterieure au XVe
siecle, concernerait les Bobo, Bwa, N6ny6ose, Samo, Nuna (Gurunsi), Dogon,
Kurumba et Bissa. La seconde phase qui se situerait entre le XVe et le XVIIe siecle
voit la mise en place des populations des groupes Moose-Nakomse, Gulmanceba,
Fulbe, Yarse, Marka, Zara et Dyula. Enfin, depuis la fin du XVIIIe siecle, seraient
arrives les groupes du 'Rameau lobi', les Hausa et les Dagara.

Comme l'a souligne Kouanda Assimi (1986), cette theorie de peuplement souleve
plus de problemes qu'elle n'en resout. Outre le fait que les recherches n'ont pas
couvert l'ensemble des communautes, de nombreuses questions subsistent. Les plus

1 Ces etudes ont ete repertoriees par A. Kouanda (1986).
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importantes de ces questions sont celles relatives aux migrations internes de chacun
de ces groupes et al'organisation politique, economique et sociale anciennes de
ceux dont l' installation remonte au-dela du XVe siecle. Mais, dans le cadre de ce
travail, notre preoccupation est de voir par rapport a ces trois phases, quelle est la
place qu' occupe le peuplement du pays Kasena? Peut-on le situer dans 1'une de ces
periodes ou faut-il s' orienter vers une histoire du peuplement propre ace peuple? A
cette question viennent s'ajouter des preoccupations non moins importantes. Par
exemple, existait-il dans la zone actuellement occupee par les Kasena (voir Carte 1)
un peuplement anterieur? Quelles sont 1es origines des differentes migrations qui
contribuerent a la mise en place du peuplement dans la region, etc.

Pour atteindre ces objectifs, deux hypotheses de recherche ont ete formulees:
Les Kasena sont des envahisseurs venus s'installer dans le sud de l'actuel Burkina

Faso;
Les Kasena sont les premiers occupants de leur region, puisqu'ils sont classes

dans le grand groupe dit 'Gourounsi' generalement admis comme faisant partie des
populations autochtones de l'actuel Burkina Faso.

Outre les Kasena, font partie de ce groupe, les NUlla, les Ko, les Lela. En fait,
les populations qui composent cet ensemble ethnique varient d'un auteur a1'autre
(Duperray 1978; Liberski 1991; Kibora 1995 etc.). Dans tous les cas, comme ront
souligne la plupart des auteurs qui se sont penches sur cette question, le terme
'gourounsi' semble avoir ete impose aces groupes ethniques par les populations
voisines. Aussi, aucune des nationalites regroupees sous cet 'ethnonyme' ne se
reconnait 'Gourounsi'. Comme l'a montre Anne Marie Duperray, cette appellation
designe en realite "une mosa'ique de communautes linguistiques bien conscientes
de leur originalite" (Duperray 1978:19). Le territoire Kasena par exemple correspond
a une aire de relative homogeneite linguistique2 (Liberski 1991 :67). Il existe certes
des variations dialectales parfois non negligeables comme l'a montre le linguiste E.
Bonvini (1973), mais ce1a n'empeche pas une intercomprehension entre les trois
dialectes qu'il distingue dans les pays Kasena du Burkina Faso. Ces dialectes sont:
Le parler de l'ouest (Koumbili, Guiaro), le parler du centre (Tiakane, PO,
Pounkouyan) et le parler oriental (Tiebele, Kaya).

Comment ce groupe s' est-il constitue et de quelle fa~on a t-il acquis le territoire
qui correspond aujourd'hui au Kassongo3? Telles sont les questions que nous posons
atravers un bref aper~u de la mise en place du peuplement.

Pour verifier nos hypotheses, nous avons conduit des enquetes sur le terrain
chez les Kasena. Il convient de signaler que nos enquetes concernent uniquement
les Kasena du Burkina Faso. Pour des raisons de temps, mais aussi financieres,
nous n'avons pas pu faire le deplacement au Ghana. Cependant, cette lacune est
appelee a etre comblee par nos recherches ulterieures qui prennent en compte les
Kasena du Burkina Faso et aussi ceux du Ghana.4

2 La langue des kasena est le kasim.
3 Pays, territoire kasena en kasim.
4 Natre these d'Etat qui est en caurs, canceme l' ensemble du pays kasena (Ghana et Burkina) des
origines ala canquete coloniale.
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Au nombre de 100.000 personnes environ (Kibora 1995:10), cette population
occupe de part et d'autre de la frontiere qui separe le Burkina Faso du Ghana, une
region situee a1'interieur de la boucle que forme le Nazinon (ex Volta Rouge) (voir
Carte 2). Limite septentrionale et orientale du pays Kasena, ce fleuve est aussi apeu
pres, la frontiere naturelle qui separe les Kasena des Moose5 au nord et des Bissa a
l' est. Entre les limites orientales du pays Kasena et larive droite du Nazinon, prennent
place quelques villages peuples en majorite de Nankana. Au sud, le Kassongo se
prolonge sur le territoire du Ghana et a pour limite le pays des Builsa ou Tibura,
habitants du Kanjaga. Au sud-ouest, le territoire Kasena cotoie le pays Sissala et
enfin a1'ouest, il a pour limite le pays Nuna (Liberski 1991:12-13).

Nos enquetes se sont deroulees dans la province du Nahouri qui abrite l' ensemble
des Kasena du Burkina Faso. Plus specifiquement, ce sont les departements de
Guiaro, PO et Tiebele qui sont concernes par 1'etude. Les deux autres departements,
Ziou et Zecco, relevent du peuplement Nankana, plus proche du groupe Moose
Dagomba. Les donnees collectees sur le terrain ont ete completees par les que1ques
etudes et documents disponibles sur le pays Kasena.6 C' est sur la base de ces sources
orales et ecrites que nous avons tente de retracer l'histoire du peuplement du pays
Kasena.

Certes, le cadre du present travail ne nous permet pas de traiter in extenso de
1'histoire de la mise en place du peuplement Kasena du Burkina Faso. Il s' agit ici de
retracer brievement les differentes phases de peuplement que la region a connu.
Pour ce faire, on tentera d' abord d'identifier les populations anciennement installees
avant d'examiner les differents courants migratoires qui contribuerent ala mise en
place du peuplement dans la region.

Populations anciennement installees

Conformement aux trois regions dialectales, nous avons procede a1'identification
des villages anciennement installes en pays Kasena du Burkina Faso, apartir des
recits de fondation. A travers l' analyse de ces recits, on se rend compte que tout est
mis en ~uvre pour legitimer le statut de premier occupant.

Identification des villages dits autochtones

Dans la region de l'ouest, les villages cites par nos informateurs comrne etant des
sites anciennement occupes sont Magniassan (qu' on appelle de nos jours Djarobila),
Boala, Boassan, Nitiana et Kum.7 La region centrale elle, etait anciennement occupee
par les villages de Tamona, Nahouri, Kapori , Sapina et Dongo.8 Dans le pays Kasena

5 C'est par ce terme que ce peuple se designe, contrairement 11 l' orthographe coloniale qui est
Mossi (Moaaga au sing. et Moose au pI.; la langue des Moose est le moore).
6 Voir bibliographie.
7 Zibare Larba, Boala le 07/12/97 et Idogo Alou Boukari, Chef de Guiaro, Guiaro, le 07/12/97.
8 Sodoungo Danwalougo, PO, Novembre 1997 et Agoubou Pihouhire Issa, Songo, le 06/12/97.
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oriental, les villages de Kollo, Mantio/Mankanon9 sont cites comme centres de
peuplement anciens. to Il faut preciser que les villages autochtones varient selon les
informateurs. Pour nos informateurs de Kapori par exemple, le statut de premiers
occupants de la terre de PO leur revient. ll Ils seraient la depuis toujours, bien avant
les habitants de Tamona a qui ils ont eu a livrer des guerres. La qualite de village
autochtone est egalement revendiquee par Zenian, un quartier de PO situe a l'ouest
de la ville. 12 Dans la region de Tiebele on rencontre les memes difficultes. Le statut
de premier occupant est dispute surtout entre les gens de Kollo et de Mantio/
Mankano. Ce n'est qu'en menant des enquetes sur une longue periode que 1'on
pourra apporter plus de precisions. Pour l'instant, on peut se demander d' ou viennent
ces populations qui se reclament premiers occupants du pays Kasena et quelle langue
elles parlaient.

Recits de fondation

S'agissant de la question des origines, il faut preciser qu'il y a une grande
ressemblance dans les recits de fondation elabores par l'ensemb1e des villages qui
se reclament autochtones. La plupart de ces villages font intervenir des mythes
d'origine qui les font venir soit des profondeurs de la terre, soit du cie1. C'est dire
que pour 1'instant il est assez difficile de trouver une origine geographique aces
populations. Meme dans les cas ou cette origine geographique existe, el1e est
soigneusement oubliee, car le reconnaitre serait synonyme de renoncement au statut
de premier occupant. Pour ec1airer nos propos nous prendrons les cas de la fondation
de Tamona et de Nahouri dans la region de PO et celle de Kollo et de Mantio/
Mankano dans la region de Tiebele. 13

Le recit que nous avons emegistre aupres du chefde Nahouri, montre la fondation
de ce village et de celui de Tamona dans un meme mouvement. Les ancetres
fondateurs de ces villages seraient descendus directement du ciel, suite a un coup
de foudre. Ils ont atterri sur le piCl4

, alors que ce dernier etait encore mou. Ils etaient
deux freres et l' aine avait pour nom Didou et le second Assa. 15 Ce dernier se serait
casse la jambe lors de la descente sur le pic. Quelques temps apres, Didou decida
d'aller s'installer non loin du site actuel de Tamona en un lieu appele peri. De cet
endroit, suite a une guerre civile, une partie de la population s' etablit sur le site de
l'actuel Tamona. Auparavant, Didou demanda a son frere de venir avec lui a Peri.
Ce dernier refusa en disant am di laga ta wou yo mu, ce qui veut dire en kasim 'en
ce qui me concerne je veux rester ici'. Didou retorqua en disant nan tan woura, ce

9 Mantio, qui est aussi le nom d'une colline sacree, n'a aujourd'hui que trois concessions qui se
trouvent dans Mankanon, un sous-quartier de Tuyalo.
10 Awouvire Doudje, Tuyalo, le 08/12/97 et Anakouba Bassobabia, Tiebele, 09/12/97.
11 Danwoutigani Boukari et Ossaliwongobou Apewe, Kapori, le 20/12/97.
12 Gomgnimbou (I. A.), doyen du quartier Zenian, PO, le 06/12/97.
13 Nous ne sommes qu'au debut de nos enquetes. I1 ne s'agit donc pas d'une liste exhaustive des
villages autochtones, mais plutot le resultat de nos demiers sejours sur le terrain.
14 I1 s' agit du pie Nahouri qui culrnine a447m.
15 La meme version nous a ete relatee aTamona par le chef et ses conseillers le 19/06/98.
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qui signifie 'restes-y done', expression qui, par defonnation aurait donne le nom
Nahouri. Comme on le constate, les villages de Tamona et de Nahouri situent leurs
origines a travers le meme mythe de fondation. Certes il faut souligner qu'il y a
plusieurs versions de ce recit (voir par exemple Ada 1985:40) selon qu'il est dit par
les habitants de Nahouri et de Tamona ou par les populations voisines. Mais le fond
reste le meme, dans la mesure Oll les differentes variantes du recit retracent une
origine commune aces deux villages. En revanche, cela n' est pas le cas pour Kollo
et Mantio/Mankano dans la region de Tiebele.

Selon les infonnations collectees aTiebele comme aKollo meme, le village de
Kollo n' a pas toujours ete ason emplacement actuel. 16 La region etait couverte de
forets et vide d'habitants. Seules y vivaient des Tangwana17 qui, bien qu'ayant une
apparence humaine, menaient une existence souterraine. lIs etaient au nombre de
deux et avaient pour noms Akolo et Dinga. 18 Selon la tradition, Akolo etait le plus
puissant des deux. C' est la raison pour laquelle sa maison constituait un lieu de
reunion Oll tous les jours on se rencontrait pour discuter. Kumbuli, le fils de Dinga
s'y rendait aussi, mais ne prenait jamais part aux debats, preferant s'introduire
discretement chez Kauri, la fille d' Akolo. Plus tard, on s'aper<;ut que Kauri etait
enceinte. EIle fut obligee de reveler sa liaison avec Kumbuli. Akolo et Dinga
bannirent leurs enfants fautifs qui furent obliges de rechercher un endroit Oll habiter.
La recherche de cet habitat les poussa hors de la terre, au flanc d'une colline du
nom de Tiebele. A la naissance de l' enfant, et devant le refus d' Akolo d' accepter
son petit-fils, le nom d' Akolo fut donne au nouveau-ne pour signifier qu'il etait ne
de la terre. Ainsi les ancetres fondateurs de Kollo ont pour origine les profondeurs
de la terre meme de Kollo. Mais qu'en est-il du village de Mantio/Mankano qui
dispute le statut de premier occupant aKoIlo?

Les fondateurs de Mantio/Mankano, selon les recits qui nous ont ete rapportes
seraient descendus directement du ciel. 19

Ces quelques exemples sont representatifs des recits de fondation de la plupart
des villages qui se rec1ament etre les premiers occupants en pays Kasena. Quel
commentaire pouvons nous alors faire apropos de ces mythes de fondation?

Analyse des recits de fondation

La premiere remarque que l'on peut faire au sujet de ces recits, c'est que meme si
les versions varient legerement d'un infonnateur al' autre, la trame est toujours la
meme. De fait, tous sont elabores apartir d'un mythe qui attribue une Oligine celeste
ou souterraine aux populations qui rec1ament le statut de premiers occupants. Cela
n'est pas etonnant dans la mesure Oll ces mythes fournissent une justification
ideologique al' affinnation selon laquelle les ancetres de tel ou tel village sont les

16 Outre les resultats de nos enquetes nous reprenons pour le cas de Kollo, les infonnations deja
consignees par Saint Jalmes (1972).
17 Des divinites de la terre.
18 Dinga est aujoud'hui le nom d'une colline sacree situee dans le village de Kollo.
19 Infonnations collectees a Tuyalo aupres du doyen de ce quartier.
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premiers occupants du sol. Ils justifient les liens speciaux qui sont senses unir les
premiers occupants a la terre et les pouvoirs que ces derniers detiennent sur celle
ci. Cette justification est d' autant plus capitale, qu' avouer une origine historique au
village serait synonyme de remise en cause du fondement de la legitimite qui confere
le statut de premier occupant. Dans le cas par exemple de Kollo, il existe une version
historique de la fondation du village, mais qui est systematiquement rejetee par la
plupart des informateurs. Cette version historique fait etat d'une origine Mamprussi.
Kumbuli, le fondateur du village quitta un pays appele Dagongo, situe dans la region
de Gambaga. Son depart aurait ete provoque par un conflit de succession. Apres la
mort de son pere qui etait chef, il fut evince du pouvoir au profit de son frere cadet.
Kumbuli partit alors de son pays et parvint a l' endroit aujourd'hui appele Tiebele. Il
fut alors le premier occupant de la region et parlait le dagbane. Le mot Kumbuli
signifierait dans cette langue 'il a pousse de la terre'. Kumbuli etait accompagne de
sa femme qui mit au monde un fils appele Akollo.

Cette version historique n'est presque jamais retracee par les informateurs. La
plupart d' entre eux recourent plutOt au mythe pour expliquer l' origine de Kollo.
Mais, meme dans la version historique, on aura remarque que le lien cree avec la
terre se veut tres fort puisque le nom de Kumbuli, ancetre fondateur signifie 'pousser
de la terre'. Sur ce point les versions mythique et historique se rejoignent.

La langue que parlaient les premiers occupants du pays Kasena constitue
egalement un sujet d'interrogation. La quasi-totalite de nos informateurs soutiennent
que les populations locales parlaient Kasim des I' origine. Pourtant, certaines sources
font etat soit d'une langue, soit de villages appeles Ipina ou Iprina (Ada 1985:39;
Batiga 1985:21). Ces populations auraient habite les villages de Nahouri et de
Tamona. Mais lors de notre passage aNahouri comme a Tamona, nos informateurs
nous ont affirme que des le depart leurs ancetres parlaient le Kasim. Nos informateurs
ignorent egalement la signification de Ipina. Ils ne savent pas s'il s'agit du nom
d'un village ou d'une ethnie.20 Pour l'instant, la question de l'identite de ces
populations reste done aresoudre. Par contre, il est certain que les premiers habitants
de Kollo ne parlaient pas le Kasim. En effet, meme de nos jours, la langue rituelle
utilisee dans ce village demeure le Nankana (frafra). Compte tenu de ce fait, et en
attendant des recherches plus approfondies, il faut sans doute admettre que parmi
les populations anciennement installees en pays Kasena il y avait certainement des
Kasena, mais aussi d'autres populations comme les Nankana. Vraisemblablement
et comme le soutient la version historique de la fondation de Kollo, les Nankana ont
pu venir du nord Ghana. Mais leur migration est si ancienne qu'ils ont fini par se
faire une conscience de population autochtone, elaborant ainsi un mythe pour justifier
ce statut de premier occupant. Il nous semble alors que pour les populations
anciennement installees en pays Kasena, il y a lieu de distinguer trois groupes
successifs : Les Ipina ou Iprina (dont l'identite reste a chercher), les Kasena et
enfin, les Nankana installes tres tOt dans la region de Kollo. En l'etat actuel de nos
recherches, il nous est impossible de fournir des indications precises sur les debuts

20 Entretien du 19106/98 it Tamona.
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de la mise en place de ces populations. On peut cependant supposer qu'elles
occuperent la zone bien avant le XVe siecle dans la mesure OU des le XVle siecle
elles etaient comme nous le verrons plus loin, en lutte contre les Moose qui tentaient
de s'infiltrer dans la region. Les elements dont nous disposons nous perrnettent
aussi de repondre pour l'instant, par l'affirrnative a notre seconde hypotMse. Les
Ipina et les Kasena sont bien les premiers occupants du pays Kasena. En revanche,
le pays Kasena a connu des migrations plus recentes dont les origines historiques
sont bien etablies et qui ont contribue non seulement a la mise en place du
peuplement, mais encore a la constitution du territoire du Kassongo et a la mise en
place d'un systeme d' organisation socio-politique propre au pays Kasena.

Un peuplement paracheve par des migrations errangeres

Les mouvements migratoires qui contribuerent a la mise en place du peuplement
Kasena du Burkina Faso sont d'origines diverses. Ainsi, il y a des migrations dont
l'origine est le pays Moose (Guiaro, Kumbili, PO, Tiebele, Guenon, etc.). D'autres
migrations sont venues du sud, c' est-a-dire du Ghana actuel et plus precisement du
village de Kasana (Kapori, Adoungo, PO, Songo Natri, Pounkouyan, etc.). Des
populations sont egalement venues du pays Bissa (Tiakane, TieMle (Tuyalo), Songo
Gao (Songo II), etc.) etenfin du pays Nuna (Guiaro, Kumbili, Tiakani, etc.). Comme
on le constate, les mouvements de population qui contribuerent Et la mise en place
du peuplement du pays Kasena sont venus aussi bien du nord, du sud , de l'est que
de l'ouest. Ils concernent egalement des ethnies diverses dont les Kasena venus de
Kassana. Cependant, dans le cadre du present travail, nous n' examinons que la
migration moaaga venue du nord et la migration Kasena venue du sud. Nous avons
fait cette option parce que ce sont les deux mouvements les plus importants, par
ailleurs, le cadre du present travail ne nous perrnet pas d' examiner tous les brassages
de populations dans la zone consideree.

Migrations Moose

Comme souligne plus haut, les mouvements migratoires en provenance du pays
Moaaga ont eu pour destination la region de PO, TieMle, Kumbili et Guiaro (voir
carte II).

Dans la region de PO, pendant que Tamona et Kapori se disputaient la possession
du territoire, arriverent les Moose. Selonles recits, Et la tete de ce mouvement se
trouvait un certain Naaba Bilgho. Suivant les differentes versions, ce dernier serait
un prince moaaga, originaire de Ouagadougou ou de NoMre (situe a 40 km environ
au nord de PO). Dans tous les cas, la migration de NaabaBilgho aurait ete provoquee
par une querelle de succession. Ayant ete evince du pouvoir, il decida de partir,
accompagne certainement de ses partisans. C'est ainsi qu'il se retrouva dans la
region de PO OU il s'installa definitivement. A son arrivee, Naaba Bilgho rencontra
une resistance de la part des habitants de Tamona, visiblement hostiles a I'installation
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des nouveaux venus. Mais les Moose finirent par s'imposer,21 et se fixerent aAssio,
un tout petit quartier qui se trouve de nos jours au centre de la ville de PO. Les
descendants de Naaba Bilgho habitent toujours ce quartier et ont pour nom de famille
Bilgho. Qui est donc ce Naaba Bilgho et aquelle periode s'est-il installe apo?

A travel'S l'histoire des royaumes Moose, on peut essayer d'identifier ce
personnage et par la suite dater ne serait-ce que de fa90n approximative l' evenement.
Ainsi, selon certaines sources, Naaba Bilgho serait un fils de Naaba Wubri. Or,
d' apres la chronologie de Michel Izard, Naaba Wubri est situe entre 1495 et 1517/
1518. Quant ala generation de ses fils, Michel Izard la situe entre 1517/1518 et
1540. Mais d'apres d'autres traditions (Izard 19701:139), Naaba Bilgho serait un
fils de Naaba Zungrana (1465-1480). Dans ce cas, Naaba Bilgho serait asituer a
partir de 1480. Sur la base de tous ces elements, on peut situer approximativement
Naaba Bilgho entre 1480 et 1540. Seulement, une autre difficulte se pose. Il ne
nous semble pasque ce soit Naaba Bilgho lui-meme qui soit parti pour PO. De fait,
selon Michel Izard qui reprend bien d' autres auteurs22, Naaba Bilgho serait plutot le
fondateur de la premiere lignee des chefs de Nobere (Izard 1970,1:134, 139).

Cette precision nous permet de degager que1ques conclusions. Le mouvement
migratoire est venu de Nobere et non de Ouagadougou, dans la mesure ou Naaba
Bilgho est le fondateur de la chefferie de Nobere. Ensuite la querelle de succession
dont il est question se situe certainement apres la mort de Naaba Bilgho. Elle a
concerne ses fils et successeurs et le candidat malheureux a dfr lors de son exil se
presenter comme etant le fils de Naaba Bilgho, mais la tradition n' aurait retenu que
le nom de son pere. Dans ces conditions, nous pouvons situer approximativement
l'installation des Moose apo apartir de 1540 ou de fa90n plus large, dans la deuxieme
moitie du XVIe siecle.

La question qui se pose maintenant est de savoir si les Moose qui se sont installes
dans les autres regions du pays Kasena faisaient ou non partie de ce mouvement
venu de Nobere.

Selon les recits collectes aTiebeJe23, les Moose firent leur apparition sous forme
de petits groupes d'immigrants conduits par l'ancetre fondateur de la lignee des
chefs de Tiebele. Le nom de cet ancetre varie selon les informateurs. Mais les noms
les plus courarnment cites sont Patouingomi (terme qui signifierait en langue moore,
je ne peux pas parler) et Buinkiete (dont le sens enmoore serait que reste t-il ou que
me reste t-il). C'est du reste ce dernier nom qui est le plus souvent cite dans les
villages environnants de Tiebele. A Guenon par exemple, nos informateurs se disent
etre des descendants de Buinkiete moogo.24 Mais Buinkiete est aussi parfois presente
comme le premier fils de Patouingomi qui aurait donne ce nom pour signifier que

21 Comme nous le verrons plus loin, dans cette lutte contre les gens de Tamona, les Moose
beneficieront bientot de l'assistance de nouveaux migrants, des Kasena venus du Sud.
22 Entre autres Skinner (1964), Delobsom (1932) et Pageard (1965).
23 Nous reprenons ici une grande partie des resultats de 1'enquete effectuee par Bemard SAINT
JALMES.
24 Qui signifierait 'Que reste t-il en pays moose'; information foumie par Akongba Awedan, Guenon,
le 13/12/92 lors de nos enquetes sur 1'invasion djerma du pays Kasena.
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plus rien ne le rattache au pays moaaga. II declarait par la une rupture definitive
d'avec son pays d'origine. Quoi qu'il en soit, a son arrivee, l'ancetre des Moose
etait accompagne de ses partisans dont un peul du nom de Holo ou Jolo qui fonda le
village de Kaya (Kibora, 1995: 16). La tradition fait venir ce groupe de Lumbila
village situe a quelques km au nord-est de Ouagadougou. Patouingomi aurait quitte
Lumbila a la suite d'un conflit de succession d' ou il est sorti vaincu. IL partit donc
en direction du sud avec ses partisans. En cours de route et pres de Nobere, deux de
ses compagnons deciderent de faire route a part. Ces derniers seraient les ancetres
fondateurs de la lignee des chefs de Kumbili et de celle des chefs de Guiaro.
Patouingomi continua sa route jusque dans la region de Tiebele ou il s'installa sur
les collines environnantes. Parmi les populations deja presentes sur les lieux, les
habitants de Mantio rec;urent bien les Moose. En revanche, ceux de Kollo se
montrerent tres hostiles a 1'installation des etrangers. lIs empecherent les Moose de
descendre puiser l'eau au pied de la colline. Patouingomi consulta alors Tiebele
Yafin, une divinite locale a qui il fit de nombreux sacrifices. II put ainsi decouvrir
de l' eau sur la colline. Les habitants de Kollo qui ne voyaient plus descendre les
etrangers s'informerent et voulurent combler le puits. Patouingomi s'y opposa. Le
maitre de la terre de Kollo lui demanda alors de reunir une offrande pour la terre.
L'offrande se composait de petites graines (mil, petits pois) et de grosses graines
(arachide). Avec ces graines, le maitre de la terre sollicita celle-ci pour que les
grosses graines donnent des enfants grands et forts a Kollo et les petites graines des
enfants de petite taille aux Moose. L'effet attendu ne se produisit pas, car la terre
mecontente de 1'inhospitalite des habitants de Kollo permit aux Moose d'avoir une
descendance nombreuse. Bientot ces derniers se rendirent compte de leur grand
nombre lors des rejouissances populaires qui marquent la fin des recoltes. lIs
deciderent alors de chasser les habitants de Kollo. Ceux-ci, vaincus25

, s'enfuirent
vers le sud et fonderent le village de Kolforo26 au Ghana actuel. Afin de se concilier
les esprits de la terre, les Moose garderent aupres d' eux 1'un de leurs neveux
maternels, fils d'un homme de Kollo et d'une femme moaaga, car Kollo detenait la
maitrise de la terre. Ce neveu maternel serait l'ancetre du village actuel de Kollo.

A la lumiere de ce recit et mis a part des elements legendaires qui interviennent
et sur lesquels nous ne pouvons pas nous arreter dans le cadre de cette
communication, on peut retenir quelques conclusions. II ne nous semble pas en tout
cas pas en l'etat actuel de nos recherches, de situer la migration des Moose de
Ti6be16 et celle des Moose de PO dans le meme mouvement. Les deux migrations
semblent independantes 1'une de 1'autre. Par contre, il semble qu'il y ait une

25 Lors de cette lutte, les Moose d' apres nos infonnateurs ont beneficie non seulement de l'alliance
des gens de Mantio, mais aussi de leurs parents moose a qui il firent appel et qui ont constitue un
second groupe de migrants. De meme il semble que c'est a cette occasion que les Moose ont
sollicite l'aide des Bissa de la region de Zabre. L'infiltration bissa en pays kassena daterait alars
de cette periode. Cela est d'autant plus probable qu'a Tiebele, les descendants des Bissa sont
aujourd'hui installes a Mantio (Tuyalo), village qui avait bien accueilli les Moose a leu! arrivee.
26 D'apres un de nos informateurs Anakouba Bassobabia de Tiebele, Kolforo s'appellerait aussi
Koumbongo.
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convergence entre l' arrivee des Moose de Tiebe1e et ce11e des Moose insta11es a
Kumbi1i et aGuiaro. Cependant meme ace niveau i1 convient sans doute de faire
une distinction entre la migration moaaga adestination de Tiebe16 et de Kumbili
d'une part et ce11e adestination de Guiaro d' autre part. De fait meme si la tradition
fait venir les Moose de ces trois villages dans un meme mouvement, dans la pratique
et meme de nos jours, il n'y a que les chefs de Kumbili et de Tiebele qui reconnaissent
leur origine commune et se considerent comme 'freres'. Ainsi, lors de nos enquetes,
il nous a ete rapporte qu'aune certaine periode, la cour de Kumbili envoyait toujours
des representants et des musiciens aTiebele a l'occasion de certaines ceremonies
comme l'intronisation d'un nouveau chefY Par contre, le chef actuel de Guiaro fait
venir ses ancetres de Mane dans la region de Kaya (province du Sanmatenga).
Pourtant, d'apres Yamba Tiendrebeogo, la lignee des chefs de Guiaro vient des
descendants du Moogo Naaba Kumdumye (1540-1567/1570) qui sont originaires
de Guirgo dans la region de Koumbissiri (Province du Bazega). Guiaro serait
d'ailleurs une deformation de Guirgo (Tiendrebeogo 1964: 15).

Cette version est probablement proche de la realite, car d' apres le chef actuel de
Guiaro, il existait des relations tres etroites entre la cour des Naaba de Ouagadougou
et les chefs de Guiaro. Ainsi, c'est de Ouagadougou que la lignee des chefs de
Guiaro aurait re<;u certains symboles du pouvoir te1s par exemple les 'bracelets
blancs' .28 Il faut done, nous semble-t-il, distinguer trois vagues differentes dans
l'arrivee des Moose en pays Kasena: une vague qui a pour origine la region de
Nobere et pour destination PO; une autre vague a conduit les Moose de Lumbila a
Tiebele et aKumbili; enfin un troisieme mouvement, parti probablement de Guirgo,
aboutit aGuiaro. En revanche, l'ensemble de ces migrations se situe apeu pres ala
meme periode, asavoir le XVI" siecle. Cette periode est d' autant plus vraisemblable
qu'e11e correspond aune epoque d'extension des conquetes territoriales en pays
Moose, aun changement dynastique dans les royaumes Moose. C' est ce changement
qui est certainement al'origine de departs massifs du pays Moaaga. A ce propos,
void ce que dit Michel Izard:

Les conquetes territoriales se succedent en meme temps que les Nakomse de la branche de Naba
Wubri supplantent progressivement les Nakomse de souche plus ancienne et que le nouvel Etat acquiert
ses institutions. La crise de 1540, qui aboutit ala rupture entre Naba Kumdumye et Naba Yadega et a
la fondation, par celui-ci d'un petit royaume septentrional centre sur Gourci qui deviendra le Yatenga
est aI'origine du souci de Naba Kumdumye et, dans une moindre mesure, de Naba Kuda, d' organiser
solidement les marches du royaume. A la fin du XVI' siecle, le royaume de Ouagadougou est devenu
le plus puissant des Etats Mossi mais les principautes peripheriques prennent deja leurs distances vis
a-vis du pouvoir central. (Izard 1970 I: 150)

En pays Kasena, les Moose ont dil livrer quelques batailles pour pouvoir
s'insta11er, mais ils ont aussi pour la meme raison noue des alliances avec certaines
populations. Ainsi dans la region de Tiebele, si les Moose ant lutte contre la
population de Ko11o, ils ont par contre rencontre un accueil favorable de la part de

27 Awouvir6 Doudj6, Ti6b616, 9 decembre 1997.
28 Il s'agit celiainement des bracelets en argent.
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Mantio. En outre, ils ont fait venir des renforts du pays moaaga mais egalement du
pays bissa. Par contre, dans la region de PO, en lutte contre les habitants de Tamona,
les Moose ont dli attendre l'arrivee d'autres etrangers avec lesquels ils nouerent
une alliance contre Tamona. Ces nouveaux migrants viennent cette fois- ci du sud.

Arrivee des Kasena de Kassana

Se10n les recits collectes dans la region de P02
9, peu de temps apres l'installation de

Naaba Bilgho, il est arrive d' autres etrangers venant du sud et plus precisement de
Kassana, une localite situee aujourd'hui au Nord Ghana a peu pres au sud-est de la
ville de Leo (voir carte II). L' ancetre de ces nouveaux arrivants aurait quitte Kassana
suite a un conflit de succession. 30 Etant sorti vaincu de ce conflit, le candidat
malheureux profita de la nuit pour s'emparer du kwara31 et fuir avec ses partisans
jusqu'au village actuel de Kapori ou, il trouva les Pura, une population qui etait
deja presente sur les lieux. Il fut tres bien accueilli par ces derniers. Parmi ses enfants,
se trouvait Kossongo l' aine, un excellent chasseur. En allant a la chasse, Kossongo
decouvrit le site actuel de PO couvert d'une grande foret. Dans ce milieu apparemment
sauvage, Kossongo aper\;u curieusement une fumee qui s' elevait dans le ciel. Il fut
fort intrigue, et comme il avait soif, il se dirigea vers la fumee esperant y trouver de
quoi se desaIterer. Or cette fumee venait de la maison de Naaba Bilgho situee au
bord d'un marigot32 ou Kossongo trouva les femmes de Naaba Bilgho occupees a
leurs taches menageres. Se saisissant a la gorge, l' etranger voulu exprimer par ce
geste qu'il avait soif. Mais les femmes crurent que ce fou voulait certainement les
egorger. Prises de panique, e1les s' enfuirent informer Naaba Bilgho. A leur compte
rendu, ce dernier compris qu' en fait le personnage dont il etait question mourait de
soif. Il envoya sur le champ le chercher et demanda a sa femme preferee d'apporter
a boire a l'etranger. Mais cette demiere refusa de donner son eau a ce fou errant.
Naaba Bilgho fit alors appel a sa seconde femme qui accepta et donna a boire a
Kossongo. Apres avoir bu, Kossongo sortit de son sac, la queue d'un animal, et par
gestes fit comprendre a Naaba Bilgho qu'il avait tue plus loin un animal. 33 On
envoya alors ramener le gibier. Naaba Bilgho donna l' ordre de porter la viande chez
sa femme preferee. L' etranger refusa, preferant que le produit de sa chasse soit
confie a celle qui lui donna a boire. C'est ainsi que Kossongo prit l'habitude de
frequenter la maison de Naaba Bilgho et finit par y habiter, d'autant plus qu'il y
avait remarque la presence d'une jeune fille qui ne lui etait pas indifferente. Kossongo

29 Nous utilisons surtout les informations collectees lors de nos enquetes a po en novembre et
decembre 1997.
30 Les details du recit varient d'un informateur a 1'autre, mais la trame reste la meme a savoir le
depart de Kassana suite au conflit de succession.
31 Le kwara est le symbole ou si l'on veut le fetiche du paari (pouvoir) en pays kassena. Sans
kwara, un pai (roi, souverain) n' a aucun pouvoir. C'est le kwara qui constitue le fondement et la
legitimite du paari.
32 Ce marigot qu'on appelle Kaali est a l'ouest de la ville de PO.
33 Le lieu ou Kossongo tua l'animal serait le site de l'actuelle chefferie de PO, c' est-a-dire le
quartier Agonon.
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finit par engrosser la fille. Mis au courant par ses femmes, Naaba Bilgho fit
comprendre a l' etranger que pour les Moose il etait interdit qu'une jeune fille prenne
une grossesse chez son pere et encore plus, en dehors du mariage. Kossongo epousa
alors la fille de Naaba Bilgho et fut oblige de quitter le domicile de ce dernier pour
aller s' installer ailleurs avec sa femme. 11 repartit aI' endroit oil il avait tue l' animal
et construisit sa concession. A la naissance de l'enfant, on lui donna le nom Gongkora
en souvenir du geste que fit son pere pour demander a boire}4 Devenu le beau-fils
de Naaba Bilgho, Kossongo se mit au service de ce dernier et 1'aida a lutter contre
les habitants de Tamona. Depuis etjusqu'a nos jours, les descendants de Kossongo
et de la fille de Naaba Bilgho fournissent la lignee des chefs de PO.

Tout comme dans le cas de la migration moaaga, ce recit en dehors de la forme
legendaire, appelle un certain nombre d'observations.

Au niveau des mobiles de la migration, il y a une similitude avec ceux qui
presiderent au depart des Moose de leur pays. Dans les deux cas, il s' agit de conflits
de succession. La difference ici, c'est que c'est le fils du prince malheureux qui
continua jusque dans la region de PO, son pere etant reste a Kapori.35 Le recit met
egalement en presence un peuplement ancien et une population migrante. A Kapori
on a rencontre entre les pura et le prince venu de Kassana. A PO, on a Naaba Bilgo
qui accueille favorablement le chasseur errant venu de Kassana en passant par Kapori,
mais aussi les habitants de Tamona en lutte contre Naaba Bilgho.

Comme dans le cas de TieMle, il s'est noue une alliance entre Naaba Bilgho et
le nouveau venu contre Tamona. On se rappelle que les Moose ont obtenu a TieMle
l'alliance des ancetres fondateurs de MantiolMankano contre les habitants de Kollo.
L'alliance entre Naaba Bilgho et Kossongo est presentee comme une alliance
matrimoniale. C'est ainsi qu'il faut comprendre le sens de l'eau que l'on refuse ou
que l' on donne a boire. De la meme maniere, on peut accorder ou refuser la main de
sa fille. Du reste la femme preferee de Naaba Bilgho, en refusant d' offrir a boire a
l'etranger signifiait qu' elle refusait la main de sa fille a ce personnage etrange.
Mais au-dela de l'alliance matrimoniale, les raisons politiques ou strategiques ont
prevalu. En effet, cette alliance a permis aux populations migrantes de vaincre les
premiers occupants et de s' attribuer ainsi le pouvoir politique dans la region, puisque
selon les recits, ce sont les descendants de Kossongo et de la fille de Naaba Bilgho
qui auraient fonde la lignee des chefs de PO.

One autre remarque que l' on peut faire, c' est que les Kasena venus du Ghana ne
sont certainement pas arrives dans un meme mouvement migratoire. Comme dans
le cas des Moose, ils ont dil venir par vagues successives. C'est la raison pour

34 Dans certaines versions, c'est Gongkora qui aurait ete le prince evince de Kassana et qui aurait
trouve asile chez Naaba Bilgo. Voir ace sujet Zwememann (1969). Dans tous les cas, les descendants
de Gongkora sont aI'origine de la fondation de plusieurs quartiers de PO (Gongo, Agonon, Guyu,
Namongo, etc.).
35 Mais ce demier joua certainement un grand role, car ce sont les descendants des migrants de
Kassana installes aKapori qui sont responsables ou plus exactement les proprietaires du Kwara
de PO. En outre, certaines versions font de Gongkora lui-meme celui qui serait venu directement
de Kassana (Zwememann op. cit.:4).
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laquelle on retrouve leurs descendants non seulement a po, mais egalement a Kapori,
P'doungo, Songo, 11anon, Pounkouyan.

En ce qui concerne la datation de l'evenement, nous n'avons pas pour l'instant
des elements qui puissent nous permettre de situer avec certitude l'arrivee des Kasena
de Kassana. Cependant la plupart des informateurs insistent sur le fait que c' est tres
peu de temps apres l'installation de Naaba Bilgho que les gens de Kassana sont
arrives. De plus, la tradition nous apprend qu'ils sont arrives au moment ou Naaba
Bilgho etait encore en lutte contre les habitants de Tamona. Sur la base de ces
informations et en attendant des donnees plus fiables (a rechercher du cote du Ghana)
il ne serait sans doute pas trop hasardeux de situer egalement 1'arrivee des migrants
de Kassana au XVI" siecle. Si cela est admis, on peut estimer qu' entre le milieu du
XVI" siecle et le debut du XVIIe siecle, la mise en place du peuplement Kasena du
Burkina Faso est achevee, de meme que la constitution du territoire du Kassongo ,
du moins dans ses grandes lignes. 11 ne restait plus aces differents peuples qui se
sont rencontres que 1'elaboration d'un systeme d'organisation socio-politique.

Conclusion

Ce bref aper<ru de l'histoire de la mise en place du peuplement du pays kasena nous
a permis de degager quelques conclusions. Celles-ci restent bien sUr a confirmer
par un travail de terrain de longue duree.

D'abord en ce qui concerne le peuplement du pays Kasena du Burkina Faso,
nous avons demontre la possibilite de 1'existence d'un peuplement pre-Kasena a
savoir les Iprina ou Ipina. Si cela est exact, il faudrait situer ce peuplement bien
avant le XV" siecle. Quant aux Kasena autochtones (les ancetres des habitants de
Nahouri, Tamona, Kapori, 11antio/l\1ankano), on peut retenir qu'ils ont occupe la
zone a la meme periode que les Ipina. Si c'est le cas, ils auraient alors assimile les
Ipina, a moins de les avoir completement extermines lors des guerres pour la
possession du territoire. En revanche, les populations venues plus tard (11oose du
nord, Kasena du Ghana) sont a situer vers le XVI" siecle.

Compte tenu de tous ces elements, on peut elaborer une theorie de peuplement
pour le pays Kasena en deux phases: une phase anterieure au XV" siecle qui
concernerait les Ipina ou Iprina et les Kasena autochtones (Nahouri, Tamona, Kapori,
11antio/l\1ankano); une phase qui date du XVI" et qui concerne 1'arrivee des Moose
et des Kasena du Ghana.

Dans ces conditions, et par rapport a la theorie de peuplement du Burkina Faso
pre-colonial (Kouanda, 1986:50), l'histoire du peuplement Kasena combinerait la
phase 1 (anterieure au XV" siecle) et la phase 2 (entre le XV" et le XVII" siecle).

Quant a la question de savoir si les Kasena sont des envahisseurs ou non, il est
difficile, en l'etat actuel de nos recherches, de trancher. P.insi, on pourrait repondre
par oui et non. Qui, dans la mesure ou il ne fait aucun doute que des Kasena ont
quitte le nord du Ghana actuel pour s'installer dans les limites territoriales du Burkina
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Faso actuel. Mais une telle reponse oMit ala logique des frontieres coloniales des
Etats modernes. Non, car, de l'avis des populations elles memes, le Kassongo
precolonial et actuel forme une entite territoriale au plan linguistique, culturelle qui
transcende les frontieres modernes. Elles determinent leurs limites territoriales par
rapports aux voisins non Kasena. Non egalement dans la mesure oll les habitants de
Kollo, de Tamona ou du Nahouri affirment que des le depart, leurs ancetres parlaient
le Kasim. Cela nous permet de repondre al'une de nos preoccupations qui etait
d'identifier la langue des premiers occupants de la region. Pour la plupart de nos
informateurs, c' etait le Kasim. Mais dans la mesure oll nous n' avons pas pu cerner
l'identite de Iprina ou Ipina, cela reste un probleme aresoudre. Neanmoins on peut
admettre que parmi les premiers occupants, la langue dominante etait le Kasim,
raison pour laquelle les Moose, arrives plus tard, ont ete assimiles.

Enfin, ala lumiere de cette etude, nous pouvons affirmer qu'en regIe generale,
les detenteurs du pouvoir politique en pays Kasena sont d' origine etrangere (Moose
venus du nord, Kasena venus du sud). Cependant, si les etrangers et, en particulier
les Moose, ont vaincu militairement les populations locales et qu' ils se sont empares
du paari en pays Kasena, ils ont, en retour, ete assimiles sur le plan linguistiquc et
culturel. Cette situation n'est d'ailleurs pas unique dans l'histoire. Par exemple,
Rome a vaincu militairement la Grece, mais cette derniere a domine culturellement
la Rome imperiale.
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Informateurs Statuts Ages (ans)

Agoubou Pihouyiri Issa chef de famille 94

Anakouba Bassobabia chef de famille 59

Akongba Awedan chef de quartier 70

Akowe Natiogo chef du village 55

Awouvire Doudje chef du quartier 70

Danwoutigani Boukari chef de famine 52

Gomgnimbou Adjati
Issouffou

doyen de quartier 90

Lieux et jours de
l'enquete

Songo, le
06/12/97
Tiebele les 8 et
9/12/97
Guenon (TieMle)
le 3/12/97
Nahouri (PO),
le 21/12/97
Tuyalo (Tiebele),
le 8/12/97
Kapori (PO),
le 20/12/97
PO (Zenian),
le 06/12/97

Groupe d' anciens de Tamona

Ossaliwongobou Apewe chef de famine

Sodoungo Danwalougou chef de famine

Idogo Alou Boukari

Zibare Larba

chef de village

militaire en retraite

46

56

64

Tamona (PO),
le 19/12/97
Guiaro, le
07/12/97
Kapori (PO),
le 20/12/97
PO, Novembre 1997

Boala (Koumbili),
le 7/12/97
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Abstract

This essay seeks to lay the foundations for an overall study of the Kasena settlement
history, both in Ghana and in Burkina Faso. It reconstructs the central phases of the
fonnation of this settlement. The main questions are: Who are the Kasena? Are
they autochthonous to the territory of today's Burkina Faso? Which migrations have
contributed to accomplish Kasena settlement Burkina Faso? Another aspect is to
question the boundaries separating the Kasena and their neighbours. This essay
answers partly these questions in that it demonstrates that despite the colonial
boundary, the Kasena people show a particular feature of unity. Yet non-Kasena
migrations have contributed to accomplish their settlement.

Mots des: Kasena, Kassongo (pays kasena), mise en place du peuplement, Burkina
Faso, Ghana, Migrations, Frontiere, Moose (Mossi).
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han in litical Boundaries: The
l;a!];e of Asante 1700 OD 1960

Barfuo Abayie Boaten I

This essay focuses on the Asante concepts of territory, boundary and frontier, and
discusses how they affected the changing fortunes of Asante as a Nation and an
Empire. In particular, it focuses on the bonds that developed between the centre and
the peripheries of the Empire. So long as the Centre-represented by the Golden
Stool-remained stable, the Empire lasted. When the centre was destabilised, the
Empire disintegrated rapidly. This phenomenon not only tended to expose the
weaknesses of the centre, but it also had positive effects on the stability of the
Asante Empire for the colonization process of the Gold Coast by the British.

Talking about the rise of Asante, there is the need to start with the emergence of
the five major Akan States in the basins of rivers Pra and Offin (Daaku 1970:2-3;
see also Dickson 1971; Adu Boahen 1966). The kingdoms of Adanse, Akyem,
Akwamu, Denkyira and Asante successively evolved during this period were (Adu
Boahen 1966). The populations of these states consisted mainly of Twi speakers, a
Kwa linguistic sub-group (Westermann & Bryan 1952:76-94) which had come
together to evolve a state system with centralised authority and chiefship. They also
developed a peculiar concept of state territory with the following characteristics.
Firstly, it was an organised government with a permanent headquarter and capital.
Secondly, the state machinery was mandated to levy such forms of taxes as 'war
taxes' (apeatoo) and 'market tolls' (adwafee) on subjects and inhabitants alike (Arhin
1991; see also Adu Boahen 1966; Boakye Boaten 1975). Both subjects and
inhabitants usually recognised the frontiers of the kingdom and were prepared to
defend the territorial integrity in return for protection and security from the part of
the central authority (Bowdich 1819).

The name Asante was not known at the Coast before 1700 (Bosman 1707). As
such it did not feature on the first map of the Gold Coast drawn at Moree near Cape
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Coast in 1629 (Daaku 1970:199). However, as early as 1698, the five States known
as 'Notional Five Original States of the Union' (Asante Aman Nnum) had already
come together to form a Union known as Asanteman (Map 4). The main purpose
was to defeat the kingdom of Denkyira, which had, at the time, the position of
overlord (Wilks 1993:112-113).

After the war of 1701, the Asante re-organized their military and civilian agen
cies of government and institutions and created new fiscal, diplomatic and mercan
tile structures. These integrated institutional structures helped to widen state powers
and to bring about its concentration in the hands of monarchy, that is, the King
(Wilks 1993:119).

The Asante (Akan) Concept of Boundary

As a result of these institutional changes, the development of the concept of bound
ary (asaseseem) or 'talk about the territory' became necessary for effective gover
nance. To achieve this, the territory's frontiers were clearly mapped out by the g0V
ernmental machinery. The mapping was yet mentally. The mental map was based
on the extent of distance the Asante 'couriers' (afenasoafoo) could cover in their
daily runs. His estimated that a courier could on average cover 10 miles a day. Thus
Wilks (1993) thinks that it took a courier 18 to 20 days to make a return journey
between Kumase and Cape Coast (Wilks 1993:189 and 196). Accordingly, the
farthest point of the frontier, an adaduanan, starting from Kumase as centre, was
about 42 days of courier travel.

In other words, even though the Akan lacked cartographic skills, they knew the
extent of the territory on the mental plane (Gourou & White 1974). T.E. Bowdich
made a bold attempt to represent the extent of Greater Asante on paper (Bowdich
1819) (Map 5). He captioned the work 'the boundary of Ashantee authority'. As
Wilks wrote, "Bowdich drew heavily upon the Asante perception of space"
(1993:119). The maps (Maps 4 and 5) demonstrate the notion of territory among
these people. While Map 4 indicates the extent of each state's sphere of influence
within which the subjects loyal to the stool lived, Map 5 shows the boundaries of
the Asante Empire, which according to Wilks, are approximately the same as those
of the modern republic (Wilks 1993: 189).

Considering the studies made so far and the above arguments, the idea and
concept of Asante territory would also connote state or area of legitimate control by
a central authority. Within a tenitory recognised as state, inhabitants, no matter
where they resided, paid the same level of allegiance to the central authority. This
idea of territory is expressed in an Akan idiom as Me didi noD ('the area where I
eat'). Thus in the case of Asante the entire area of Asante's political jurisdiction
became the didi noD ('eating place') of the King. Hence, though Asante did not
institutionalise pillars as boundary markers, people knew and used certain
geographical features such as streams, outcrops, valleys etc. to demarcate boundaries
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Map 4: The Notional Five Original States

Map 5: Bowdich's map from 1817
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between chiefdoms and states. A typical example is the following description of
Asonomaso1 traditional boundaries:

To the North between Asonomaso and Kona is a river Asonsonai or Mmiernai which runs into Atum
Famoa Abotan (an out crop) then to River Asuo Akwasi. On the East between Asonomaso and Kassaim
is River Dako where it crosses the Efiduase Motor Road. To the South Asonomaso territory is separated
from the Adangomase and Wonoo lands by the Ntiaa River and on the East it is separated from
Ntonso by Aberewa Ayewa and Badwa streams.2

These permanent features made the obliteration of the boundaries difficult. In some
cases, several chiefdoms were put together under one territory to form states and
some traditional states merged into a Nation. Thus, on the extent of Asante bound
aries Wilks wrote: "Those who governed the independent Asante know, of course,
that their territory extended so far, and no further, that somewhere the roads,
Akwantempon ceased to be Asante roads" (Wilks 1993: 200). Wilks also argued
that in the Akan language there were two different concepts of frontier. The first
was a matter of logic. He writes: "Nothing is infinite; everything has a limit. A table
must have an edge, a vessel a brim, a mountain a peak, a village a boundary, a state
a frontier, everything has its 'ano' (an end)" (Wilks 1993:200). The other concept
involves human agency. To Wilks the root is hyee, to fix, put down, set down,
establish etc. in that ohyee is both the act of fixing and that which is fixed, hence, in
the present context, a frontier (Wilks 1993:200).

Thus, the boundary of the Asanteman was the Asante hyee. The Asante 'great
roads' Atempong served as conduits of central authority (Huydecoper 1962). By
definition then, each road as such ended at the frontier. The roads might have
continued beyond territories, which were located outside the jurisdiction of the
Asante power. Indeed Asante traders were known to have reached distant lands
such as Timbuctu and other cities of the Hausa land. However, it is well known that
no Asante travelled to such distant places to exercise authority (Huydecoper 1962).

The Bond from the Centre

Kumase served as the nerve centre of the Asante Empire known territorially as
Greater Asante. The Golden Stool served as the symbol of unity among all Asante
nationals. It also served as a source of authority and also bounded the non-Asante
populations to the feeling ofnationhood by making them pay allegiance to the centre.
In order to ensure complete allegiance to the centre the following structures were
constituted. Firstly, the Adaekesee or Odwira festival which all chiefs, both from
metropolitan Asante and vassals were enjoined to attend (Rattray 1923; Bowdich
1819; Ellis 1887; Abayie Boaten 1993). Secondly, the payment of apeatuo ('war
taxes') which was imposed on all chiefs (see Arhin 1991). The taxes were based on

lAsonmaso Traditional Area is where the author is a ruler.

2 Information gathered from State Diary of 1896 and Sir Frands Fuller Boundary Book of 1895
GNA, Kumase.
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the size of one's territory. Thirdly, the posting of the Asante Ambassadors to the
courts of all vassal chiefs (see Adjaye 1984), because it was the duty of these Asante
State officials to explain Asante policies and to help collect taxes meant for the
central court. Fourthly, toll points were established at vantage points such as those
on major junction towns along the 'great roads' (atempon). These officials also
ensured the safety of Asante traders on the routes as well as keeping the routes open
at all times.

There was a clear demonstration of the centre holding the peripheries together.
Therefore, as long as the centre held its power, it also held sway over the territory
and the frontiers, while the inhabitants in turn derived their protection and peace
from the centre. It is no wonder that when in 1874 the British imperial force destroyed
the centre, the Empire, which had lasted nearly two centuries, disintegrated rapidly
(Arhin 1991).

The Changing Frontiers of the Asante Empire

As mentioned earlier, the people called the Asante used to be vassals of the superior
power called the Denkyera. Indeed, the founding of the Asante nation, as already
seen, was the result of the desire of some independent nation-states, the Asante
Aman Nuum, to live in freedom from the yoke of their taskmasters, the Denkyera.
When the King of Denkyera heard about the coming together of these independent
states to form a union, he described the action as sa nti ('because of war'), hence
the name Asantefuo (' the people of war'). Thus Asante, as a nation, was a product
of conflict. The independent states, which formed the Asante nation, had a lot in
common. All of them had originated from the Adanse area precisely at the confluence
of Rivers Offin and Pra (Map 6) and they spoke a common language, Twi. In addition,
they had common cultural traits in that, for example, four of the five states belonged
to the Oyoko clan. Asante's conflictual situation was also evidenced by the fact that
it was the last of the early Akan forest states known as Akanman Piesie Num that is
'the Five early Akan states'. These were Adanse, Akwamu, Akyem, Denkyira and
Asante (Daaku 1968). Obviously, Asante being the last one, which tried to incorporate
the senior ones into her empire, was bound to experience constant resistance from
them. It must be noted that while the early states could not establish any reasonable
empires, except to a lesser degree, Denkyira, which by the 1660s was described as
the most powerful Forest State the last being Asante did (see Bosman 1707). It was
no wonder that it invited a great deal of envy and hatred from the older states with
the exception of Akwamu, which served as an ally. This hatred resulted in the many
wars, which the Asante had to wage against those states. The wars were obvious
consequences of natural justice of survival, which the new state badly needed. The
Denkyira war, which established Asante as the greatest power vis-a.-vis the five
others, also saw Asante as having a definite political boundary (Map 7). It
incorporated all the territories of which the Denkyira had before the War.
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The vulnerability of the position of Asante capital Kumase, which manifested
itself successively during the Denkyira war c. 1698 and the Ebiri Moro war c. 1719,
consequently made the growing empire to be apprehensive about its safety. Asante
therefore needed to push her frontier farther to avoid her capital being reached
easily by the enemy forces. The Asante therefore fought and defeated Schwi to the
West, Bono Takyiman to the North and Gyaman to NorthWest. (Map 8). The
Dagomba War of the 1770s extended the Asante frontier and influence towards the
boundaries of the Moshie (Mossi) Kingdom (Abayie Boaten 1995). Throughout the
19th century the Asante Kingdom, acting as a middleman state and an Empire builder,
was constantly in the battlefield. Sometimes it engaged in war at more than one
place at a time either trying to quell rebellions of the contumacious vassal states or
trying to extend her influence. Indeed, by c. 1800, the Asante sphere of influence
was nearly the size of contemporary Ghana (Map 9).

The Empire was in two parts, namely the Metropolitan Asante, that is the original
five states and The Provincial Asante, that is, the conquered states. Asante made a
tactical mistake when she failed to incorporate the conquered states effectively into
the kingdom by giving them positions within the political system. Rather, the con
quered states were allowed to practise their own customs and traditions. However,
the Asante built bonds between the centre and the periphery through the following
measures:

i) Supplying men to augment the Asante soldiers whenever they
went to war;

ii) Regular payment of tributes by the conquered states;
iii) Payment of war taxes (apeatuo);
iv) Allowing trade to flow throughout the Empire; and
v) Compulsory attendance of the annual Odwira Festival.

Moreover, any attempt to block any of the 'major trade routes' (atempon) resulted
in severe punishment by Asante (Boakye Boaten 1974). None of these measures
directly benefited the vassal states. Thus the political freedom given to the vassal
states gave them undue advantage which resulted in the many rebellions which the
Asante had to contend with. The most troublesome of these states were the Akyem,
Gyarnan and Sehwi.

The Fanti at Cape Coast also gave unbearable resistance to the Asante rule. The
Fanti had the support of the English who lived in the Cape Coast Castle and Anomabo
Fort. The English did not like the Asante because of Asante's support of the Dutch
at Elmina. Thus the river between the two European powers affected the bonds
between the Asante and Fante negatively3 and created a state of hatred and warfare.
However, in spite of the English support of the Fante states, Asante's political
influence covered the Fante States (see Map 9) when the Asante defeated the
combined forces of the English, the Fante and the Ga. The period between 1860
and 1874 saw the Asante in conflict on all fronts. The ethnic groups within the
Asante Empire had formed alliances. The English, the Danes (in Accra), the Fante,

3This situation was particularly unfortunate in that Fante and Asante were both Akans.
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the Akyem, the Akuapem and the Ewe formed an alliance against the Asante. The
Dagomba, the Akwamu and the Anlo made up the Asante alliance. This period saw
the protracted Krepi War (1862-1868) which resulted in the capture of two white
Missionaries, Ramseyer and Khune (see Ward 1958).

The period under discussion also resulted in low external trade due to the con
flicts, which had engulfed the whole territory. Instead of the English brokering
peace through negotiations they decided to use the force of arms. The English, then
the only European power at the Coast, massed a large contingent of all the opponents
of the Asante and marched on Kumase, the Asante Capital. The Asante did not
offer any serious resistance to these better-drilled soldiers armed with canons and
assault raffles, the sound of which was used to name the war viz. Tootoo War.
Before the British-led soldiers reached Kumase, the town was already deserted, yet
the soldiers vandalized the settlement at an unprecedented level (see Boyle 1875).

After this episode, the British Colonial power deliberately destroyed the Asante
Empire by signing treaties with those ethnic groups, which formed the Empire,
including the states of Atebubu and Takyiman which formed Northern Asante. Thus
Asante shrank to its former size, that is, to the Metropolis (Map 10).

Not satisfied with Asante's independence from the English rule, the Governor
of the Gold Coast wanted to rebuild Kumase to convince the Asante to accept a
Colonial Resident Officer. Of course the King refused. The refusal led to the arrest
of the King and some principal chiefs. The arrested people were exiled and sent to
Seychelles. This was in 1896. In 1900 the Governor was again in Kumase. His
demand for the Golden Stool-the Asante's symbol of unity-led to the Yaa
Asantewaa War of 1900. The defeat of Asante led to the annexation of Asante to
the British Crown. The boundary remained as in 1874 (see Map 10). From 1900
onward the Asante played it safe, while the Colonial Power effectively established
what became known as Pax Britannica in Asante. The Asante cooperated with their
new Masters so long as the latter did not tamper with the Golden Stool (Rattray
1923). The cooperation the Colonial Administration had from the Asante led to the
repatriation of their King in 1924. In 1935 the British restored the Asante Empire
and called it the Asante Confederacy (see F. Fuller 1927) (Map 11).

This was the confirmation of the extent of the Asante Kingdom. All chiefs
within the frontiers had a common bond in the allegiance to the Golden Stool. Yet
the language was the only barrier which confronted the confederacy. The Bono had
a language, which was a dialect within the general Akan language. Later, the issue
of language was to be used by the Ghanaian politicians as a pretext to further weaken
the Asante influence.

On the whole, Asante grew in power and wealth under King Prempeh II (1930
1970). The CPP political party won political independence for the Gold Coast
Ghana. It was Asante, which objected to the unitary form of Government during the
struggle, because the Asante wanted a Federal form of Government. Nkrumah's
government fearing the Asante power divided the Asante territory again. It hived
off the Bono and added Ahafo to it to form the Brong-Ahafo Region. Thus Asante
shrunk back to its original size, that is, the Metropolitan Asante (Map 12).
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Conclusion

The fortunes of Asante can be divided into two segments, namely, the periods 1700
to 1873, and 1874 to 1960. Within the period 1700 to 1873 Asante held sway over
the surrounding ethnic groups. Those vassal states were coerced to pay allegiance
to the Golden Stool. It can be argued that the bond created by Asante was ephemeral
and therefore bound to break at an opportune time. This was because conquered
peoples were never fully integrated into the Asante system socially. For example,
the Akyem remained Akyem, the Sehwi remained Sehwi etc. However, the land
and its resources as well as the people remained at the mercy of the Asante power at
Kumase. It was no wonder that the conquered states were almost always looking
for chances to throw-off the Asante yoke. This was manifested in 1874 when the
Asante power was destroyed by the British imperialism. In 1960, Asante territory
shrunk to its original size through the creation of the Brong Ahafo Region.

The Asante episode had a positive effect. The British, for example, utilized to a
large extent, the Asante frontiers as guide in the demarcation of their Northern,
Eastern and Western boundaries with the French. The other positive effect is the
Asante language, which is now understood and spoken by over 80% of the Ghanaian
population. Within Asante itself, the old bond (1700) which was forged with the
Golden Stool as the symbol of unity and with the authority residing in the occupant
of that Stool had remained intact. This centre had been able to hold the vassal
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states, which fonned the Asante, together. The Asante had cooperated with the
various national governments for the development of the country generally.
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L' objectif de cet essai est de meUre au point les concepts de 'tenitoire' et de 'frontiere'
apartir de l' exemple de la nation Asante. En particulier, il decrit les liens developpes
entre le centre et les peripheries de l'Empire. Quand le centre, represente par le
Trone d'Or (Golden Stool), etait stable, l'Empire a pu se maintenir. Mais une fois le
centre destabilise, l'Empire Asante s'est rapidement desintegre. L'essai met ainsi
en evidence les faiblesses du centre, mais il analyse aussi les effets positifs que la
stabilite de l'Empire Asante a eus sur le processus de colonisation de Gold Coast
initie par les Britanniques.

Key-words: Asante, Golden Stool, boundary
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House-based Model and Dagara Social System

Since the beginning of the century, scholars of Amerindian societies, particularly
Franz Boas and Claude L6vi-Strauss, have questioned the assumption that descent
and lineage structures are always basic to the social systems they happen to be
dealing with. According to Carsten & Hugh-Jones (1995:6), Boas first recognised
the problem in his ethnography of the Kwakiutl when he realised that a subdivision
of the 'tribe' had both patrilineal and matrilineal characteristics and yet its social
system fitted none of the conventional kinship categories of gens, sept, clan and
sib. Following on the discoveries of Boas, L6vi-Strauss (1979; 1983; 1987; 1991)
came to develop the concept of house-based structure as a better description of the
social system operating in some Amerindian societies. Since then, it is argued that
the focus on space and residence as analytical concepts tend to yield better
understanding for some social systems than the focus on their kinship, descent and
lineage structures.

As far as the analysis of African social systems is concerned, most of the
theoretical assumptions are based partly on the publication of African political
systems (Evans-Pritchard & Fortes 1940) and the seminal works of such scholars as
Meyer Fortes (1945; 1949; 1969) and Jack Goody (1958; 1967; 1973). Fortes drew
his ethnographic data mainly from the Tallensi and the Asante people of northern
and southern Ghana respectively in order to create what has now become known as,
the African model on kinship analysis. Following a formal definition of kinship,
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Fortes argued that the Tallensipresent a good example of a patrilineal social system
based on descent and lineage structure, while the Asante case gives agood example
of a matrilineal system. Accordingly, the social structures, political affiliations and
modes of inheritance of the two systems differ from one another basically through
principles of patrilineal and matrilineal descent formula. Fortes, according to Parkin,
defined clans and lineages as complete systems in themselves, and in terms of who
belonged to them and what functions, possession of property, ancestor cults and so
on, they performed. "This was the Africanist model par excellence" (Parkin
1997:137-138).

In a recent article, Stefano Boni (1998:239-62) has given a very good summary
of Fortes' assumptions regarding his views on the definition of kinship and emphasis
on descent and lineage structure. Accordingly, Fortes held the view that,

The descent principle also determines the unit of study of the social structure: the lineage. Since
society is forged by a sole principle (that of descent) and the units of study are a consequence of this
principle, the units of study (lineages and segments of lineages) share identical characteristics. The
general rule is that every segment is, in form, a replica of every other segment and of the whole
lineage. Alongside the line of filiation which the group acknowledges as descent line, the social
recognition of another line, the complementary line of filiation, is admitted but, according to Fortes,
this is of secondary importance as it is not tied to the politico-jural domain.

Also, under the influence of Fortes, many scholars working in this region of
Africa, have identified most of the societies including the Dagara, as having decent
and lineage based social systems. The Dagara social structure, in particular, is
described as a double descent society meaning, as Fabrizio Sabelli (1987:18) has
stated, a system where the "social organisation is characterised by the simultaneous
belonging of each individual to two clans, the one matrilineage (bello) and the
other patrilineage (yiirlu)!, of which the later is exogamous". This seems to have
been done without the thought that Fortes' model, which was formulated out of
Tallensi and Ashanti ethnography might not be fitting with the Dagara social system.
The influence of Fortes is very clear when Jack Goody (1995:122-123), a pioneer
in Dagara studies, writes concerning his own work:

Fortes directed my attention to the LoDagaa partly because he had carried out research among the
patrilineal Tallensi and the matrilineal Asante and was interested in those societies of which the Yakd
of Nigeria studied by Daryll Forde, were the paradigmatic case, in which named unilineal descent
groups of patrilineal and matrilineal kind existed side by side; that is to say, everyone was a member
of one of each set. I became involved in the topic of descent of necessity, for it was the subject of
lively discussion among graduate students. [...] I was interested both in the subtle differences in the

1 The rendering of the two telms, yiirlu and bello, respectively as patrilineage and matrilineage
clans is incorrect. Semantically, the two terms do not describe aspects of a lineage system but
define residential groups sharing common interests. The first, bello, refers to a limited number of
groups (they are never more than seven in a given community) with mythical origins defined as
having emerged from a common uterus. They continue to form matri-affiliations during public
gatherings of social and cultural nature. The second, yiirlu, refers to people residing in groups of
virilocal homesteads with a common name and with specific social and cultural role functions. It
is only agnates from these homesteads who should not marry one another.
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importance of descent groups among and for the LoDagaa as well as in their systems of kinship,
family and marriage at the domestic level.

Jack Goody (1958) then approached the topic of domestic groups and their
social systems from the perspective of their fission processes and their developmental
cycles in as much as these groups are conceived as "property-holding corporations".
In this regard, Goody deviated from Fortes' diachronic approach on the study of
social system and became more concerned with their relationship to inheritance and
property relations. Goody, for most part, adopted a comparative approach, which
allowed him to side-step any comprehensive analysis of the double descent system
which was professed for the Dagara. InFields ofSocial Control among the LoDagaba
Goody (1957: 101) is suggesting that Dagara society does not fit the typology of
Group B as a 'segmentary lineage system' devised by Fortes and Evans-Pritchard.
Accordingly, the system "is 'segmentary' in the sense that the constituent units
(lineages) are politically equal. It is not, however, 'segmentary' in the sense that it
has a developed lineage system". In terms of identifying group membership and
what membership entails, Goody posited that they were reflected in ritual ceremonies,
particularly those centring around death: "for death, precipitating the problem of
inheritance, also precipitates the expression of relatively exclusive rights from one
generation to the next. And the significant rights in redefining the relationship
between nuclear kin were not rights to the membership of unilineal descent groups,
as such, but rights to objects of property, in this case wealth".

It looks like the constituent units Goody is describing here could be more
appropriately defined as house-based communities (societes a la maison) rather
than lineages. The processes of segmentation and fission tend to consider the
composition of compound house as the basic social unit. As I shall try to illustrate,
the different house components are politically equal based on the principles of
residence and not on those of lineage and descent. When we focus solely on descent
and lineage principles it is difficult to imagine how different 'lineages' within a
particular domestic group will define themselves politically and in contraposition
to one another while maintaining a principle of equality if their residential system is
not fully taken into account. As some scholars have already pointed out (Leach
1965; de Rouville 1987), the sociological analysis of the lineage system is never
devoid of inconsistencies and contradictions. Most difficult to resolve among these
inconsistencies is how to posture the relationship between a poorly developed lineage
system and the affirmation that the society is based on patrician and matriclan
structures with common kinship and common property holdings as a means of social
and cultural integration. If we accept that the society is not interconnected through
segmentary lineages (Goody 1957), a point which I also hold to be true, it is all the
more important to show how unity is maintained at the public domain, especially
when Dagara society is known to be spreading over wide areas. In this light Goody's
analysis on the fission of domestic groups (Goody 1958) tends to show how
inheritance rules appear to govern the constitution of farming groups. The study is
done in a comparative manner between two similar societies. However, very little
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attention has been paid so far on the development of the Dagara syst~m as a unique
entity in order to establish the structures embedded in it.

In this essay I am seeking to show how the social system is very much linked to
the house-based structure and to analyse the internal constitutions of different groups
bonded together in different ways. I start my analysis from the observation that the
Dagara are hoe-farmers, who are first and foremost constructing their social and
cultural systems in the context of hoe-farming practices. The nature of the
environment within which they live and practice hoe-farming, apart from the
historical conditions responsible for their coming into existence as a society, sets
conditions for their method of farming which in turn is imposing a particular type
of social organisation. I therefore contend that the social system forged by the Dagara
out of the environmental conditions and constituted for the practice of hoe-farming
is based more on their conceptions on space mediated by the house and the village
settlements. To argue this out, I first outline the thought model upon which Dagara
seek to organise themselves as a distinct group ofhoe-farmers. I describe this thought
model as an outline of an 'imaginary thought structure' 2 or more appropriately, as a
mythical structure exclusively pertaining to a supposition of how society was first
organised at the time of its origins. Secondly, I go ahead to describe the social
system, including the formation of domestic groups, as an ongoing process of social
ordering. And, finally, I describe Dagara settlement processes in the present times
as an illustration of the system's dynamism and practical mode of functioning.
Throughout the argument, I make allusions to the historical conditions which might
have contributed to the bringing about a house-based social system in an area
predominantly infested by segmentary lineage or centralised chieftaincy societies.

Dagara Settlement and Neighbourhood

I would render the Dagara term teng, cUlTently used by the people to refer to their
system of settlement with the old English term 'village stead'. In the modern version
of Oxford Shorter Dictionary village stead is defined as an area consisting of
settlements, farmlands and bush lands. This is also a COlTect definition Dagara would
give to teng. They do not see themselves as living in compact villages with well
defined boundaries but would refer simply to the area of occupation (Dagarateng)
and to their homes of residence as homestead (yie, sing. yir). Generally, the house
situated within the homestead acts as the private domain, except during occasions
of public rituals such as bagr performances and funerals when the whole of the
house will be turned into a public institution.

2 My use of the term imaginary makes me avoid the distinction between ideal structure or social
system and what is actually in place. Dagara do not see the ideological model of their social
system as the ideal but one which has been given at the beginning of time with its own flaws. The
continuous modeling of the actual system is, therefore, always an adaptation of the imaginary one.
The term is also in line with L6vi-Strauss' (1983) definition of the house as an institution.
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The Myth Establishing Settlements in Dagarateng

According to their myth of origin, all Dagara lived in a common homestead and one
village stead. The homestead consisted of several houses (yie) attached one to the
other. Each house, whose membership could run into thousands of people, was
named according to the social and cultural functions its members carried out for the
benefit of the whole community. The names of the different houses also constituted
a repertoire of cultural units (Schutz 1964; Bekeart 1997) which could be used
daily in socio-political discourses. As such, no name referred to an individual person
as the founding mythical figure solely responsible for the coming into the eistence
of the house. They were, and are still so today, descriptive names (Levi-Strauss
1982:172) socially emphasising an aspect of the group's behaviour, its cultural
functions and the interests members have in belonging to it. The names also position
the groups as unique entities within the Dagara social and cultural system. For
example, the name Bekuone3 is not a personal name of the founding ancestor because
no founding ancestor ever existed, but exists as a descriptive name referring to the
house and its people inspired by a sense of common historical experience4 and
cultural practice.

As far as the whole society was concerned the houses were best described as
social units with institutional functions without any permanent attachment to a
particular territory, a condition which Fortes (1969) found to be absolutely needed
for the clan system among the Tallensi. As part of their social development and
through the process of controlled migration, the common homestead alluded to by
the myth as place of origin of all Dagara broke up and segments of the various
house communities spread throughout a very wide area and sporadically established
smaller Dagara house-based communities that are now dotted through out
Dagaraland. The sizes of these house-based communities varied from several families
to individual households. Each community carried with it the official name, status
and public functions originally assigned to the larger house segment within the
common homestead. The adoption of a virilocal system of residence as part of their
marriage rules meant that the name and other attributes of the house could only be
transmitted through the male line of descent. Eventually, the name and these other
attributes became objective means of tracking down and identifying-mainly for
ritual and cultural purposes-members of the different houses now dispersed over
a wide area.

In the process of this dispersal, the mythical structure re-orders the house-based

3 The Dagara of Burkina Faso had wrongly taken these corporate names to be personal names and
had began to use them to satisfy some administrative requirements of naming. Today, individuals
are carrying names of social categories to which they do not belong. For an analysis of such a
problem see Evariste N. Poda (1992; this volume).
4 According to Edward Tengan (1994) most of Dagara house societies refer to the period of slave
raiding (bang zaba) as the time when their communities came into existence. During this period
most Dagara fled from their places of origin and found themselves settling on a land that was not
originally theirs (Lentz 1994:457). It is most likely that originally, they settled in common houses
but as mixed descent groups.
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system in such a way that wherever a house might finally be established, it will
always be perceived as the centre of gravity around which all sociai and cultural
activities would take place. In other words, each house is perceived as an integral
part of the common homestead of origin for all Dagara. This is done by referring to
some assumptions and by making certain postulations. It is assumed, from the
perspective of each individual member of the house, that the whole area of Dagara
occupation consists of nine sectional areas of migration and further that each area
inspires a definite kinship and social relationship with each individual. The
postulation is that each individual should see him- or herself as the centre of the
universe. Hence, the nine sectional areas bear the following descriptive names: 1)
the father's village stead (sail teng) where the paternal house of Ego's father is
situated; 2) the mother's village stead (ma teng) where the paternal house of Ego's
mother is situated; 3) the village stead from where Ego's father has made his most
recent long distance migration (slili teng kura); 4) the village stead from where
Ego's maternal uncle has made his most recent long distance migration (ma teng
kura), 5) the village stead to which Ego's first paternal ancestors migrated (slili
kpiin teng), 6) the village stead to which Ego's first maternal ancestors migrated
(ma kpiin teng), 7) the paternal village stead of common origin (saa teng-kor); 8)
the maternal village stead of common origin (ma teng-kor); and, finally, 9) the
village stead of Ego's current settlement (teng-kpiera).5

Dagara history and the mythical structure

For their everyday discourse, Dagara do not refer so much to this mythical structure,
which only becomes operative during times of ritual ceremonies, but refer to some
particular historical experiences which have become fossilised in their collective
memories. With particular reference to the house-based system, the most outstanding
historical experience is always in reference to slave raiding, chieftaincy domination
and escaping from situations of capture (E. Tengan 1994). Generally, most of the
populations which have finally come together to form Dagara society seem to be
issuing from the oppressed categories of the strongly centralised Mole-Dagbani
kingdoms (Mamprusi, Mossi, Dagomba, Nanumba, Wala). The most popular hero
ofDagara folk tales, Yagangnaa ('Wiser-than-the-Chief'), is always pitched against
the dictatorial commands of the chief or king and show the struggles the underdog
classes have always had to go through in dealing with supreme powers (see Gervase
Angsotinge 1986). Prior to the period of colonization, slave raiding became most
ferocious uprooting a lot more people, and when the migrating conquering
populations such as the Zambarma, the Gonja and the Madinge began to pass through
the northern savannah belt in search of slaves and booty (Goody 1967: 13-17;

5 Dagara are not only hoe-farmers by social identity, they are also migrant settlers in most areas
where they now farm. Through this transformation of the social system, the migrant settler outside
the 'home region' of northwest Ghana and southwest Burkina Faso continue to keep links with
members of various villages in the home region. This model of keeping contact with many villages
invariably forms part of the system of hoe-farming.
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Awoedoba 1985). Aided by guns, spears and horses, they turned most of the hoe
farming populations which might have been forming part of the social structure
into wondering fugitives and finally dispossessed them of the right to the ownership
of land.

In some cases, some groups from the farming populations made alliances with
conquering groups and were often spared the ferocity of the raids. In exchange,
they provided detailed information on possible hiding places of fugitives. In other
cases a different conquering population could descend on the non-fugitives to
massacre large numbers. Thus, Awedoba (1985) writes that the Zamberma were
very much inclined to kill large numbers of Grusii populations. On the other hand
the Grusii including the Sisaala seemed to have developed a good alliance and
working relationship during this period with the Gonja raiders locally known as
Zebagzi. This relationship has of late been translated into inter-ethnic joking
relationships. The Dagara in general seemed to have failed to develop any alliances
with any of the raiding populations and for a long time remained a fugitive group.
In Nandom area, for example, most of the elders would testify to this by citing the
fact that it was only the Sisaala settlement ofLambusie which was never raided and
hence did not have to flee (Lambusiele be zo boneee). It seems to me that this
additional factor, besides the fact that the Sisaala were possibly the first settlers on
the land, is at the basis of the present claim that the whole of this area is common
farmland (langwie). It might also be the case that wherever the Dagara migrated to
they found fragments of pottery left behind by previous settlers and in cases where
they could not identify these settlers, they attributed them to their closest neighbours,
the Sisaala. Goody (1967: 14) says that these pottery fragments found throughout
the then Lawra district "are invariably ascribed to the Dnganni who formerly dwelt
on and 'owned' the land, migrating to Diebougou (Nyibu) when the present
inhabitants arrived". It is not clear if the said Dnganni are the same as present-day
Sisaala. What is however common and important for all the Dagara living in this
area is that they never claimed to be indigenous citizens to this particular area.

By and large, it seems to be that this claim of not being indigenous to the area
partly accounts for the development of a house-based social structure which could
only be supported by a migratory pattern. This pattern of migration is then elaborated
through a mythical structure as outlined above. Concerning this pattern of migration,
Goody writes: "in their migration stories, the Dagari-speaking peoples, who now
occupy the region, recall at least the settlement in which their ancestors previously
dwelt and will sometimes give the names of a series of villages extending some
fifty miles away" (Goody 1967:15). On the same issue, Carola Lentz (1994:457)
expresses the view that "although they may give the point of departure and the
different stages of the ancestors' migration, these stories are mainly concerned with
arrival and settlement, thus providing a charter for present land boundaries and for
social relations among villagers and with their neighbours". What is not yet very
clear and still a matter of debate among scholars is whether this charter is being
manipulated through a house-based structure or a patri-clanic one.
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Part of the problem could be clarified if we look carefully at the differences in
social practice between the Dagara of the former Lawra district arid those in the
former Nadoli district where most of the latter will always refer to as their historically
known area of migration. Indeed, most of the Dagari-speaking populations correctly
refer to this area as Dagawie (Dagara farmland) in opposition to many areas in the
former Lawra district which they will describe as langwie (commonly shared
farmland). Also, the populations in the Nadoli district identify themselves as
indigenous citizens originating from their present places of settlement. Each village
settlement is strongly marked by a sense of common patrilineality with a common
ancestral background, and there is often a prohibition of inter-marriage among people
of the same village settlement. For most of their social relations, the notion of yiirlu
(house-based structure) is not as developed and advanced as we find among the
populations in the former Lawra district. Most remarkably, the social and cultural
attributes of bello-a system extending far beyond uterine categories to classifying
the whole of human society into four or seven types according to gender categories
and which is strongly present among the Dagara populations stretching from Lawra
into Burkina Faso-is noticeably absent from the linguistic and social practices of
the populations in and around the Nadoli area. One possible reason for this sharp
difference in social systems between these populations is the nature of rooting to a
territorial area as one's place of origin. It seems reasonable to postulate that the
house-based structure only developed and replaced the patriclanic system as a result
of the Dagara peoples movement away from their places of origin and the realisation
that future migration, for one reason or the other, remains always a permanent
possibility. As the Sisaala would, in derogatory terms describe the Dagara, flight
from domination and slavery has turned the latter into 'vultures' (chiello) for land.

House-based structure as observed

In reality, people, during their everyday lives, do not identify themselves with all
the nine village areas or house segments as outlined in the mythical structure. For
most people, they only become relevant as thought categories and social units during
ritual and religio-cultural situations. Thus, they are important for marriage relations
and for such ritual occasions as bagr performances and funeral ceremonies. During
such occasions individuals from houses with the same names constitute themselves
into social groups and take different positions culturally assigned to them. As such,
for every public ceremony, people living in different settlements, neighbourhoods
and villages are usually informed and are in most cases expected to attend the
ceremonies. They attend not only because of the kin relations they might be having
with a member of the house concerned, but also because of socio-cultural functions
that have to be carried out by their own houses.

Apart from these occasional public gatherings, daily social life and private ritual
activities take place in the different houses and neighbourhoods within each
settlement. Each neighbourhood comprises a certain number of houseslhouseholds
grouped as homesteads, and which are clearly demarcated. The homestead serves a
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cultural unit whereas the household is serving as a social unit. Also, each homestead
is an independent political unit as far as activities within the settlement are concerned.
It is directly under the control of the most senior male adult who, in recently known
times, set it up and will continue to be so, and under his name, even when he dies.
However, gradual separation, fission and migration away from the homestead
building as a centre always ultimately lead to its disintegration as a political unit
and to the reconstruction of new ones within or outside the same settlement (see A.
Tengan 2000).

Let me briefly describe a house-based structural relation within a particular
neighbourhood as a matter of clarification of my argument. Piina settlement within
the current Lambusie sub-district is a typical Dagara settlement that is incorporating
some Sisaala houses acting as the tengan dem (land custodians). The whole settlement
is divided into four sections or neighbourhoods, namely, Berwo-gang6

, Kpanyagne
gang, Piina-gang and Achaga-gang. On the level of homestead, Berwo-gang consists
offour groups of houses with the following names: Berwuole houses, Ganne houses,
Bekuone houses and Bernyiine houses. The building of the first Berwuole house
was initiated early in the 1940s by a man called Logo and although he is dead that
particular house still bears the name Logo-yir. Logo himself had migrated from
Tom where there are still a number of Berwuole houses. The particular house from
which he had migrated is still inhabited and still known by its original name of
foundation as Laaro's house. Since its establishment in the 1940s, members from
Logo's house have continued to separate themselves from the main building and to
build their own houses within and outside Piina settlement. At present two of these
houses, Urber-yir and Emilio-yir stand within the settlement and in the same
neighbourhood.? Four others-Kitoo-yir, Damino-yir, Luca-yir and Abel-yir-are
located outside the settlement but still of walking distance. Logo's house as of
today, still serves as centre of political activity, such as decisions affecting marriage
contracts, for members of the different houses mentioned above.

The Bekuone houses in the neighbourhood consist offour homesteads: Ignatio
yir, Daationu-yir, Simon-yir and Didaar-yir. Their migration into Piina settlement
and the neighbourhood differed slightly from that of the Berwuole houses in that
each of these elders came separately and with some time interval between their
different arrival dates. As a consequence, each house has continued to exist as an
independent political unit taking lead in the arrangement of its marriage contracts
even though it will receive moral support from the other three. Also, individuals
from these houses have not separated themselves from one another in the same way
as has happened in Logo's house. Similarly, the one Ganne house, by the name of
its founder (Aatiere-yir), which was built almost at the same time as Logo's house,
has continued to stay as a single unit. Until very recently when a group of brothers

6 The gang stands for a demarcated border usually by the presence of a stream or a hilly area. The
crossing of any stream, river or hilly spot is often interpreted as a border crossing.
7 For my analysis, I have not taken into consideration those individuals who have migrated outside
Dagara land or who are staying in towns and cities because of the nature of their employment.
Their inclusion will not help us understand the system.
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suddenly broke off from the main house, the Bernyiine house members have always
stayed together. .

The other sections or neighbourhoods forming Piina settlement may have, apart
from other house groups not mentioned so far, Berwuole, Ganne, Bekuone or
Bernyiine houses. These include Bimbigle and Kpanygane houses in Kpanyane
gang, Kusiele and Kpiele houses in Piina-gang, and Gbaane, Yirpaale and Berwuole
houses in Achaga-gang. The linkages between the houses bearing the same name
but established in the four different sections of the settlement are based on imaginary
social and kinship ties 'considered as legitimate' (Levi-Strauss 1988:175) by virtue
of the common name and the mythical believe that they have always shared a common
institutional position. In their daily discourses and interactions, individuals from
these separate houses will continue to manipulate the imaginary ties, kinship and
social, as a means of socialising with each other. During special occasions,
ceremonies such as funeral and bagr, and also during festivals and celebrations,
they tend to act together vis-a-vis the rest of Dagara society by occupying a particular
position according to the circumstances and the nature of the activity.

The house (yir) and the domestic structure

A Dagara house (yir) consist of a large compound building of mud walls surrounded
by a farm land extending into the bush and fallow areas. Both the building and the
outside domains are considered as living habitats housing human beings and their
domestic animals at different times of the day. The spatial layout of the house itself
and the lands surrounding it partly configure modes of social belonging and define
identities of various individuals or members. Significant locations in the house
outlining the domestic structure include a number of huts built on the suspended
terrace and three other designated rooms established over a period of time. Socially,
any married man can build himself a house (yir). He has the option of either building
his house attached to the paternal homestead and naming it a side-house (logr), or
establishing a small house on one of the family farmlands. Ideally, a man should
move out of his father's house when he has married his second wife and has had
many children. In most cases, however, several married men with children continue
to live together in their paternal homestead with their own side-houses (loge) built
attached one to the other.

The side-house (log1') consists of a man, his wives and all their children. Each
of these side-houses is socially and culturally structured through the construction of
three designated rooms, namely, a ritual room (zag) where the head of the side
house keeps his personal ritual objects, the kitchen (kom-die), and the long common
room (chaara). Other rooms which may be built in the course of time exist as
extensions of anyone of these rooms. Thus for example, the ritual room can be
extended to cover all animal pens and shelters, and subsequently to the father's
sleeping room. Similarly, the mother's kitchen is often extended into storage rooms
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for household goods and utensils while the long common room would be extended
to house the different granaries. When wives become more than one, a kitchen is
built for each of them but the separate kitchens will still be seen as extensions of
that of the first wife.

Through social ties, associations with the three rooms place people in different
social categories and designate official titles. Thus, the main ritual room (zag) of
the homestead, under the custody of the most senior elder and through the presence
of a number of ancestral figurines, creates multiple groups of agnatic and collateral
relations. In other words, each figurine represents an ancestor who is survived by
one or a number of sons. The sons and their families constitute a group and the
oldest of the sons still living is the head of the group. He performs mainly ritual
duties for each and on behalf of all the members of his group. Since descent and
lineage do not play important roles in this system, the different ancestral figurines
are not approached in chronological order or in terms of seniority. Each has living
adherents only through his sons and when all the sons die, the figurine is abandoned
and finally thrown out of the ritual room. Also, the most senior elder who is taking
care of all the figurines is also the head of his father's group and only acts as such.
His private residence, a hut on the terrace, is however the official meeting ground
of all family heads. They meet to discuss matters, particularly social and cultural, of
common interest affecting the homestead.

Groups for reproduction/consumption, including economic and social
reproduction, are similarly formed around the main kitchen and the minor ones.
These consist of several 'wives' and their children. The wives are serially ordered
according to customs of marriage with the first or most senior wife establishing her
fire place or hearth at the foot of the main granary. Each other wife will establish a
minor hearth in her kitchen. Each hearth draws a certain number of family members
to form a group of its own. It is a uterine group consisting of sons and daughters
(both living within and outside the homestead) of the woman who owes the hearth.
The main hearth of a residence, once built, should never be broken down even
when the homestead is to be deserted. Thus, at the death of the most senior wife, the
second wife leaves her hearth and takes control of the main one thereby redefining
the positions of the different uterine groups occupying the residence.

The long common room is the meeting point for the different uterine and agnatic
groups without any attempt at distinctions and differentiation. The logic in doing
this is part of the political process and mechanism involved in operating the system
of one homestead and one village stead to which all Dagara would always belong as
citizens.

As a public meeting ground, the long common room in any homestead can
bring together all Dagara people irrespective of their places of residence and the
name of their house society. This is done through the ceremonial offices of two
ritual positions found in each homestead. These are the parental office of the 'house
owner' (yirdangdoo) in the person of the first man to settle in the homestead, and
the marital office of the 'father-mother of the house' (yir-siiiima), in the person of
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the wife of prescribed marriage to the yirdangdoo. The yirdangdoo is always a male
official and carries out his functions on the suspended terrace of the long common
room, and vice versa, the siiiima is officially held by a woman who is performing
her function inside the long common room. As ceremonial offices involve leadership
roles during ritual practices, no persons are permanently designated or appointed to
fill them. The appropriate officers, in terms of persons, only emerge when particular
circumstances call for them and they might not be the same persons given a different
situation. Their qualifications are based on their multiple identities permitting them
to be identifiable figures to the different categories of people involved in the ritual
ceremony. In other words, all those attending the ritual define their relations to each
other through them. They can only do this because of the structures of the house
based system (yiirluJ and the ideologic;al structure (belloJ supporting it.

The house-based system assumes, as already described, that all the side-houses
in the homestead consist of persons who have emerged together with a common
name and which name is now paternally transmitted. The ritual leader or yirdangdoo,
by age and kinship classification, must appeal to all involved as capable ofhonourably
bearing their name. He must have also shown to all that he knows the social functions
of the different other house communities and be aware of the different ways by
which they are related to his own house community. The ideological structure (belloJ,
on the other hand, assumes that before birth, all people lived in seven separate
locations each defined as a uterus.8 Three of the locations belong to three sisters,
one to a male figure and last to three collaterals. Groups of people emerging from
these locations also bear common social names inherited through the mother. The
names include those referring to the three sisters, namely, KpogDa, Meda, and
SomDa. Some is the name used to refer to the male figure. The names of the three
collateral include Hieme, Dabire and Kambire. Through polygynyous marriage, a
full grown house can consist of members coming from all of the seven groups. The
seven groups together totally represent a complete human society.

Until the influence of modernity and Christianity, Dagara largest public
gatherings took place during ritual and ceremonial activities. In most cases, funeral
and bagr initiation constituted these activities. It is during such occasions that
divisions of people along house-based social structure come into clear focus. For
the organisation of the ritual, the homestead where death has occurred or which has
undertaken to perform initiation rites for some of it members would act as the host
to this public gathering. They are supported by all those calTying the name given to
their side-house or house community. The latter would consider themselves also as
hosts.9 All other house-based communities act as guests, with either kinship, social
or collateral ties with the hosts. Between individuals, negotiations are going on as
to how much one should exchange either as host or as a guest. This is also the case

8 For a more detailed discussion on the ideological structure see my thesis (Tengan 1998) and a
revised version due to published soon (Tengan 2000)
9 The c0nditions of guests and hosts are very important mediums in social relations. Sten Hagberg
(1998: 196-200) has outlined how host and strangerhood form part of the key social relations in
dispute settlement.
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between the actual host and those of his house-based community coming to give
their support. Besides the individual exchange processes, there is the public ritual
food meant to be consumed by all Dagara as a sign that they all belong to a common
homestead. This food, usually the meat of a cow, is provided by the sons of the dead
person. It is shared among Dagara people according to rules governing the process
(see A. Tengan 1998:130-133).

House-based Structure and Social Institutions

As pointed out earlier, a settlement is properly defined as a village stead consisting
of homesteads and neighbourhoods. To function as an integrated community a certain
number of public institutional spots or ritual locations have to be constituted. These
institutions, which are always under the custodianship of designated persons, are
also represented by ritual shrines. Within the house-based structure, each institution
is regarded as a bona fide property of a house community and it is the group which
designates the custodian. There are two types of social institutions: those which are
ritually accessible to the general public and those whose ritual activities are restricted
to particular individuals coming from particular house communities. The most
prominent and common of the first type include the earth shrine (tengan), the market
shrine (teng-daa) and the shrines of recognised natural agents such as the hill (tang)
and the river (baa). The second type also consists of natural agents but which are
not localised. They include the agencies of rain (SCta), the fallow bush (wie) and
open fields. In most cases, the public are kept ignorant of all the ritual activities
taking place at these shrines. Yet, the ritual performance, exactly like those taking
place in the first type, are meant to serve the interest of the general public.

Ideally, the social and cultural functions, which surround these shrines are carried
out by separate house-based communities behaving as members of a cult. In Piina,
for example, the Kusiele and Kuseble house communities, consisting of both Dagara
and Sisaala, form a common residence in one section of the village stead and act as
custodians of the earth shrine (tengan). Residing close by them are the Kpiele,
Yirpaale and Puryiile house communities. They are socially defined as custodians
of the rain shrine or other agencies related to the rain. Other communities are residing
in different sections of Piina and taking care of different institutions. Thus, the
Bekuone and the Bimbigle stay close to each other and are generally credited with
the custodianship of the market shrine and those of the meeting ceremonial grounds.
The Gbaane, Ganne and Berwuole would generally stay at the borders of the
settlement being custodians of the fallow bush and other agencies in the open fields.
Interspersed among these sections are house communities, such as the Kuwere,
Zage, and Nachiele, which, as far as their numerical presence in Piina is concerned,
cannot socially form their own settlement sections. They take up custodianship of
subsidiary agencies attached to one of the main shrines. 10

This settlement layout of Piina described above is not always perfectly reproduced
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in all other Dagara areas of settlements. Variations exist including the distribution
as to which group should occupy which part of the village stead and which one
should perform one function or the other. Thus, in one village stead, it might happen
that a Bekuone man is acting as the custodian of the market whilein the next, it
would be a Bimbigle man. These variations are always explained using a diachronic
model of social relationships while at the same time appealing to customs of social
and cultural norms. For their normal public activities, Dagara people are moving
from one ritual shrine to the next, or invariably between homesteads, in order to
perform different social, cultural and ritual activities. These are usually public
gatherings bringing together representatives of different house communities. The
institutional shrine where a particular gathering is taking place becomes the locus
of central power and the shrine custodian insures the proper procedure of social and
ritual activities. This power dissipates from the hands of the particular shrine and
custodian as the whole gathering moves to the next location or house. In this way,
actual power is shared among different shrines and their custodians according to
their institutional functions but with regard to its actual use each of them has absolute
power to deal with matters under its jurisdiction.

Conclusion

In this essay, I approach the analysis of Dagara social system from their residential
order. I described this residential order as a house-based structure (Levi-Strauss
1983; Carsten and Hugh-Jones 1995). In other words the social entity by which we
can understand Dagara social structure is the house or homestead. The homestead
is a residential entity made up of a large compound house and surrounded by
farmlands and demarcated fields. A common social name, acquired in mythical
time and in no way associated with a founding ancestor, link different houses and
homesteads together and creates a bond of unity among individuals who have
common interests in residing together or consider themselves as bearing the same
house name. Those who, in the present circumstances, continue to stay together in
a common homestead identify themselves as a domestic group. Their common
interests are basically in social and economic production and reproduction.

In the public domain, communal affiliations are formed by appealing to
individuals belonging to different settlements and neighbourhoods still using but
recognising the common name of the house as an institution. Through the system of
virilocal residence and the transmission of the name through male line of descent,
one refers to the imaginary lines connecting the different houses with a common
name to define his or her social identity among different house-based communities.

10 Even though the ideology of the house-based structure ideally assigns these institutional
custodianship to particular house communities this is ever hardly followed. There is therefore a lot
variety of practices as to which community is looking after which institution as one travels from
settlement to settlement. They are like property and as such are sometimes subjected to the mles of
inheritance. Thus over time, there cannot be anyone single mle governing their custodianship.
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In other words, one is born into a social network consisting of members of different
houses or homesteads with a common name. Whereas male members of the society,
with respect to residence, retain one social identity through their house of birth,
women, through maniage inherit a second identity by also adopting the house
based community of their husbands.
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Resume

Cet essai attire l'attention sur les limites de l' appartenance sociale et les liens entre
les gens qui vivent au sein des communautes villageoises, quartiers avoisinants et
maisons sociales. Le systeme social Dagara est analyse apartir de son ordre de
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residence, ici decrit comme une structure basee sur la maison (house-based stntcture).
En effet, cet essai suggere que c'est a travers la maison sociale (homestead) que
nous pouvons comprendre le systeme social Dagara, car il est une entite composee
d'une grande concession de maisons entouree de terres de culture et de champs
delimites. Un nom social commun, qui a ete acquis au temps mythique mais qui
n' est pas associe aun ancetre commun, lie les differentes maisons sociales les unes
aux autres. Ce nom cree ainsi un lien d'unite parmi les individus, qui ont un interet
aresider ensemble pour la reproduction et la production sociale et econornique.
Chaque individu Dagara appartient, du moins mythologiquement, aux neufs maisons
sociales. Cet essai conlut que chaque individu est ne dans un reseau social compose
des membres des differentes maisons sociales avec un nom commun. Pendant que
les membres masculins maintiennent une identite sociale atravers leur maison de
naissance, les femmes acquierent une deuxieme identite atravers le mariage par
l'adoption de la communaute du ma.ri. En plus, la structure physique de la maison
reflete la structure domestique en termes social et politiques et decrit les principales
institutions atravers lesquelles la societe opere comme un groupe uni.

Key-words: Dagara, kinship, house, migration
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In so-called acephalous societies, relations and alliances through kinship shape the
social landscape and make possible the tracing of social relations. In Kasena1 villages,
where large compound houses (songo) scatter widely over the dry and open
landscape, social ties are necessary linkages connecting people over a widespread
area. For the Kasena, affiliation is a strong tying principle by which people trace
their historical and mythical links to one another as they seek to figure out their
paths of migration and movements and those made by the founding ancestors. Also,
as a complement of affiliation, alliances, especially marriage ones, tie groups and
individuals together to form unions of relationships extending beyond lineage bonds
and lasting beyond the death of particular individuals thus causing the border divide
between the world of the dead and the world of the living to narrow. Looked at
carefully, the tying and mode of union seem to be engendered processes of women
movements as they engage in marriage alliances.

This essay aims at analysing what the signification of marriage is for the Kasena
community. In Kasenaland marriage takes place according to the residential rule of
virilocality. The woman moves into the husband's house where she is first seen as a
stranger, since, as Kasena say, she is someone's child. With time, she gradually
shapes and appropriates a space of her own in the domestic sphere, and in this way
she fosters and affirms a mode of belonging to the marital house.

My analysis of Kasena society in this way does not aim at developing arguments
critical oftheories of kinship and of matrimonial alliance already in existence. Other
authors have specifically considered these theoretical aspects (see E. Evans-Pritchard
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1973; Fortes, 1972; Goody 1971, 1973; Levi-Strauss 1963; Needham 1971). Instead,
I want to analyse the dynamics at work in marriage and I shall do this explicitly
from the woman's perspective. Starting by umavelling the process of marriage as it
is described in male discourses such as the one I shall state in the first part of the
essay, I shall then, by twisting terms in the Kasem language, switch to women
discourses produced in wedlock. Marriage, from this perspective, becomes a
movement made by the daughter in a processual way in order to trace a path of
relationship for two lineages to which she will doubly belong.

I shall also adopt a spatial perspective as part of my whole analysis in order to
have a closer look at marriage procedures and their impact on the physical and
social space and the vice versa. In line with Lefebvre (1991) I consider space as an
active, operational and instrumental agent in daily life. Social relations exist only in
the context of space. Hence, an analysis of the organisation of the domestic space as
a source and a product of human experience enables us to umavel some of the
cultural codes of the Kasena lifeworld (see Moore 1986). Space as a key factor in
the analysis does not strictly refer to real space of social practice. As Lefebvre
(1991 :39) puts it, three moments of space can be distinguished: perceived space as
revealed through deciphering spatial practice, conceived space as conceptualized
inrepresentations, and lived space as directly lived by inhabitants. The triadic relation
between these three moments of space converges in the human body resulting in the
generation and reproduction of spatial organisations. In this study I try to take these
three moments into account and I explore how the Kasena woman writes and reads
space in the process of marriage. The exploration and interpretation of praxis and
events in the Kasena house, of the knowledge systems concerning space (including
cosmology), and of the interpretations and representations by social actors in the
domestic space enables one to better grasp the dynamics, the significance and the
implications of marriage procedures for a Kasena woman. The result of the analysis
presented in this essay will show us how the spatial and mental movement of the
new wife to the marital house, and back to the agnatic house within some specific
contexts, creates and strengthens the social cohesion in Kasena society.

1 Anthropological research was conducted amongst the Kasena of northeastern Ghana, more
specifically in the western part of the Kasena-Nankana district of the Upper-East Region of Ghana.
Findings bear on the practices observed and collected in Chiana, capital of the Western Kasena
district between February 1996 and April 1998.
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"A woman is someone's child"

Men Marry Women (baara di2 kaana)

In previous anthropological studies on marriage practices a major concern was the
search for a universally applicable definition of the term. On many occasions
researchers had to conclude at the end that this was too ambitious an undertaking
(see Leach 1961, Needham 1971) and that marriage had to be analysed in its
particularity. Marriage in here is to be studied as a phenomenon, experienced by the
actors rather than as an institution.

The Kasem3 tenninologies concerning marriage indicate also its most important
characteristics. In the language, there are only verbal tenns for 'marriage' and noun
tenns are absent. Marriage in Kasenaland is an active enterprise, hence, in Kasem
two different expressions refer respectively to the acts of a man and a woman
engaging in wedlock. In reference to the man entering wedlock, the linguistic tenn
baaro di lwane (a man eats a woman) is used while in reference to the woman the
linguistic term kaane zo baaro, (a woman enters a man) is in common use. I will
adhere to the Kasena logic of these two separate tenninologies in discussing their
marriage practices. I shall do this based on observed practice and not on the
ideological interpretations that people would attribute to marriage.

Matrimonial alliances in Kasena land

The most outstanding feature in Kasena marriage practice is the movement of the
woman from her natal house to the husband's house, marked by lines of connections
between different virilocal residences. The act of leading the bride to her new
residence starts in the night initially unannounced. Pronouncement of the marriage
procedure is made the moment she anives in the husband's village settlement4• Yet,
marriage entails much more than a sudden and conceded displacement of a young
woman as bride. Preceding the movement of the new bride and well after, important
marriage procedures take place involving the lineages of the bride (the wife-givers)
and the bridegroom (the wife-takers).

Marriage in Kasena society is polygynous and the residential structure displays
this. Hence, each wife has her own yard where she and her children (and sometimes
the husband's mother) reside. Each yard is a productive unit and self-subsistent in
food even though each woman can supplement what the husband provides from the
common farm with her own farm produce or from proceeds from her own handicrafts
such as pottery or petty-trading.

2 The use of di: 0 di kaane (he marries a woman); 0 di yiga (he eats the front, he walks in front);
o ba di (he does not eat); Ba se de di (come and we will eat, you are invited to join in the meal);
A wora s'a di (1 am here and 1 am eating, you are invited to join me); 0 wo di (he did not eat,
someone who is hungry or sick); Joayigane de di nayugu (the day facing tomOlTOw, we will climb
the roofs (to sleep».
3 Kasem is the name of the language spoken by the Kasena.
4 A Kasena village is divided into what is called 'nagura' which refers to the geographically
circumscribed area corresponding to the settlement of one lineage, or else, the 'lineage-settlement'.
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Marriage prohibitions (chullu)

Maniage rules are mainly exogamous and are negatively fonnulated. The rules
prohibiting maniage alliances are numerous and pertain to a diverse but restricted
number of groups. Thus, the ban is often detennined by the principles of filiation,
matrimonial alliances contracted during three preceding generations to Ego and of
historical relations long in existence between particular lineage segments.

According to Liberski (1991: 110) Ego cannot many within his or her own major
patri- and matrilineage. Also, Ego's marital choice should fall outside the four
parental lineages of Ego's mother and father. This means that a man has to avoid
the lineages from which his four great-grandfathers, his two grand-fathers and his
father took a wife; a woman cannot many into lineages from where her four great
grandmothers, her two grandmothers and her mother were singled out. From my
own enquiries, most people seem to be setting the limits of forbidden alliance in
retrospective tenns of ascendancy based on their memory recollection. If they were
able to trace their male and female grandparents up to the third generation, those
lineages would be the ones to be excluded. If, through memory, one could recall
four generations, then exogamy rules affected the lineages of the four generations.
Hence, we presume that exogamy rules are detennined by the collective memory of
the social group (e.g. the house-people).

Also, as can be observed in some Kasena-villages, there are patrilineages or
their segments, clearly identified by name and historical conditions, which do not
intennany and also Kasena may not many some ethnic groups. When asked about
the origins of these prohibitions, some informants allude to memories of intergroup
hostility and raids and give mythical accounts of the antagonisms.

Two types ofmarriage: the maidservant marriage (kanyaani) and widow remarriage
(kadeno torem)

Among the Kasena, preferential maniage conditions seem to be absent even though
there is a dominant tendency, according to custom, for men to marry their wives'
classificatory junior sisters. This means that girls of a common house may many
into one and the same house or lineage resulting in a type of sororal polygyny
(Parkin 1997). Two sibling sisters never, however, many one and the same man. A
typical example of this sororal polygyny is found in the kanyaani (maidservant
maniage).

The tenn nyaani-used by people of the same gender-means 'junior'. Thus, a
woman will not explicitly address a man with the tenn 'junior brother', though she
may use the tenn to address her junior sister. As a kinship tenn, nyaani has a broad
reference meaning and for a woman it includes the direct brother's daughter. In
Kasena nomenclature, the brother's daughter and the junior sister stand in
symmetrical relations. In contraposition to nyaani (junior) the tenn zimbaaro (senior)
is used.

The institution of kanyaani refers to a maniage situation where the wife of man
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X brings her junior (nyaani) into her yard to assist her as a maidservant. The girl or
junior will stay in the yard and help the senior with the household. When the former
has come of age, the senior (zembaaro) can decide to give her to her husband or to
the husband's brother or son as wife. The girl will always be the wife's junior and
will be considered by all classificatory children to her as a junior mother (nunyaani).

A second form of marriage is the widow remarriage. After the funeral ceremony
of the husband, the widow (kadeno) can choose to remalTY one of the deceased's
junior/classificatory brothers. The children born out of this wedlock belong to the
new husband. All children born before the wedlock including those born before the
completion of the husband's funeral ceremonies, belong to the deceased husband.

To marry is a process

Auge (1975), Levi-Strauss (1963) and others have outlined the processual character
of marriage by perceiving it as a continual exchange between two groups, the wife
givers and the wife-takers. Marriage among the Kasena is marked by this processual
character. In reference to their customary marriage, Kasena say that marriage used
to start with the excision of the young girls. As part of the ritual, the girls' hair is
shaven to mark the pattern of a cross as a sign of maturity. They can then wander
through the market and people are made to acknowledge their mature state. They
are left to roam around in small groups as newly excised girls, who are about ready
for marriage. An independent young man according to Kasena terms (i.e. who has
his own room and sometimes his own field) can approach any of these girls in the
market place to initiate courtship as long as the girl does not belong to a prohibited
group.

Nowadays, because of a legal prohibition since 1994, excision is hardly practised
and on the rare occasions when it is done it takes place secretly. However, when
men and women meet at the market or in other circumstances where men's and
women's paths cross, such as funerals, and other ceremonial occasions, this structure
of courtship is reproduced. The process continues when both show interest in one
another. They can continue to meet one another as they define themselves as lovers
with the implicit right to have sexual intercourse. To engage in wedlock, the man
should first visit the girl's parental house to complete the social event of formal
greetings seen as part of the courtship.

Other structures of marriage processes include marriages arranged by relatives,
friends, girlfriends or spouses. As part of the arrangements the parents of the girl
and that of the suitor have to come to a common agreement allowing the marriage
to take place. Where this is done without the consent of the girl, the suitor and some
of his friends may seize the girl and elope with her. The same structure is reproduced
if the parents are the one deconsenting. The girl herself will seek seizure and
elopement in which case she is not seen as disobeying her parents. But sometimes
when the parents and their daughter do not want a specific man, the young man
might plan to elope with the girl when she is outside the house. This form of
elopement used to be commonplace, often much against the wishes of the girl, that
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of her parents and sometimes that of other suitors bent on following the normal
procedure. During such occasions, the girl might be seized at the market or any
another place and forcefully taken to the husband's house. By doing this, the suitor
is seeking to avoid the long process of courtship and marriage. Some suitors tend to
engage in seizure complaining that some parents are abusing their authority to unduly
prolong the period of courtship.

To court a girl (chare katogo5
)

Currently, courtship (chare) in Kasena society consists of multiple stages. First, the
suitor, in the company of one or two friends or relatives, visits the girl's paternal
house on several occasions to greet (wo-peini) the girl's parents. On this occasion,
they offer tobacco to the girl's father as a way of stating the intent of their visit-a
public declaration of the intent to marry a girl from the house. They are then received
inside the house. The suitor and his company proceed into the girl's mother's yard
where they are offered water. They officially greet the mother of the girl sometimes
with an offer of some cola-nuts. At this stage the young man has started 'entering
the mother's room'. He asks the mother, in reference to her daughter, for 'a water
calabash (na-zunga) to take home to serve as his water container'. Courtship will
continue normally after the mother has accepted the gifts without any objection
from the other house members. The girl is now considered as engaged, katogo (lit.
'followed woman'), even though other suitors can continue to ask for her hand.
Thirdly, the suitor will make successive visits to offer such items as salt, Guinea
fowls, cola nuts and drinks to different individuals from the girl's paternal house.
These visits can last for months and will only stop when the girl and her parents
have agreed to foster a union between the couple.

The bride entering the husband's house (kazoa6)

The union between the couples begins when the girl's paternal house invites the
suitor to have a meal in their house. The suitor and his companions carry along gifts
and take their first meal (usually millet porridge, the main dish, with two Guinea
fowls) in the girl's paternal house. The mother then gives her daughter away by
providing her with prescribed items. These include baskets, calabashes, pots, a new
red calabash filled with soup ingredients and, when possible, a smoked Guinea
fowl. The calabash seems to symbolize the fertility and freshness of the bride and
depicts the role of the wife as, in literal terms, 'making water' for the husband, that
is, to provide him water, food and children.

It is normal not to announce the beginning of cohabitation. The period and date
is decided and prepared for by the groom and his friends sometimes with the
collaboration of the bride's sister already enjoying wedlock. The bride and her parents

5 Katogo is derived from kaane-togem, which literally means 'woman-follow' or 'a followed
woman'.
6 Kazoa is derived from kaane-zooll1, which literally means 'woman-enters' or 'an entering woman'.
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including the anthropologisC are not always informed.
The groom's company makes a normal courtship visit but exceptionally prolong

it late into the night when the girl will sneak out with the company. This usually
happens in the night because a father cannot willingly allow his daughter to follow
her husband. He needs to show some resistance, if not, others may say that he sold
his daughter out (Howell1987:6).

The company proceeds directly to the husband's parental house and upon entering
his settlement, the group begins to sing the popular 'marriage songs' announcing
that a marriage has taken place and thereby bringing to an end the period of courtship.
The main tunes of the songs proclaim that the bridegroom's ancestors have married
someone's daughter. In refrain, the women from the different houses in the settlement
ululate in expectation that the girl is to become a wife within their house. As soon
as the company enters the bridegroom's house they climb up the terrace also serving
as roof where they continue to sing. Through the lyrics of the songs they inform the
public who is marrying whose daughter. This draws all the neighbours to the groom's
house where they can catch a glimpse of 'their' bride. Drumming and dancing will
go on for three to four days. On the last day, the entire village or settlement is
invited to officially celebrate the wedding feast. Marriage has now taken place with
the bride beginning her sojourn by moving into the husband's mother's yard where
she will stay the first few years.

In practice, and where the husband has already built his own personal room, she
can stay with him while taking care of the mother-in-Iaw's yard. During maternity
or when other wives join the quatre, the first wive acquires separate yard rooms. At
the long run, it is the last wife of the youngest son who will stay permanently in the
mother-in-Iaw's yard.

The marriage may be publicly proclaimed in the husband's section, still, for the
daughter's agnatic lineage, the marriage is not valid until certain requirements are
met.

Marriage compensations (kadiri)

The term kadiri consists of two components kaane-diim, and literally means'eating
women or marrying women' . In proper English I will prefer to translate it as 'marriage
compensations' even though other scholars take it to mean 'marriage' (Howell1987).
The term refers to the process of gift-giving of the wife-takers to the wife-givers.
The process is spread over time and concerns most crucially not so much the amount

7 Influenced as I was in the beginning of my fieldwork by my familiar models of marriage, I felt
very frustrated because I always missed the beginning of the maniage ritual which I always expected
to start with the bringing of the girl to the marital house. In my ignorance about marriage ceremonies,
I could not also understand why nobody ever appropriately informed me about the time for effecting
marriage contracts. Partly my disappointment probably was not only due to the unannounced and
unplanned character of the marriage day, and that it would be unnatural to inform a 'white female',
but was also due to the fact that I was only consulting women on the 'where and when' marriages
were to take place. In fact, they themselves are usually the last ones to be informed about such
affairs.
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given but the description of items and the order in which they are given. For this to
be done in the appropriate manner, one calls on a mediator or go-between (yigenu)
as carrier of the gifts to the girl's parental house. In marriage, he remains the very
important figure mediating in all conjugal matters between the husband and the
wife as well as between their two lineages.

The mediator's role, under the direction of the husband and his kin, consists of
the following normative procedures taken vis-a-vis the bride's kin (HoweIl1987).

1. To 'go and tell' (vei 'n tea): the mediator goes to inform the girl's kin that she
is now staying in the house of the new husband. This is done when the girl had
sneaked out or was abducted in marriage.

2. To 'give greetings' (peiga): the mediator takes gifts to the girl's parental
house as an act of formal greetings. The gifts can include salt, guinea-fowls, cola
nuts and drinks.

3. To 'show and tell' (tebera): the mediator sends ahoe blade, a fowl and tobacco
to the house-owner of the wife's parental house as gifts for the dead members of the
house (chin'a) and to inform them that their daughter is now staying with a husband.
Through this deed, both the living and dead of the paternal house community of the
wife are being appropriately informed of the marriage.

4. To give 'postnatal gifts' (bukwo kwoga wonnu): the mediator sends to the
wife's lineage postnatal gifts including two sheep. Specifically, one sheep is destined
for the dead (chirra) within the lineage and the second for the kadiko, that is, a
married patrilateral kinswoman of the wife originally having the right to, through
ritual, take the latter as a maidservant. Postnatal gifts including four additional sheep
may be transmitted and continue to be so even after the death of the wife. For all
these transmissions only the first two sheep remain crucially important in terms of
legalizing the marriage and making it socially valid.

Relating with in-laws (tinkaanaltinbaara) as part o/marriage compensations

At the death of a wife's relative, the mediator sends a sheep if that is a man and a
goat if that is a woman to the wife's paternal house. The husband then proceeds to
the funeral ground carrying three hoe blades. He uses one to cover the deceased's
ear, gives one to the gravediggers and offers the third to the musicians. He will also
give money to the women, who sit up by the deceased and sing praisers.

The husband also offers services during working periods to the in-laws in the
form of fanning or building. He can also give ritual services. Thus, he can be asked
to perform particular sacrifices in the in-Iaw's-house. The wife can pay short or
long visits to her parents, but only after she had received permission from the husband.
As a sign of respect, the husband will continue to offer presents to his parent-in
laws and would give permission to the wife to stay in her agnatic house for longer
periods when the need arises.
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Matrimonial ritual of the unretractable8 alliance (Kayiiri)

Sometime after the marriage, the woman's brothers visit the marital house as warriors
trying to retrieve their sister. They run about aimlessly around the house in pretense
of looking for their lost sister. After a while, they seat themselves in the outside
yard of the house to demand that their sister return with them to her parental house.
They are, however, invited into the house and onto the roof serving as terrace. As
compensation they are, where possible, served with a dish of dog meat and roasted
fowls. The dog is the most valued sacrificial animal. They take their meal on the
terrace and the following day, when they return home, they are given traditional
dresses, namely, a smock, a triangle and a hat. Where these items are absent a piece
of cloth is given. The killing of the dog, the ritual of meal and the offer of gifts
altogether consolidate the marriage alliance and turn it into an unretractable contract.
Through these acts any child delivered by the woman will belong to the man's
lineage.

The term kayiiri (meal of exchange) is reserved for this ritual since the wife's
brothers have to eat in exchange for her. As part of the marriage ceremony, it is so
important that if it is not done before the woman dies, it will be performed at her
funeral.

Women Marry Men (Kaana 209 Baara)

After looking at marriage as a process, I turn to consider its impact on the woman
and her family. In this respect, I will try to answer the questions: What does the
passage to the husband's house signify for the woman? How does her change in
status from daughter to wife affect her life, her position and place in the house and
the spatial organization of the house?

As stated earlier, two Kasem expressions refer to the act of contracting marriage.
The first, baara di kaana (lit. men eat women), as we have seen, states the masculine
view. The second, kaana za baara (lit. women enter men) states the feminine
perspective and treats women as subjects and men as direct objects. The grammatical
switch of subject and object is also going along with changes in the verbs, suggesting
a difference in the way the subject and object relate between one another. The use
of the terms za (enter) and di (eat) implies differences in the relation between the
subject and object as we shift perspectives. The two terms are also divergent in
meaning. Thus, in traditional healing practice both terms are used in the reference
to the same subject and object. When the Kasena say that a patient has "entered"

8 Abasi translates it by "unretractable", to express the idea of an alliance which can not be broken
when this ritual of kayiiri is carried out (Abasi, 1993, p. 278).
9 Zo in daily language has different equivalent significations, like to enter, to submerge into, to
bath with, to penetrate, to infiltrate, to invade, to join. Zo! means "Come in!" when one stands in
front of the door of a room, a zo diga (1 entered the room), a maa zoore liri (1 am immersed in the
medicine).
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(za) a medicine, they imply more drastic and far-reaching effects on healing than
when they say he has'eaten' (di) the same medicine. To'enter' in the treatment is to
be bathed in the medicine thus drawing on an all-encompassing and thoroughly
engaging impact of the treatment. 'Entering' generally implies the infiltration of a
certain quality into the subject in a much more pervasive way than eating does.

During rites of initiation, however, the meaning of the two terms di and za as
explained above seem to be reversed in terms of intensity of effect. The ritual stage
of entering (za) often precedes the stage of eating (di). Liberski (1996) discusses
how in the different ritual stages initiating a grave digger, different levels of intensity
of experiences are made apparent. The two terms di and za are used to define two of
the levels. Here, the one who has 'eaten' (di) the power linked to the institution of
grave digging (the bayaaro) has achieved a much higher level in initiatory experience
and carry a higher office than the one who has 'entered' (za) the bayaaro (p. 239
240). To take on (di) the power embedded in the institution of the office is, according
to Liberski, the highest level of initiatory experience.

In reference to marriage experience, Liberski sees 'eating' (di) as an experience
of the faculties. She associates the fact of marrying (di) a wife and withs the most
intensive form of relating to the 'faculties' (op cit. p. 240). With this interpretation
and considering the position of the woman, one wonders if marriage for a woman is
not a very assimilating and incorporating condition where she has to 'enter' into the
man. On the other hand, the linguistic terms, seen from ritual language, might be
suggesting that marriage is just the first step towards a full initiatory experience, an
experience which the man already fully has by marrying/'eating' (di) the woman. In
a virilocal society such as the Kasena society, the woman leaves her father's house
to enter that of her husband's. Her children will be incorporated into the latter's
lineage. As such, one can say that the language referring to marriage suggests that
matrimonial procedures have more impact on a woman's life than on that of a man.

In the rest of this section, I will analyse what marriage evokes and implies for
the daily sociocultural practices of the girl and her relatives. I shall do this in a
systematic order starting from observed facts and practical interactions with the
Kasena in their daily social and ritual life. By this approach and by focusing on
interactions with my informants, I seek to avoid a biased one-sided position often
taken by women studying women within patrilineal polygynyous societies. Unlike
M. Dacher (1992) work on the Goin, I will not focus my analysis on the hard
economical and labour conditions and the de facta harsh consequences that married
women bear as a result. In her study the wife is perceived as a passive, pitiful figure
who has to work to the bone to compensate the investments made by the husband
and his patri-kin in terms of marriage costs. My analysis is far from an economical
assessment of a tragic figure but a semantic one which is also portraying the woman
as a strong person in Kasena society figuring as the backbone of the social and
domestic life of the community.
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The departure ofa daughter (bukwo) or a sister (nakwo) from the patri-kin

The marriage of a daughter always means her departure from the residence of her
agnatic kinsfolk and the cutting of daily social contacts with her pattilineage. Several
practices and representations indicate that this movement is experienced by the
agnatic kin as a loss.

The most clearly defined practice and representation in this direction is the
kayiiri (the replaced eaters) ritual as described above. The husband's family, by
retaining the head of the dog, as Abasi (1993) tells us, is intending to emphasise
that the alliance is based on an umetractable contract and that the girl is loss for all
time to the patri-kin. This is in relationship to what happens during the funeral rites
of a man where the sacrifice of a dog, as faithful companion of man, is used to make
the deceased leave this world for the 'other world'. The sacrifice of the dog allows
him to break with the living world and start a new 'life' in the world of the dead.
The dog is considered to be second only to human beings. It is man's guardian and
protector. During the kayiiri, it is as if the loss of the woman to the patri-kin is
represented by a reduced funerary rite. The dog is killed because the daughter has
left her parental house to enter into another new 'world'. The killing of the dog
marks her transition into her new status of wife. For her house-people she has
'departed'. One remarks that, contrary to funerals of men, dogs are not killed during
women funeral rituals, as if its killing at the occasion of her leaving the parental
house replaces this part of the ritual.

Experienced as a loss, one can understand why the patri-kin tend to resist the
departure of the wife. While the new wife is received in the husband's house with
ululation and singing, her own relatives can only appear to be nonchalant to her
being taken away. Indeed, the father should not witness the departure of his daughter.
As Kibora (1997:75) puts it, "it would be indecent to give the impression to want to
separate from his own daughter" (my own translation from the French).

At the final stage, the bride helped by other housewives of the husband's house,
cooks the dog killed for the umetractable alliance. By cooking the dog, which is
also a sign of transgressing a taboo, the movement away from her kin into the
company of the husband's own is complete. Cooking is a transformative process
which converts raw food into cooked nourishment and remains one of the woman's
most distinctive potential to belong. She is now cooking in the husband's house
where she fully belongs.

Over time and with continuous cooking, she will tend to play a central role in
the husband's house (songo) identifying it as her own. Gradually, her ties to her
paternal songo become loosened as her contacts become reduced to visits and possibly
a few weeks of stay as the occasion might demand. However, she will continue to
foster strong bonds with her sisters now scattered in different houses through
marriage. She is now a full 'house-wife' (song-kaane) with her own residence by
which she is also identified. The performance of the kayiiri, as described above,
implies that the woman is buried in the husband's house and their children are full
members of the husband's lineage. From this moment, the children will only view
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the woman's father's house as their (maternal) uncle's house (nabeT:a songo) to
which they do not fully belong. Because the alliance has been made unretractable,
the children will at all times belong to the husband's house as their kwo songo
(father's house).

This is a second instance of loss for the woman's agnates. The results of her
reproductive potential are transferred to a neutral house and go to foster the growth
of a distant lineage. In actual social life, however, the affinity between the children
and their maternal relatives is always strong and intense. Every child has a special
relationship with his/her nabera songo which he or she regards as a second home.
In times of social conflicts within the father's house, the nabera songo can function
as a refuge for the child where, acting as a nephew, he or she can claim special
rights as a child of the maternal house (nabera songo). By custom, individuals
enjoying this privilege can take possession of a hen when visiting the uncle's house
as a way of keeping alive the tradition.

The arrival of the wife: shaping the domestic space in the
husband's house

The physical house

The Kasena-house (songo) (see Figures 1 and 2) is sometimes described as a
'compound' because of its assembled structure. I chose to use the term 'house',
since songo in Kasem refers to the physical compound as well as its inhabitants.
The English term "house lO" is very close in meaning to this double definition implying
a material structure and a group of inhabitants. A house is located at the meeting
point of several paths leading to other houses and fields. Built with a circular layout,
the house consists of several rooms (dii, sing. diga), interconnected by walls. The
walls are joined together to form a central open space, a cattle-yard. A small opening
serves as the main gate and opens into the 'front yard' of the house. On approaching
the house for the first time, one can hardly identify the points of separation between
the different rooms as they appear to have one and the same connecting mud wall of
even texture and smoothed to a fairly homogeneous surface.

As stated, the front of the house consists of a large open space called the front
yard. For most houses a shed covered with stalks would be built in the front yard.
From this position, the house-owner (songo-tu) acting as guardian, reclines on his
bed of beams to watch the cornings and goings of the house members. Also, at the
end of the front yard stands a remnant heap on which food- left-overs, ashes, broken
pots and calabashes, and other rubbish are deposited. At the entrance, a small porch,
consisting of a round room roofed with stalks, is usually built to serves as a location

10 Oxford dictionary defines the house as: 1. Building made for people to live in, for one family or
for a family of lodgers. 2. People living in such a building.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the songo. (Drawn by J. Ayuri)
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Figure 2. Groundmap of the songo.
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Figure 3: Overview of a Kasenahouse from above. The gate on the left end gives entrance to the
central cattleyard, surrounded by the women's yards. (Photo: Ann Cassiman)

Figure 4: Inside the female room (diga-poro) a woman keeps her pots and calabashes neatly and
decoratively piled. (Photo: Ann Cassiman)
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for important meetings, gatherings and arbitrations among elders. Lastly, the ancestral
shrines are placed after the porch to face the entrance of the house from where they
can assist the house-owner in protecting the house from all external evil.

A close look at the composition of the house reveals that the rooms are arranged
around several small open spaces, enclosures or (court) yards (kara). These are
matricentral yards and together with their adjoining rooms are constructed all around
the central cattle-yard. Thus, when one enters the house, he first crosses the cattle
yard, then climbs and jumps over a small wall in order to enter into one of these
matricentral yards.

Each wife has her own yard with a number of adjoining rooms where she resides
with her children. The husband will normally build his own room, a thatched hut, in
the first wife's yard. Up to the recent past, only round huts were built as rooms.
However with the influence of neighbouring ethnic groups and of Europeans, one
now sees the building of rectangular rooms everywhere. The women, on the other
hand, are still residing in round or sometimes two or three-lobed rooms. Among
these, the traditional and most private female room, the twin-room ll

, is - as its name
suggests - a double room attached to one another and with a common entrance.
Scattered over the open space of the central cattle-yard are granaries built as
cylindrical mud-structures with a large base and a small opening which are covered
with a woven hat. They are used for the storage of millet, groundnuts, Guinea Corn
or rice. The cattle-yard as well as the private yards are fully occupied with small
size conical rooms constructed as pens for such animals as goats and sheep or fowls
and chicks.

The songo-tiina are the 'house-members', the community belonging to one
songo. The songo does not only accommodate the men, women and children residing
in the house, but also those who left (for trave1ing), and those who have died. To be
born in a particular house links one to this house for the rest of his/her life. Neither
departure nor death removes somebody from the house, on the contrary, the deceased
are most intimately connected with the well-being and the future of the house and
they judge, punish and protect the living members.

An extended family resides in the house, according to the patrilinear principles.
This consists of a large group of people: a man with his brothers, their wives, their
sons with their wives and children, unmarried daughters or married daughters who
came back to the father's house for different uncommon reasons, such as widowhood
or divorce from the husband. The most senior man is the founder of the house. He
is the house-owner or house-guardian (songo-tu), who takes care of the 'house' in
the Kasena-sense, who watches over the good behaviour of 'his' people, who
represents them on different occasions, who is an adviser and a conciliator in quarrels.
He is the intermediary between the living and the dead, between the ancestors and
the house-people. Through sacrifices, conversations, incantations, and consultations
with a diviner, he detects the wishes of the forefathers, he gauges their desires and

11 Since no term exists to name the twin-rooms as such, they are usually referred to by their
components diga-poro and diga-yllgll. I will use 'dinia' to refer to the two-lobed room consisting
of the diga-poro and diga-yllgll, in one word.
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tries to satisfy their wishes. .
The children of one matricentral yard (and thus of one mother), are referred to

as 'the children of one room' (diga) or the children from one belly (nupugabia).
The membership of a songo refers to patrilineal ties. When one speaks about diga,
this alludes to matrilineal ties.

'Women come from the bush'(kaana nong gaao)

As the saying goes in Kasem, a woman comes from the bush. Gaao literally means
'grass', indicating the grass growing around the house but in a broader sense, the
bush, where there is no social life. When a man marries a woman and brings her to
his house, the bride is considered to be a stranger, to come from the 'wild' outside,
since any unknown person comes from the wild, the bush, the outside. Of course,
the woman descends from a certain house, but because of exogamy rules, for at
least three generations there has not been a marriage alliance between the two
involved lineages. For this sake, she is a stranger, she comes from outside. Moreover,
as one informant explained, since her house is always a distant house, she has to
literally pass through the bush before reaching the husband's house. The inside
outside distinction is one of the key cultural units in Kasena life. Someone from a
distinct lineage is an outsider, certainly if he/she is coming to take part in domestic
life. And as I illustrated, even architecturally the physical house is full of borders
drawing boundaries demarcating the inside-outside distinction on different levels.
Women are also called 'things of the bush' (gaao wonno), while men are 'things of
the house' (songo wonno). Gaao represents what does not belong to the domesticated,
the familiar, the cultivated area, everything that has the connotation of wild,
undomesticated, unacculturated, alien, strange. A man in a virilocal society stays in
his father's house, or close to it, even after marriage. In the father's house, he will
never be a stranger. Being one of the house-people (songo-tiina), a man belongs to
the songo.
That does not mean that the woman remains a stranger. The first days following her
arrival in the marital house, she will stay in the mother-in-Iaw's yard while the
house people treat her as a stranger. In Kasena land this does not augur that she is
ignored, on the contrary. They will prepare the 'new-bride's-TZ' for her (TZ is
millet porridge, the main dish) and take care of her as a very important visitor. After
a few days, she herself will take the initiative to join in with the housework. She
gradually becomes a housewife.

Do you have a wife?

When a man wants to build his own songo, at night he goes to the spot he has
chosen to put up his house. The following morning, the elders will come to the
provisional hut he has constructed as an indication of the beginning of a new house.
They will ask him some crucial questions concerning the essential social conditions
regarding the founding a house. "Do you have a wife?" and "Do you have someone
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to close the gate Ca child)?" A mortar, a grinding stone, an axe, a lighter and a bow
are further prerequisites. According to Abasi (1993) marriage is the embryonic base
of the house. An unmarried man can never found a house, it would never reach the
status of songo. Since songo also refers to a social group, a couple without a child
cannot found a new songo. To belong to a specific house, to have a geographical
and social home, gives a person an identity and inserts him into the continuity between
past and future. Marriage lies at the fundament of the songo, the woman is a
'prerequisite' as is her child for the man to become complete and to reach the status
of house guardian Csongo-tu}. Man and woman need one another to reach or achieve
their full status of man and woman. Marriage is indispensable to create a domestic
place.

To belong or not to belong: to be a wife

Does the new wife remain a stranger? I will elaborate on a few practices which
transform the wife from 'strangerhood' to a full participant member of the husband's
house. First, when the bride is officially moving to the husband's house, she can
pay calls to or execute short stays at other houses into which her own kinswomen
have married. In most cases the kinswoman is sharing the same major patrilatera1
lineage with the bride and is also a married woman within the groom's patrilineage.
Through the short visit the bride is introduced to the patrilineage of the husband as
a cooperate unit which include members of her own patrikin. She is therefore not a
stranger without bonds or ties. Indeed, this particular kinswoman might have been
instrumental in bringing the couple together when they were still unengaged.
Secondly, upon her arrival at the husband's house the bride will immediately occupy
one of the rooms belonging to her mother-in-law and takes control over the domestic
activities in this part of the house. She will call the latter 'my mother' (a nu) and the
mother-in-law will in turn call the bride 'daughter' (a bukwo) and treat her as such.
However, the relationship between the new 'mother' and 'daughter' based on
transforming the bride into good wife and daughter of the house is not always smooth
and can contribute to a rupture in the marriage.
Following the footsteps of the mother-in-law, the new wife becomes a full member
of the new house, even though she will always belong to her own lineage and will
always refer to her father's house as her parental house. Thus, by way of example,
when a woman dies even one day after marriage, she would be buried in the husband's
house of settlement only after approval has been sought and granted by the paternal
house kin of the woman. The husbands house is however the home where she will
deliver and nurture her children.

Becoming a 'room-owner' (diga-tu)

In terms of shaping the domestic space and improving her social status, the woman
first arrives as a stranger and through long stay and motherhood appropriates the
most enclosed space of the house and participates with the other women in the most
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intimate sphere of the house social life. I will now describe the spatial features
proper to these spaces and show how they explicitly foster particular kinds of social
and physical movements within them.

When a young woman marries, she marks her entry into the songo by first residing
in the husband's mother's yard (see above). Following kinship terminology and
social practice, the new wife adopts the husband's parents as her own as from the
day she 'enters the husband's house' (kazoa). A few years later, partly to avoid
overcrowding in the mother-in-Iaw's yard and partly to spatially cater for the increase
in status of the young wife who might have then delivered her first children, the
husband would build rooms (diga, pI. dii) around a separate yard. Usually, these
rooms are built behind the mother-in-Iaw's own or as extensions to her yard. At this
point, the young woman becomes a room-owner (diga-tu 12

) or a yard-owner (kara
tu).

Towards acquiring her status as a diga-tu, a woman must first affirm her
belonging to the house and the guardianship of the rooms by making them part of
her. In other words, the rooms become more and more her own belongings. To the
members of her new homestead, she becomes a belly or mother capable of feeding
and nurturing, and a womb able to reproduce their kin. In this way she becomes
fully integrated into the lineage of the husband, into which she and her offspring
were already partly inserted during the marriage ceremony.

Kibora (1997) explains this clearly in his book when he says; kaane ye songo
noono mo' - women are house people, they belong to the house, they are the house.
As the wife creates many more nests for herself in the enclosed space of the house,
the husband is shifting from locality to locality in the open front yards. Since his
adolescence the husband is supposed to have left his mothers yard and to have
taken up a junior position among the elders often seated under the shed. When he
becomes married, his wife's position will begin to run parallel to his in as far as the

12 The suffix -tu comes from the verb te and has several meanings according to the context of use.
In some instances, my informants translated it as "the owner, the one who reigns, the caretaker",
e.g. songo-tll (house-owner), liri-tll (medicine-owner or healer), diga-tu (room-owner), nuga-tll
(oil-owner or the one selling oil). In other instances tu (pI. -tiina) is used to mean 'member,
descendant' such as Chiana-tiina (the inhabitants of Chiana, descendants of or members of Chiana,
the ones belonging to Chiana), songo-tiina (house-members, house-people, those belonging to the
house). It also has a indirect meaning as 'the one who is responsible for, the one who takes ritual
care of, the one who holds the office of sacrificing' such as the tiga-tu (the land-custodian/guardian
and office holder responsible for sacrifice), tangwalJl-tu (shrine-guardian) or kwara-tll (hom
guardian, horn-custodian, the one who is responsible for the ritual care of the horn). From the
material point of view, one can never be the owner of these ritual objects or land and the shrines
which can never be possessed. At best, one becomes a caretakers and a ritual master.

From this perspective one can best think of the word 'belonging' to describe the relationship
between a person and the object under his or her care. In other words, the Chiana-tu belongs to
Chiana and the land (tiga) belongs to the tiga-tu. This implies a relationship of caretaking, of
responsibility which is reciprocal, the land belongs to the tiga-tll, but the tiga-tll is also part of the
land, he belongs to the land. As such, we can state that the most essential aspect of the word -tu is
the mutual belonging, a reciprocal mastering/possessing relationship in which an entity belongs to
its care-taker but the care-taker belongs to its belonging.
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inside location of the house is concerned. When not engaged in agricultural activity,
he sits with the other elders of the house in the open shelter to watch the comings
and goings of the house people and to discuss topics of social and political interest.

The process involving the spatial shift by which the man moves to the front
yards of the house to allow the wife to take control of the domestic sphere in the
house enclosures needs to be fully understood. In my view, the wife appears to be
giving domesticity to the husband by shaping a physical and ideological space for
him within the enclosure of the house. She does this partly by making him a genitor
and a father. Paradoxically, it is through the husband that the wife acquires her own
space in order to shape it in her own proper way since in her father's house, she can
never acquire the full status of a wife.

Indeed, this full status comes in a late stage of her maniage when she acquires
the double room (diga-poro and diga-yugu) either by having it built for her or by
inheriting her mother-in-law's own (if she is the first wife). The two-lobed rooms
constitute the embryo of the house, hence, the foundation of a house starts with
their construction. They are also the symbol oflife-giving and epitomise the nurturing
qualities of the house and the house-wives. Physically situated at the back of the
house they symbolically figure as its backbone around which core activities of social
and ritual nature take place. Birth, funeral, cooking and feeding, and other life
encompassing activities originate from the dinia.

A wife and a daughter: creating ties of belonging

The dialectic between two sites ofbelonging

A commonly repeated statement by Kasena informants is:

"If our daughter had been a son, her children would have been for our house, it's just by chance that
she is a woman" (Fieldnotes: 980325 Abating 50509)

This reasoning shows how well Kasena could relatively view filiation regarding the
woman's position. As a woman a girl must many and thus move into a neutral
house while still remaining one of her kin and a member of the paternal house. On
the other hand, her children will belong to a different lineage, a lineage that she has
adopted.

Thus, the wife conceptually belongs to two houses or two 'sites of belonging'.
She does not secede from one to fully belong to the other but is encouraged to foster
relationships of different qualities with the two sites. In the end, she builds
compromises between the two sites whose interest is sometimes conflicting. To do
this, her bond with the paternal house is never dissolved. Her double link with these
two sites gives her the potential and power to act in both sites and one is always the
escape-route and place of refuge from the other. Hence, if she feels maltreated in
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the marital house, she can run back to her father's house. Of course this also gives
the husband the possibility to send her back to her paternal house in the situation
where she does not perform as a 'good' wife. Besides, there are the regular visits of
the wife to her kinsfolk. If, for example, she decides to help her parents with the
harvest, she can stay for some weeks in her father's house. The husband cannot call
her back because she has the right to stays as long as she wants.

Concerning this concept of double belonging Kasena have instituted a specific
form of practice which is peculiar to them. In counter distinction with other Voltaic
peoples, the Kasena wife after marriage and change of residence does not cut her
ties of affiliation but continues to fulfil given important ritual tasks in both her
father's and husband's houses. Awedoba (1985 :375) writes that "among the Kasena
Nankana, parents-in-law continue to hold certain rights regarding their daughter
regardless of how plenty the prestations the husband has made". To make this point
more clear, let me describe some ritual moments when the activities of the wife
belonging to the two sites become most obvious.

The return ofthe daughter

It is important to stress that, in case of separation (bukwo), it is the alliance which is
ritually made unretractable. Thus, marriage itself can be dissolved. Several situations
can lead to a divorce, but typical for Kasena is the fact that both husband and wife
have equal authority to break the marriage. A husband can send his wife away if she
socially or culturally misbehaves or if she is extremely lazy and arrogant, and/or if
she shows no respect. Sending away a wife usually happens as a last resort after
many other solutions have failed. If the woman commits adultery she will be publicly
blamed and punished, but she will not be automatically expelled from the marital
house. Generally, there are two main reasons for sending a wife back to the paternal
house, namely, due to infertility and on the suspicion of witchcraft. In the latter case
the woman will, from the beginning, be socially excluded whereas in the former a
co-wife will be taken in. Infertility is the only cause of separation in which the
husband's family can demand a return of the marriage compensations. This is hardly
ever done since the main part of the compensations consists of consumable gifts
which can not be retained. Moreover, return does not always make sense since the
essential characteristic of the compensations is the ritual commitment rather than
the amounts or quantities transmitted. In the situation where it is the husband who
is infertile, no social exclusion will take place because biological fatherhood is not
the only way of procreating descendance. This can also be done through the brother
of the husband whose children are also the husband's (classificatory) children.

The wife can also terminate the marriage. She can, for example, refuse to cook
or do the housework which could lead to her being sent away. She can also simply
leave the conjugal home and go back to her paternal house or that of another
belonging to one of her kin. This happens often when the bride has been abducted
and forced into marriage against her own free will. Sometimes, however, there are
long-standing reasons causing her discontent. She might have, for a long time, being
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badly treated by the husband, denied his respect and/or not supplied with enough
food. The husband might also be drinking excessively and continually threatens or
beats her. In most cases, after the wife's departure, the husband will go with a
mediator to ask her to come back. In the process he will try to settle the conflict by
negotiating with the wife. The wife's parents usually favour reconciliation between
the couple in order to ensure the continuation of the alliance. If the husband refuses
to go after his wife, it will be understood that the marriage is terminated. One other
common reason for rupture in marriage arises as a result of bad relationship between
the wife and her mother-in-law.

In cases where separation has not taken place, the wife progresses in her
integration to become a daughter of the house of the husband while acquiring the
position of kadiko (,married-out-daughter') within her own kin group. At this stage,
she is now fully prepared to cany out her double tasks within the two sites of
belonging. First, as kadiko she plays important roles in her paternal house (songo).
These include the 'stomach purifying ritual' (sweeri puga) done to each wife
belonging to the paternal songo who is pregnant for the first time. The ritual
announces the pregnancy and symbolizes a claim on the child of the husband's
patri-kin. It is also a sign that the pregnant woman is about to become a mother in
the songo and that she is marking an important step in the process of belonging to
the marital house. The wife becomes a housemother and has therefore to respect the
rules of the house. Secondly, the kadiko plays an important role in the naming
ceremony of a small child. Thirdly, the kadiko plays an extremely important role
during funerals. She, delegated by the elders, leads the whole funeral ceremonial
rites, in particular, the rites performed inside the songo. She perfOl1llS these roles
because of her double belonging which can also make her neutral. She is 'one of
them' but at the same time she has no interest in favouring anyone particular kin.
She is an insider and an outsider. She brings peace and harmony to the house, so
that death will not return.

Besides these designated occasions, the kadiko, for her sake, needs to go to her
father's house at particular times to undergo certain rituals. These times include
periods of pregnancy and birth-giving, of sickness and of the death of her own
child. These rituals deal mostly with periods ofchange or ofcrisis situations regarding
her reproductive potentials. Thus, one of the most significant occasions when the
wife returns to the father's songo, concerns the performance of rituals aiming at
ensuring a continuity in her fertile periods. At the death of her child the wife goes to
the mediator's house and/or to her natal house; (the position of the mediator has
been desctibed above). Rituals following the first death of her child takes place
either in her natal house or in the mediator's (yigenu) house considered as her natal
home. As procedure she is taken to the path and crossroad leading to her husband's
house and asked to sit on three stones placed in the same position as those of the
fire-place (kura) used for cooking. From this position she is served millet porridge
to eat. As she eats she throws some food behind her back, presumably, for the
ancestors.
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The death of a wife and a daughter: the marriage re~nacted

To emphasise the double belonging of the wife to the two lineages, the marriage
alliance is reenacted during the woman's funeral. These include the giving of gifts.
First of all, before the corpse can even be buried, the yigenu goes with tobacco to
the natal house to announce the woman's death (see Abasi 1995:456). If there are
still maniage obligations which have not been fulfilled, these will be settled next
and before the burial. During the rite of mourning the corpse, the husband's kin
receive special treatments and their approval is sort throughout the ritual sequence.
They in turn receive gifts and served meals and are treated with much respect. In
other words, the death of the woman does not break the alliance created through
marriage. On the contrary, it is re-emphasised through the funeral rituals.

It seems to be that some funeral rituals are designed to reenact the marriage of
the woman. During these rituals some elements of the marriage ceremony become
complete through the activities of one or the other party involved in the mamage
alliance and other elements are literally reproduced. Without elaborating upon the
significance of these specific performances, let me, by giving examples, focus on
some similarities and inversions that appear to be characteristic between funeral
practices and the mamage practices.

Thus, the meal served by the wife-takers to the yigenu or kin of the wife-givers
complements and inversely reproduces the first meal taken by the bachelor in the
spinster's natal house. At the final sequence of the funeral ritual, the wife-givers
prenent apunga (a ritual pot filled with ingredients) to the wife-takers, a basket and
a calabash filled with millet flour. The punga represents the bride aniving at the
husband's house who is also carrying a calabash with ingredients and other house
goods such as a basket and a mat. As part of the reproduction, the wife-takers
receive the punga while singing dirges recalling the songs they sang when they
received the bride. Moreover, in the punga rituals the daughter of the wife plays a
central role since most activities are carried out by the daughter of the first son's
wife. Both women are treated equally and as daughters of the deceased woman. It is
common practice that one of the daughters dramatises the deceased woman's life as
part of the funeral celebrations. To do this the woman does not need to be the
biological daughter but can be a classificatory one such as the son's wife. This
shows again how much the son's wife is integrated in the songo of the husband.

Since marriage is significantly a transition of one state of life to another, some
marriage rituals simulate transitional rituals particularly those marking the departure
of the daughter. As part of the reproduction of the 'miniature funeral' the death of
the wife is seen as leaving anew her house of residence to 'the other world'. In the
course of the departure she is escorted and steered by her relatives. As a consequence,
during the final funeral rites, the punga, the calabashes, the pots and the baskets
belonging to the deceased woman are broken on the path to her natal house. She is
requested to take them along for use in her new 'world'.

In their reproduction, it is clear mamage rites and final funeral lites are performed
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Figure 5: Two of the pots which are broken for the deceased women to be used in the other world.
The left one is a bowl (kasantana), the right one is the ritual pot (punga). (Photo: Ann Cassiman)

Figure 6: The women as caretaker of the diga-poro, in which she expose her belongings neatly and
rythmically. (Photo: Ann Cassiman)
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Figure 7: Three generations of women. The wife initially shares the yard and rooms with her
mother-in-law. (Photo: Ann Cassiman)

to guide the woman in her transitional process from this world to the other world,
from one site of belonging to a different site. But at the same time these performances
retune the rhythm of daily life after a disrupting event. Marriage and funeral ritualize
the stabilisation of a dislocation or change after a break with continuity. When these
changes occur, the woman plays a central role first as a daughter then as a wife or as
a kadiko.

Conclusion

To my question why a woman cannot be buried in her own yard, even though she is
the kara-tu ('yard-belonged'), an informant gave the following answer: "If the house
guardian (songo-tu) dies, he will be buried in the yard of his wife, the oldest yard of
the house, because he once constructed the house. If his wife dies later, she can be
buried next to him. But if the wife dies first, she has to be buried in the cattleyard
(naboo), because the man cannot touch the earth of her grave."

I was puzzled by this answer and asked the informant to explain more clearly to
me what he meant. He continued and said: "The wife can touch the man's grave,
but if the man touches the woman's grave, he will die. Because she is someone's
child."

This vision on marriage and belonging is typically masculine one. I have tried
to nuance it throughout this analysis by focusing on the feminine subject. The
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expression 'a woman is someone's child', points to the fact that she always comes
from a distant house and summarizes the main thinking of people on the significance
of marriage. Although the new wife gradually enters the deepest and most intimate
spheres of the house to become the backbone of domestic life, she is still the child
of another lineage. This is not a pejorative idea meant to downgrade the woman's
status. It rather illustrates how the movement of the married woman creates a sense
of double belonging. The movement of the women crosses boundaries, it surpasses
physical and social borders and the back-and-forth movements of the wife creates
special bonds between the two initially unconnected sites. The bonds do not only
unite the two houses involved in the alliance, it attaches together two lineages
previously unconnected, a connection which surpasses time and space. Every
significant event in the woman's life brings the two groups together. Her death will
unite the two groups physically as well as symbolically, and the rituals ensure that
the bond survives her death and is even strengthened by it.

Matrimonial alliances in Kasenaland cross social borders, since one has to marry
a girl from an unrelated and potentially hostile lineage. In this way, marriage is a
domestication of hostility (see also Awedoba, 1985), the host becomes an affine.
Still the husband has to maintain and carefully cultivate the relations initiated between
him and his in-laws by helping them in their work and by giving them gifts. The in
laws continue to be a potential danger in the perpetuation of the husband's lineage.
They are a constant threat in that if they are not happy, they can always recall their
daughter and thus, putting an end to the husband's procreation.

As a result, the most important products of the bond between the two lineages
are the children issuing from the marriage. They are the living proofof the fruitfulness
of the alliance, and they nourish and strengthen the ties between the two groups.
For them the mother's natal songo is the nabera songo, where they receive special
treatments and where nothing can be denied to them. All those whose mothers
descend from one and the same lineage cherish a special affinity. They are all nubia
(mother's-children). In an unfamiliar or in hostile environment, they consider one
another as allies offering places of refuge to one another.

In making these offers, those who literally descend from one and the same mother
are called nupugabia (mother's-stomach's-children) or else the children of one diga
(room) (while the children of one father are referred to as descendants of one songo).
Hence, our analysis winds up again in the house and more precisely, in the inner
parts of the room. As our analysis clearly shows, the movement of the woman since
her entry into the marital house, shapes the domestic space making it suitable for
the recycling of life and the generation of social bonds. At the same time the double
belonging of women changes the social landscape through dissolving borders and
establishing bonds.
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Resume

A partir de la perspective de la femme, cet essai analyse les dynamiques impliquees
dans le mariage Kasena. Partant de l'angle masculine, il change par la suite a la
perspective de la femme. Ces differentes perspectives sont egalement exprimees
par les Kasena eux-memes: baara di kaana et kaana zon baara respectivement. De
la perspective de la femme, le mariage devient un mouvement effectue par la fille
de sa maison paternelle a sa maison conjugale. Ce mouvement trace une piste de
relations entre les deux lignages auxquels elle appartient apres le mariage. Ceci est
egalement exprime dans l' espace, car la femme est une etrangere dans le sens qu' elle
ne doit pas etre parentee (jusqu'a trois generations) au lignage de son mari. Le
mouvement de la femme etablit des liens entre lignages contribuant ainsi a changer
le paysage social des Kasena.

Key-words: Kasena, women, kinship, marriage, space
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As Hebert (1976) rightly pointed out, no historical monograph on the Dagara can
pass in silence over the movement of massive conversions to Christianity. The
amplitude of the conversion, that is, the sheer numbers of those who got converted
coupled with the rapidity in which Christianity came to be the religion of a vast
majority of Dagara, has made the whole issue a subject of interest for researchers.
Researchers wish to go beyond the theological interpretation of the "rain experience"
given by missionaries to a more rationalistic and scientific understanding of
conversion. It is therefore not surprising that, whilst Hebert has devoted some time
to study this phenomenon as observed in Burkina, the two native historians on
Dagara, Der (1983) and Naameh (1986), have spent some time in their works to
discuss Dagara conversions in Ghana.

In his treatise of African conversion, Horton (1971, 1975), in reference to Goody
(1972), uses the case of the Dagara as a case in point to justify his intellectualist
model for understanding the process of conversion. It is curious that Goody himself,
one of the first to have made any anthropological research among the Dagara in
Ghana, hardly devoted much time to studying this phenomenon. Of late, however, a
student of his, Sean Hawkins (1996, 1998), has tried to interpret the phenomenon
of the conversion of the Dagara by reference to Horton's model. His research was
mainly carried out among the Dagara of Northwestern Ghana. Another article of
interest in this direction is Poda (1997).

In this essay, I do not intend to make an analysis of these publications. What I
want to do is to listen to some of the memories of some converts and through a
discussion with them, try to draw out some conclusions on how I interpret the
conversion experience. For procedure, I wish to start with some general
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considerations on conversion. It should serve as a useful background for my
discussion. I shall then recount some of the memories of some converts. These shall
be based on interviews held with them centring on three broad themes of conversion.
In these interviews, I tried to draw out the views of my interviewees on what they
believe conversion to be, why people convert and what shifts they believe people
experience when they convert. The next section of the essay will then be an attempt
at understanding the converts' narrated "texts" against the background of the world
within which the conversions took place.

Conversion

Conversion is a very complex phenomenon. An analysis of the process ofconversion
among any people must therefore take cognisance of all the facets of the issue if the
researcher is to do justice to the topic and to accurately represent the views of the
converts used for his study. In this regard, Kraft (1992:264), noted that the world
view and biases of the researcher play a crucial part in the study. Thus, among other
things, he states:

The assumption underlying the world view of those who seek to study and/or advocate conversion
from Western perspectives, however, tend to intrude into the way they/we analyze such a
"socio-spiritual" phenomenon. Thus, it is often assumed by Westerners, in spite of the biblical evidence,
that whenever conversion is discussed, we are thinking only of an individual act. Theological
understandings are then predicated on that basis and individualistic conversion taken to be the norm.
Such should not be the case (Kraft 1992:264).

Whilst the naturalism of the non-believing researcher can make him have a
certain lack of sympathy for the process he is investigating, the placing of a high
value on rationality can also make the researcher "mind-focused". In such an attitude,
the researcher easily dismisses the spiritual and mysterious dimensions of the
religious experience. Awareness of our own biases, coupled with the
acknowledgment of the complexity of the conversion process, are thus important
issues to keep in mind in our exercise.

It must also be noted that conversion is basically a religious experience. As
such, any analysis and communication on this experience must be based on a proper
understanding of religion as sets of phenomena and the language through which
experiences of such phenomena are communicated. Like any religious experience,
conversion not only touches on all aspects of the convert's life. It is also a very
intense experience that engages the person in acts that seek to bind him more
intimately to that ultimate concern which he sees as the ultimate grounding for all
his activities. One cannot speak of conversion without taking seriously the people's
beliefs in the mystical forceslbeings and the manner in which they disclose themselves
to their adherents. Any discussion of conversion that fails to take cognisance of this
fact does an injustice to the topic. For, conversion is principally a shift from one
sense of grounding to what is experienced as a more effective/fulfilling ground for
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one's existence.
Finally, the conversion process must be understood within its appropriate context

whereby all the concomitants that led to and explain the process are duly
acknowledged. The all-englobing character of conversion experience makes it
necessary that the researcher remains attentive to all the socio-political, economic
and religious realities of the life-world of the convert. Just as a purely objective
analysis of the process from the outsider's point of view fails to take seriously the
people's own interpretations of conversion, representing solely what the people say
of their conversion experiences is only a partial vision of the reality. Even if the
researcher cannot enter fully into the life-world of the people, he must acknowledge
the people's view as the necessary other side of the dialectic that complements and
corrects his own world view and biases. Borrowing the words of Hans-Georg
Gadamer, it is in the fusing of the horizons of the life world of the texts, in our case,
the stories of the converts themselves and that of the researcher that an appropriate
hermeneutic understanding of the conversion process of the people can be attained.

Some Personal Accounts on the Conversion Experience

As I noted earlier, I shall limit my discussion on conversion at this stage to reporting
the interviews I held with some of the Dagara converts. When interviewed, Dagara
Christians of today see conversion as a complete turn around/away from the beliefs
of the ancestors. It is the throwing away of the beliefs and religious practices inherited
from one's fathers in order to join "those who pray". The beliefs and practices of
the forebears include bagr bugfo (soothsaying/divination), bagr maalo (sacrificing),
kpime maalo (tending the ancestral shrines), nuo kob tengan per (chicken divination!
sacrifice before the Earth shrine), kontome binnolmaalo (the setting up/tending of
spirit shrines), and so on. Giving up these traditional practices meant, for the
individual, excluding oneself from some of the vital social practices that kept the
families and communities together. It also meant separating oneself from the
non-Christians now referred to by the Christians as "pagans". As Mr. Guribie, an
informant noted,

At the beginning, the converts and the pagans were like broomsticks and fire. The pagans were not
speaking the truth. Their dirges were bad. So, we could not even stay together at funerals. A true
Christian could not continue to participate in the rituals and practices relating to the ancestors and the
Earth shrine.

According to Mr Yangtibr, a the beginning of the conversion period, Christians
would not even sell hens to the non-believer for fear that the latter was most likely
going to use the hen for sacrificial purposes.

Various reasons were given by my informants to explain why people converted
to this new religion. Mr Guribie acknowledged that different people had different
reasons for becoming Christian. In his words:
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Some converted out of fear. Others took to the new religion because it gave them peace. When I say
fear, this is what I mean. The missionaries had told us that if we converted to Christianity, we would
be blessed. We those who converted saw the truth of their statement. Thus, for example, there were
constant calls during the dry season for all the people to go and repair the chief's house. We had to do
a lot of forced labour for the chiefs and the local government. We were called upon to carry out very
difficult tasks for our chiefs such as farming and repairing their rooms. What could be very painful
was that you could have your hired labourers on your farm and the chief would just come and select
the good farmers from among them and send them to his farm. All these things we had to tolerate
without questioning. But when we converted, the missionaries told us to stand our ground and they
supported us in our protests against such forced labour. We were thus liberated.

The liberation was also spiritually experienced as liberation from the spirits of
the wild (kontome). This fact was pointed out by all those who were interviewed.
As Mr Dieodeblo stated:

My house was infested with kontome (wild spirits) and tibe (shrines) before my conversion. There
were some in front of the house, some on the roof and in other places. I had six rooms in which I had
installed different tibe. Some of them I inherited from my matrikin forebears, others I had installed
myself. Each day, I would hear statements from one or the other of these beings such as: "this thing is
mine; You have not given me that; Do not forget what I did for you recently;. You have not yet come
back to acknowledge such a deed". I regularly had to make sacrifices to these various beings and that
demanded material goods from me. I felt weighed down by the demands of these beings but had to
fulfill them for fear that I would suffer some misfortune if I did not take them seriously. You can
understand that when I heard the preaching of the missionaries, I saw it as a means of liberating
myself. Now that I have put aside the kontome for Christianity, I must hold fast to it because if I ever
try to go back to these tibe, I will go crazy.

There were also those who saw their conversion in terms of liberation from
some ailment or mishap. There are so many accounts given of people who were
believed to have been possessed by evil spirits that made them mad but when such
people converted to Christianity, they got cured. Such accounts encouraged people
suffering from other ailments to seek healing through conversion to Christianity.

Some people also became Christians because they had been ostracized by their
society and labelled as witches. The missionaries took them into their houses thus
facilitating their conversion. For some too, it was due to social pressure resulting
from all of one's clan or village members becoming Christian. Such a person accepted
the new religion in order not to be a social outcast. There were also those who must
have been attracted into the new religion due to the sheer novelty of the experience.
Mr Dieodeblo referred to these to as the "go and see" people (kyen-belnye).

All the people interviewed knew about what has become known as "the rain
incident". However, none of them gave this as a major reason for conversion. This
is not to say that they were being dismissive of the mysterious aspects of conversion.
For, in their accounts relating to cure of sicknesses, especially mental sickness, they
displayed their conviction that some mysterious power was at work during the period
of conversion. Such accounts as the story of the bleeding medal also gave testimony
to their belief in the presence of the divine in the conversion process. The following
incident narrated to me by Mr Bekye is a further illustration. According to him,
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There was a young man who was mentally sick. It was clearly the case of possession by the kontome.
He would sit quietly and all of a sudden, jump up and respond to his name. He would then start
running into the bush. Those around at the time always had to chase after him to bring him back home.
When the missionaries came, the relatives of this young man took him to them and asked them to bless
him. He was given the blessing and encouraged to become a Christian. The missionaries then gave
him a medal to wear around his neck. However, his father was not too pleased with the fact that his son
was leaving the traditional ways. So, he took the medal away from him and tried to crush it between
two stones. When he did this, blood oozed out of the medal. He got very scared and likewise the
people who were standing by to watch the scene. From that day on, all those who had witnessed the
scene had a very high esteem for the Christians and some of them even became Christian.

Very early during the period of the mass conversion, word soon went round that
a new fetish (tibr) had come with its own laws and prohibitions. The report was that
it was stronger than all the others they had encountered till then because many sick
people who could not get any cure from the other tibe had been cured by the
Christians. It was also acknowledged that the Christians, who had been taught
personal hygiene by the missionaries, looked much stronger and healthier than their
'pagan' counterparts. This made people to say "some new prayer has come and
when you enter it, you look healthier and nicer". For most people who compared
the demands of Christianity to the demands of the myriads of tibe, which an individual
had to tend, they saw Christianity as a less demanding religion. This view is
summarized in the following account of an informant:

Christianity was a real salvation for our people. If you look at our grandfathers'
tibe, they are so many and yet you have to satisfy all of them. You need to buy
chickens to sacrifice to all of them. In the rainy season, you have to tend the farm
through many sacrifices. For every unusual event or happening in the house, you
have to go to the soothsayer to 'search' after which you have to go and perform the
required sacrifices. And they always tell you that if you delay in carrying out any of
these duties, you will die or something terrible will happen to your family. We lived
with so many demands from these beings coupled with so many threats. Once you
begin to see a group of people who call themselves Christian and were no more
doing these things and yet they were not dying - on the contrary, they looked happier
and better off - your primary concern from then on is to see how to free yourself
from your tibe. From the beginning, we were attracted to Christianity because it
was liberating us. The issue of being committed to Christ and the implications of
his demands were not an issue. The fact is that Christianity came across to us as a
less demanding or 'cheap' religion (puor mole).

The Socio-spiritual Context of the Dagara Conversion
Experience

As Dacher (1984) noted, the people living in the Savanna zone of West Africa
shared very similar clan arrangements and moved around very freely within the
whole zone. The Dagara are no exception to this. One of the reasons for this constant
mobility has been the fact of the relatively peaceful relationship that existed among
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the people living together. In some cases, the traveller could identify his clansmen
who would readily accept him and make him a member of their settlement. The
high premium put on hospitality also assured the complete stranger a good reception
in whichever village he came to. An informant, Peter Deryl attests to the fact that
his father, a farmer and trader, welcomed his fellow traders of different ethnic origins
into their home.

One other factor causing this mobility was fission in the family/clan and the
need to build new homes. The result is that, there are families today which have
some of their segments in Burkina Faso and others in Ghana. Trade was also another
factor that called for constant movements. Peter Dery informed me on how he and
his father spanned the whole area from Daboya in Northern Ghana to Dano in
Southern Burkina Faso trading in salt, kola nuts and other such wares. People also
moved due to religious reasons. As an assistant fetish priest, the same Peter Dery
had to travel the whole span of the Dagaraland now divided between these two
countries with his uncle Mwankurinaa, to either install or tend spirit shrines for
their clients. He noted that they often returned to Ko, their hometown, with such
items as salt, cows, and horses, which they had received in payment for their services.

Through such movements, news about cults, which were known to be powerful
for one reason or the other, soon spread over the whole Dagaraland. People found
ways of tapping their powers either by having them installed in their own homes or
by travelling to the centres where they were located to consult them. Thus, it was
recounted how, at different times, people living on the Ghana side of the border
freely went to Kog-per in the territory of present-day Burkina Faso to consult a
famous soothsayer. In other words, the Dagara, whether they lived in Burkina Faso
or in Ghana, did not only see themselves as the same people but also shared the
same 'world' . Even with the advent of the colonial rule and the setting up of national
borders with customs posts in order to check the free transport of material goods
across the borders, communication continued. There was no way by which the
'customs officers/douanes' (doonyaa) could check the free flow of ideas and beliefs
across the borders. Hence, any novelty experienced in Ghana could quickly be passed
on into what is today Burkina Faso for the benefit of the relatives who lived there.
Once one crossed the border, one could also stay at any length of time among one's
own people and had no problem identifying with them and taking part in the family
life. This meant that a convert wishing to stay in Ghana for a long period of time to
undergo the instructions for baptism had no problem finding shelter and board among
his or her own kin.

1 Most Rev. Peter Porekuu Dery is archbishop emeritus of Tamale archdiocese in Ghana. He and
his father were among the flfSt group of 12 people to be baptized by the missionaries in Jirapa.
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The Spiritual World View

The high propensity to travel among the Dagara has made their society basically a
very open one. In terms of cosmology, their spiritual world is headed by the Supreme
Being (Naamwin2

). Under him are the Earth (Tengan) and the Rain (Saa) as
independent beings with their associated elements such as the hills, the rivers, etc.,
which are also regarded as spiritual forces. The Dagara have a strong belief in after
life, which has always been shown through their relation to their ancestors. The
spirits of the wild are also ubiquitous beings who can tap the mystical powers
available in the universe due to their spiritual nature. Hence, humans get into
relationships with them in order to be blessed with various gifts and powers. They
are these spiritual forces which serve as the basis for establishing shrines for medical
as well as non-medical purposes. Just as there are a diversity of human needs and
modes of exchange, there are also a variety of spirits with diverse powers which
one can approach. Obtaining the powers for a particular feat demands a pact with
the particular spirit endowed with it. This beliefpractice has resulted in a proliferation
of spiritual shrines (tibe), each capable of performing a particular feat. One person
could be in contact with as many as twenty of such shrines at one particular time,
each responding to different personal or family needs. Moreover, due to their rampant
movements and social openness, Dagara quite easily assimilate new shrines as long
as these shrines were seen to be responding to given felt needs. In some instances,
some shrines fall into disuse as their owners come into contact with more powerful
ones and replace the former with the latter. Seen in this context, one could say that
the Dagara people regarded Christianity as a new shrine that had come into
Dagaraland and was proving to be more effective than previous ones. Cln'istianity,
however, introduced a new situation through its insistence that contact with all the
other shrines should be stopped. Christianity also rejected any form of assimilation
and demanded complete allegiance to its God and system of belief and practice.
This was to cause some hesitancy in conversion of the critical Dagara who needed
to be convinced that it was worthwhile for them to trade away the many shrines
who had served them thus far for the single one of Christianity.

As it were, if the many demands of the varied shrines were really overbearing
for the Dagara, there would be some logic in taking the risk in conversion. This was
especially the case when Christianity was claiming to have powers that were so

2 In his discussions of the Dagara notion of God (Naangmen), Sean Hawkins (1998:35-36) limits
himself to the etymological explanation which sees the term as a compound of the two terms naa
and ngmen, an explanation which he attributes to the early missionaries. It is surprising that Hawkins
does not even mention the other etymological explanation presented by Bekye. For as Bekye
(1991:136) rightly notes cultic addresses of God refer to Him as Naabile mgen a short form for
Ninsaale bile Mgmen. Adherents of the Dagara traditional religion see this as the more plausible
explanation for the term. Of course, one can understand that, for Hawkins, this would not fit his
thesis. It is also worth noting that the term naa in Dagara does not only mean chief. It is also used
of one who has "grown big" physically and/or in importance. This is comparative to the notion of
the "big man" in traditional societies; a person who exerts influence on account of his wealth and
relationships.
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all-englobing as to take care of the different needs of its adherents. TJ:1e litmus test
for Christianity was to make this claim evident in the lives of its new converts.

Concerning this issue, I would like to point to significant points in the Dagara
spiritual world-view that facilitated their conversion to Christianity. Among other
things I would particularly refer to their high sense of morality and their belief in
the high God. Without arguing for an identity between the Naamwin of Dagara and
the Triune God of Christianity, it is my contention that their very belief in and
experience of a Supreme Being was a significant experience that could easily lead
them to a disclosure of the God of Christianity. It is for this reason that I cannot
accept Rorton's view, in this particular case, of a shift from the microcosm to the
macrocosm brought about by change. Nor can I accept the modifications of the
latter view offered by Rawkins3 (1996:224; 1998:53) which is explaining conversion
on the basis of the political experience resulting in an institutional shift among the
Dagara. We need not see an expansion of their world-view in the conversion reality.
One should rather see this particular conversion as a disclosure which has thrown
light on the realities in the Dagara world, thus making the Dagara themselves to see
their own realities and institutions in new and different ways.

The Missionary Element in the Conversion Experience

To advance this issue of disclosure, significant place must be given to the missionary
element in the conversion experience, especially when one contrasts the white
colonialist with the white missionary. Though the Dagara had been divided between
the French and the British, their experiences of the colonialists were very much the
same. One thing that marked the period was the forced labour imposed on the people.
Generally, the colonialists were seen as 'slave drivers' whose sole aim of being in
the colonies was to discipline a recalcitrant people through hard labour. Even when
they engaged in development projects, these actions were mainly aimed at
maintaining the structures of the colonial administration. Little did they care about
the integral human development of the people. The French policy of assimilation
was even more detrimental to the identity of the people than the indirect rule of the
British with its own demerits.

3 Hawkins contends that, among the Dagara, "Naangmin was not thought of in the same terms as
God, i.e. 'an object of worship,' until after the arTival of the missionaries" (1998:33). In his view,
the social expansion of the Dagara world by the introduction of chieftaincy was matched by a
similar shift in the religious realm in which case Naangmin came to be seen as a supreme deity. To
argue that the social world of the Dagara was expanded with the introduction of chieftaincy fails
to take into account studies on the origins of the Dagara. These show a diversity in their origins
indicating that some would have had the experience of chieftaincy from which they rebelled. The
notion of naa would therefore not be a newcomer in the Dagara social world as Hawkins implies.
Besides, Hawkins has to justify why God should be equated with 'object of worship' . I daresay
there is more in the notion of God than direct worship and one would have to look at such things
as the daily praxes and beliefs of a people, their myths, rituals, proverbs and all such carriers of a
people's religious beliefs to ascertain whether they have the notion of God or not.
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By comparison to the colonialist in this area, the missionaries upon arrival
immediately distinguished themselves as a different brand of whites. The latter
knew that their mission could not be fulfilled if they did not know and respect the
people's culture. For this, they had the catechists who were to become their
indispensable aides both as advisers and as links to the ordinary people. They soon
set up an alternative axis of power to challenge the political one of the colonialists.
Among a people that believed in spiritual powers and their effects on the physical
world, the success of the missionaries could primarily be seen in the more successful
demonstration and use of power not only with regard to the spiritual tibe of the
Dagara but much more in their power contests with the colonial administration. In
their relationship to both institutions, they always stood their ground and won the
day on account of their quest for the truth and justice. It did not take long for the
ordinary Dagara to note that in the different 'contests of power' the missionary
always came out victorious both in the spiritual and the political realms. As such,
the spiritual being underpinning his actions must thus be a very powerful one worth
adhering to.

The realism of the missionaries constituted a very significant source of their
moral power. They addressed the felt needs of the Dagara ordinary people which
included liberating them from ailments and other things which were preventing
them from living healthy and integral lives. Their cures of seemingly incurable
diseases, their treatment of mad cases, and most especially, their ability to neutralize
the witches and to live with them made the people to have a high respect for them
and their spiritual powers. Missionary involvement in the integral development of
the people through the establishment of schools, clinics and other such projects
made the people believe that the missionaries were actually among them for selfless
service.

Mysterious Happenings as Triggering off the Experience

As noted earlier, conversion is a religious experience and one cannot discount the
significance of the mystical in any such experience. The rain event as reported by
missionaries has to be put within the context of the people's cosmological conception
about rain. Rain is not only the manifestation of a spiritual being which together
with the Earth is a source of the people's livelihood (subsistence farming). Its cooling
effect is also interpreted as a manifestation of the divine and a blessing. This is
more the case when one takes the event in context. The naturalist may look at it as
mere coincidence. But for the believer who is a subsistence farmer longing for rain
to revive his drying plants, it is a disclosure of divine grace, which calls for gratitude
and an engagement with the divinity responsible for it. Without explaining the
conversion experience from the rain event alone, one can very well understand that
it served as the peak experience that, in the words of Ramsey, "lets the penny drop"
thereby disclosing the God of the missionaries to the Dagara as that tibr they should
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now follow. It is only with time that the full implications of accepting this new God
will gradually become more explicit to them.

Conclusion

One question arising out of this discussion remains. If the Christian God is
experienced as a powerful God who responds to the felt needs of the people, is
there not a danger that he may also fall into disuse some day when people feel He is
helpless before some problems in their world? Should God be experienced as a
powerful God or as a God of love? If the Dagara conversion is response to a Deus
ex machina whom they look to for solutions to their problems, it will be very difficult
for them to understand the weakness of God in the existence of evil in our world
which found its epitome in the crucifixion of the Lord. Maybe, the challenge of
Christianity today is to bring the Christians to the experience of the power of love
of a God who sometimes seems to be helpless in the face of evil.
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Resume

Cet essai cherche aecouter quelques memoires des Dagara convertis au christianisme.
A partir d'une discussion entamee avec eux, il tire des conclusions sur comment
interpreter l'experience de la conversion. Le nombre eIeve des convertis et la vitesse
de conversion au christianisme ont contribue aattirer l' attention des chercheurs sur
comment mieux comprendre ce phenomene. En effet, la conversion est un
pMnomene complexe et tous ses aspects doivent etre pris en compte si le chercheur
veut correctement representer les points de vue des convertis. Etant donne que la
conversion reste fondamentalement une experience religieuse, chaque analyse d'une
telle experience doit etre basee sur une bonne comprehension de la religion comme
pMnomene et de la langue par laquelle cette experience est communiquee. Dans
cet essai, les inforrnateurs sont des convertis, qui se prononcent sur ce qu' est la
conversion, pourquoi les gens se convertissent et les changements vecus par les
gens lorsqu'ils se convertissent. En conclusion, l' essai souligne les facteurs multiples,
ayant contribues au processus de conversion des Dagara au christianisme. Mais si
la conversion Dagara est une reponse aun Deus ex machina ayant la capacite de
resoudre tous les problemes, il serait difficile pour ces Dagara de comprendre la
faiblesse du Dieu au milieu du mal perpetre dans le monde.

Key-words: conversion, Christianity, ancestors, shrines, missionaries, Dagara, rain,
earth, God
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Contested Bonds, Redefined Boundaries





u
urkina

La roblematique I dation
nom chez I Dagara du
Faso

Nayire Evariste Poda

La question que nous nous proposons d' examiner n' aurait pas grand interet, si elle
ne touchait un domaine tres sensible: celui de 1'identite maternelle, marquee par le
nom matriclanique (noms de groupes) que porte tout Dagara1 au Burkina Faso.
L' essentiel de la declinaison du Dagara en effet, met en relief deux aspects de la
filiation. II s' agit d'un aspect de la filiation patrilineaire: Bekuone, Dikpiele,
Berwuole etc., et un aspect de la filiation suggere par des noms matriclaniques:
Some, Somda, Kambire, Meda, Dabire, Kpoda et Hien. Exemple: Bekuone Some
Nuonhire Eugene. Si le premier aspect (nom du patrilignage), demeure le plus souvent
tres discret dans cette declinaison alors qu'il est le plus important2, le second par
contre, est mis en exergue achaque occasion. Par ce port du double nom qui tient
compte des parents des deux lignes, la filiation du Dagara est qualifiee par les
chercheurs dagara eux-memes de bilineaire. 3 Mais la prise en compte de certains
parametres: residence viro-patrilocale ademeure, heritage des biens immeubles et
des autels du pere, etc., fait que cette bilinearite s'inflechit fortement du cote du
pere. lIs la qualifient alors de filiation bilineaire aforte inflexion patrilaterale.4

Quels que soient le degre ou le cote de l'inflexion de cette bilinearite, les paternels
et les maternels de tout dagara se reconnaissent respectivement dans les noms que
porte ce dernier, ce qui du meme coup, lui garantit une certaine securite sociale.
Malheureusement, l'administration publique moderne de type occidental a fait
irruption dans la societe dagara, a perturbe des aspects importants de la logique de
son fonctionnement. II en a resulte et resulte encore une profonde desorientation et
d'inextricables confusions. Quelles sont-elles? Comment l'administration a-t-elle
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pu tant desorganiser le fonctionnement du systeme social, particuliereme~t parental
dagara? Comment la societe dagara du Ghana qui a connu elle aussi la colonisation
britannique a-t-elle resolu ce probleme? Avec quelle formule? Cette formule est-elle
transposable ala societe dagara du Burkina Faso? La societe dagara n'etant pas la
seule asouffrir de cette interference administrative, nous examinerons au passage,
atitre de comparaison, le cas lyele de la province du Sanguie. Mais auparavant, il
convient de presenter brievement les Dagara.

Qui sont [es Dagara?

Au nombre de 500 a600.0005, les Dagara du Burkina sont originaires du Ghana.
Leur appellation dagara de Da gara (homme revolte), homme qui est en train de
partir (Some 1992), doit son origine au mouvement migratoire du Ghana vers la
Haute-Volta. Ils partagent avec les Dyan, Birifor, Pougouli (Pwa), les provinces de
la Bougouriba et du Ioba Oll ils sont numeriquement majoritaires. On les retrouve
numeriquement majoritaires encore dans deux departements de la province du
Noumbiel: Batie et Legmoin. Dans la province du Poni, ils sont numeriquement

I Jusqu'ici l'observateur etranger (populations voisines des Dagara en particulier et l'opinion
nationale en general), pense que les noms de matriclan Some, Somda, Dabire, Kambire, Meda et
Kpoda, introduisent la matrilinearite. Il n'en est pas ainsi quand on analyse plus profondement le
systeme de parente. Dans un article intitule Les Dagara du Burkina Faso: quel systeme defiliation?
(Poda 1992), nous avions propose de les appeler noms de groupes. Comme cette proposition n'est
pas encore appliquee, nous continuerons d' appeler ces noms 'noms matriclaniques' ou noms de
matriclan pour le besoin de la cause.
2 Dans l'article ci-dessus cite en reference, nous avions impute, sous forme d'hypothese, aune
strategie d'une epoque trouble et mouvementee, le fait que les Dagara ne se declinaient pas en
mettant en relief, leur patrilignage. L'habitude est restee telle une traditionjusque dans les decennies
1970-1980. C'est vraisemblablement apartir des annees 1980, que cet aspect apparait de plus en
plus dans les presentations. L'hypothese d'une strategie d'evitement de velleites 'genocidaires'
d'une epoque de tentatives de conquetes et de reconquetes successives ou altemees, n'est toujours
pas dementie
3 Bekuone Some Joseph Mukassa (1986), Dabire Constantin (1983), Poda Nayire Evariste (1992)
et un africaniste britannique Jack Goody (1961).
4 Somda Jean Baptiste (1980), parle dans 'sagesse dagara' de filiation patrilineaire absolue.
5 Ce nombre varie suivant les auteurs et les sources. Labouret (1958:32), ecrivait ce qui suit aleur
sujet: "On les trouve aujourd'hui repartis inegalement sur les deux cotes du fleuve. On en compterait
20.000 en Haute-Volta, dont la majorite dans le cercle de Diebougou. Les autorites administratives
du Ghana estiment leur nombre a36.000 environ, repartis dans le nord et I'ouest de la circonscription
de Lawra, en particulier dans les regions de Nandom, Dilou, Han, Damma, Walambele, Founsi...".
Some P. Achille (1992), avance le nombre de 600 a700.000, que nous rejetons, car ne reposant sur
aucune base verifiee ni verifiable. Sur la base informatique de Summer Institute of Linguistics
(SlL) et qui se fonde sur les travaux des missionaires et chercheurs on avance que les Dagara sont
au nombre de 287.000 ames contre 14.100 Dyan (http://www.sil.org/ethnologue/countrieslBurk).
L' Association pour le Developpement du Sud-Ouest (ADSO) en 1993 parle de 253.600 habitants.
Dans sa politique d'integration et de construction d'une nation burkinabe, l'autorite politique en
effet, dans ce type d'operation, parle en termes de province mais non plus en termes d'ethnie. Il
n'est donc pas possible d'avoir des statistiques 'ethniques', et toutes donnees en la matiere ne
peuventt etre que des conjectures.
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minoritaires. Du point de vue de la classification linguistique, la langue dagara
releve de la famille des langues dites volta'iques (Some, 1992) et cet auteur poursuit:
"Dans la toute derniere classification, celle de G. Manessy (1975:34), le dagara
occupe, a cote du moore-groupe 2-le onzieme rang dans les langues occidentales
du groupe oti-volta, sous-ensemble de la famille des langues volta'iques". ParIant
de l'occupation de ce qui est aujourd'hui le Sud-Ouest du BurkinaFaso, les Dagara
en sont les derniers occupants apres les Bwa (1715), les Pwa (1740), les Dyan
(1770), selonLabouret (1958: 16). Les premiers Dagara (wule) ne sont arrives qu'en
1790 et les Dagara Lobr qu' en 1820. Repoussant tout commandement centralise,
les Dagara ont opte pour une organisation socio-politique de type lignager qui se
segmente de l'interieur suivant deux conditions principales: conditions consensuelles
(semi-decentralisation) et conditions d' opposition. La famille reste la base de
l'organisation sociale; toute la vie quotidienne, collective ou individuelle,
economique ou spirituelle, s' organise autour d' elle. On peut comprendre a partir de
la que toute interference, quelle qu'elle puisse etre, soit de nature a en perturber
plus qu'a en ameliorer pretendument le fonctionnement. L'exemple ci-dessous en
est l'illustration.

La dation du nom du matriclan du pere aux enfants

11 est des innovations ou decisions qui rencontrent peu, tres peu d' assentiment dans
les milieux Oll elles s' operent et Oll elles se prennent. Est de celles-la, la dation
actuelle de leurs noms de matriclan (noms de groupe) a leurs enfants par des Dagara,
agents de l' administration publique. Le Dagara qui a toujours baigne dans sa culture
et dans sa societe, qui en comprend la logique du fonctionnement, en est
completement desoriente. Les schemas ci-dessous, apres avoir retrace le mode de
transmission authentique de la parente, essayent de mettre en relief, cette
desorientation qui frise un certain 'melodrame' (Schemas I et II).

Trois remarques essentielles a faire par rapport au schema I:
1) Ce nom est transmis par le pere;
2) Les gar90ns le perpetuent; et
3) Les filles en beneficient a la premiere generation seulement.

Le SchemaII appelle aussi trois remarques principales:
1) Ce nom est transmis par la mere;
2) Les filles le perpetuent; et
3) Les gar90ns en beneficient a la premiere generation seulement.

Dne declinaison authentiquement dagara prend resolument en compte les deux
realites (linearites); la patrilinearite et la matrilinearite symbolisee par le nom du
matriclan.6 On aboutit ainsi a une bilinearite meme si elle est fortement inflechie du
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BEKUONE
'i"fl(tmnhirc Eugcm:)

SOME

o KUSSIELE (NibChlb Philolllene)
KAMBIRE

ZAGUE Co --
Jer6me KPODA BEKUONE

~
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BEKUONE
Desire
KAMBlRE

o BERWUOLE
Lowse SOIvIDA

ZAGUE
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BEKUONE
PhiliPJX SO/l.1DA

BEKUONE
Augustine SOMDA
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.. Femme

= =manage

n=FiJiatiOn

Schema I: Transmission du nom du patrilignage Bekuone

KAMBJRE (NibChib Philolllenc)

DABJRE
(BonJfacc)

(Nuonhirc Eugcnc) SOME

Co_
SOMDA
(Fran~Olse)

SO~fD~

(Enc)

_Co
I'AI'1I1BJRE
(C1audenc)

HIEN (Alalll)

KAMRIRE
(Augustine)

KPODA Oerome)

t-:AlvIBJRE
(PhiI;ppo)

SOMDA
(FeJix)

KAMBIRE
(Etiennc)

KAMBIRE
(Patrice)

KAMBIRE
(Diane)

Schema IT: Transmission du nom du matriclan Kambire
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BEKUONE 50;\"1£ 6 -- 0 KUSSIELE KA!\1BlRE lNihrhih PhilllmCIll.')
(Nuonhue Eugene)

ZAGUE JlIEN (NoCl) /';, -- -_0 BERWUOLE MEDA
1I1':l\rO.'\"ESO;'lIE DEKliONF: SO:'lI~: Celestilll'
(Claudette)- (DCsire)

7_,\(;l'f.

/IlE:"rfvrllf)
DEKUorU: IJEKUONE BEKUONE
SOMF. (Andr-t) SOME (Jotl) SOME HenridU

Schema Ill: Prevalence d'une patrilinearite resultant de l'interference administrative dans le systeme
de filiation dagara.

cote paternel. En se declinant Bekuone Kambire Walienne Desire, ce dernier (Ego)
enonce simultanement son appartenance ala famille des paterneIs (explicitement
par Bekuone), ainsi qu'au groupe des materneIs (par le nom du matriclan ou du
groupe Kambire), IesqueIs le reconnaissent parce qu'ils s'y reconnaissent.

L'irruption de I' administration publique fait excroltre l'absoluite de la Iinearite,
plus exactement 1'absoluite de la patrilinearite qui faisaitjouer jusqu'alors au nom
du matriclan, un certain role de 'Iateralite' qui du coup, l'attenuait. Le schema
ci-dessus (schema Ill), le montre.

Dne remarque essentielle decoulant du schema III merite d' etre faite: outre que
I'enfant rec~~oit automatiquement asa naissance le nom du patrilignage Bekuone,
suivant le principe de la propriete du lit--:;-en effet, '1' enfant appartient au proprietaire
du lit OD il est conc;u'-le pere lui donne encore son nom matriclanique confonnement
aux dispositions legales en vigueur dans 1'administration publique Burkinabe. 11
depossede ainsi totalement son epouse de cette partie bio-culturelle que 1'histoire
lui autorisait a transmettre a l' enfant concornitamment a son epoux. Ce partage
bio-culturel representait une marque de la co-propriete de I' enfant.

6 En realite, le nom du matriclan ou 'nom du groupe' n'introduit pas la matrilinearite, ilIa suggere
par sa position ordinale: (2eme nom apres celui du pere). La matrilinearite est une realite historique
qu' on peut retrouver par remontee des connexions genealogiques. Elle est introduite par le nom du
matrilignage qui est aussi discret dans la declinaison de l'identite que I'etait le nom du patrilignage.
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Desormais, l'administration fait prevaloir de fas;on brutale et dysharmonique,
l' absoluite de la patrilinearite sur cette bilinearite deja fortement infl6chie du cote
du pere.

Ce n' est malheureusement pas seulement les Dagara qui connaissent cette
perturbation. Chez les Lyela (province du Sanguie et une partie de la province du
Boulldemde), le probleme se pose aussi avec une telle acuite, qu' il est necessaire de
s'y arreter et d'indiquer 1'absurdite de cette interference administrative. En effet,
une enquete conduite du 23 au 29 juillet 1998 a Tiogo (province du Sanguie) a
permis de repertorier-provisoirement-3l noms de famille dont Bama, Bamouni,
BassoIe, Bagnama, Bayala etc. On constate que les Lyela ont cette particularite
qu'achaque nom de famille masculin correspond de fas;on symetrique un nom de
famille feminin. Exemple: le nom Bama (nom masculin) correspond aKama (nom
feminin), Bamouni (m.) aKamouni (f.), Bassole (m.) a Kansole (f.) etc.

Chez ce peuple, le prefixe 'Ba' est la marque, tout au moins dans la dation des
noms, du masculin (gars;on ou homme). Symetriquement, le prefixe 'Kan' est celle
du feminin. "En Lyele", dit un de nos enquetes, "on appelle fille (femme) kan, et le
gars;on (l'homme) ba. Done, si c'est un nom d'une fille, le prefixe est [(an et si c'est
un gars;on, c' est le prefixe Ba". Ces enquetes ont revele une seule exception, le nom
Dango, ou dan remplace ba comme prefixe. Meme dans ce cas, le nom feminin,
Kango, oMit ala regIe jusqu'ici decrite. Les suffixes designent la famille. Exemple:
le nom Bama veut dire 'l'homme de la famille Ma' comme Kama veut dire 'la fille
de la famille Ma' et Bassole veut dire 'l'homme de la famille Sole' comme Kansole
veut dire 'la fille de la famille Sole' .

Loin d'etre une exclusion socio-biologique, cette difference est destinee a eviter
la confusion des noms, telle qu'on le constate chez d'autres peuples. C'est le cas
notarnment chez les Dagara, Moose et Peul, ou l'on rencontre respectivement: Some
Jean, Some Claudette, Ouedraogo Georges, Ouedraogo Yvette, Barry Amadou, Barry
Aminata, etc. Cette difference se reveIe comme l'expression achevee de la
co-propriete biologique, sociale et culturelle de l'enfant. "Ce changement de nom
quand c'est une fille", affirme un notable, "est tres important chez nous Lyele. Ce
changement donne la part de la femme, 1'importance de la femme". Elle n'indique,
ni ne laisse cependant soup90nner de prime abord que les Lyela soient ni bilineaires,
ni matrilineaires. L' administration publique a aussi fait irruption dans la logique de
la dation des noms chez les Lyela, et on assiste a des aberrations du genre: Bassole
Claudette, Badolo Bernadette, Bado Yvette etc. L'absurdite ici est explicite, car
Bassole Claudette, Badolo Bernadette, Bado Yvette, traduits en langue lyele, veulent
dire respectivement 'les gars;ons, les hommes des familles' Sole, Dolo et Do, alors
que ce ne sont pas des hommes!

Mais quelles raisons au fond, justifient de la part de l'administration publique
une telle irruption dans la logique de 1'organisation des societes? Un principe, celui
de 1'harmonisation, sous-tendu par un souci, celui d' equite, justifierait cette
immixtion de l'administration publique dans les 'affaires privees' des communautes.
Apres un bref expose, nous analyserons ses consequences dans le fonctionnement
des societes.
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Le principe de l'harmonisation et le souci d' equite dans le
traitement des dossiers administratifs

La principale raison, frequemment avancee pour justifier cette interference
administrative, serait une certaine harmonisation dans le traitement des dossiers
des agents de l'Etat, du moins un principe et un schema qui permettent de traiter de
maniere egalitaire, les dossiers soumis al' administration publique. En effet, les
difficultes que cette administration rencontrerait, s'il fallait tenir compte des
particularites socio-culturelles de chaque communaute, seraient infiniment
complexes et quasi insolubles. En portant le nom des peres, les heritiers sont
susceptibles d' etre rapidement reperes en cas de besoin.

De fait, la difficulte parai't reelle ainsi que l'illustre le cas qui nous fut raconte.
Bama J .C, un de nos enquetes relate:

Dne de mes soeurs s'etait rendue it Koudougou pour se faire etablir un certificat de nationalite burkinabe.
Elle rencontra les pires incomprehensions it cause de la difference des noms. En effet, l'officier commis
it cette tache, refusa obstinement de s'executer au motif que ma sceur, Kama Brigitte, n'est pas la fille
de man pere qui lui, est Bama. Selon l'officier en question, ma sceur devait etre Bama et non autre
chose. Le service ne lui fut finalementrendu qu'au prix d'une longue intervention de man onele sur la
difference des noms chez les Lyele, selon qu'on est garc;on ou fille.

L'unicite de ce schema permet al'administration d'obtenir rapidite et efficacite.
Que vaut cette argumentation? Si cette irruption hegemonique resoud des problemes
materiels isoles, elle en cree de structurels, de culturels et de complexes.

De graves et multiples risques en perspective

Sans pessimisme outre, cette interference administrative, qui impose un nouveau
mode de declinaison, porte en elle-meme les germes d'une profonde perturbation et
de graves risques.

De lafonction de genitrice au role d'incubateur

Spoliee de ce droit historique de coproprietaire de l' enfant, la mere perd jusqu'asa
fonction de genitrice qui implique une partie de soi biologique, culturelle et
metaphysique, pour ne jouer qu 'un simple role d'incubateur. A la question de savoir
ce que pensent les femmes lyela du fait que de plus en plus les filles lyela portent
des noms d'hommes, voici la reponse d'un groupe de femmes:

Chez nous les Lyele, le kall designe la femme, c'est pourquoi une fille doit porter le nom kall. Cela
nous gene qu'une fille porte un nom d'homme, puisque nous pensons que nos fiUes vont se perdre
devant nous. Et aussi ce changement de nom montre que la femme n'a rien it voir avec l'enfant.

Les consequences psychologiques, du point de vue de quelques femmes dagara, ne
peuvent etre que devastatrices: "Les hommes ont tout pris. Que reste t-il ala femme
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en dehors du souvenir douloureux de l'accouchement?" Ainsi s' expri~aitune femme
dagara intellectuelle a la question ci-dessus posee aux femmes lyela. La plenitude
des relations mere-enfant, particulierement dans cette communaute Oll la force des
liens transcende les individus qui les entretiennent, peut en etre profondement
affectee.

Vis-it-vis des maternels

La patrilinearite devenue desormais absolue et, parce que n'etant plus attenuee par
aucune 'lateralite' et marque de la copropriete, prive les enfants d'un aspect
fondamental de leur culture: 1'identite maternelle dont l'importance dans la societe
dagara est connue et ne se demontre plus. L'abseuce de cette marque identitaire
essentielle fait de l'enfant un etre socialement desequilibre et identitairement
incomplet et desoriente.

Une projonde perturbation des logiques relationnelles des groupes sociaux

Cette interference administrative perturbe certaines logiques relationnelles et cree
des conflits de groupes. Celui dont on peut etre sur concerne le groupe des Some et
celui des Hienbe.7 En effet, il existe entre les Some et les Dari8 (Somda, Meda,
Kpoda) une parente a plaisanterie. Cette institution existe egalement entre celui des
Kambire et des Hien. Dans le cas de notre troisieme schema, le conflit est inevitable.
Le groupe des Hienbe, sachant que Nibehib Philomene est Kambire, deduit
logiquement que sa progeniture ne peut porter que le nom du matriclan Kambire et
done aura naturellement et legitimement tendance a plaisanter avec les enfants
Kambire Desire et Kambire Claudette (qui ne portent pourtant pas ce nom Kambire,
a cause de l'interference administrative). De leur cote, tous les Dari (Somda, Dabire,
Meda et Kpoda), au vu du nom du matriclan Some que portent ces enfants, sont
naturellement portes a plaisanter aussi avec eux. Les legitimites des deux groupes
sont respectivement niees. La legitimite des 'Hienbe' est niee par la modification
administrative qui fait porter Some a ces enfants. Celle des 'Dari' est niee et
combattue par les Hienbe qui estiment etre leses et concurrences dans un domaine
qui leur est historiquement reserve. Les plus grands perdants sont, a n'en point
douter, les enfants qui ne savent a quel saint se vouer.

Comme on peut le constater, le probleme est reel. Pour l' observateur non averti
de certaines realites d'apparence futiles africaines, cette 'guerre' entre groupes est
sans fondement, puisqu'ils peuvent ne guere plaisanter sans que le monde ne s' en
porte mal pour autant. Mais pour les acteurs locaux, cette plaisanterie entre groupes
de parente precis, a son histoire propre. Au-dela de son caractere 'ludique', elle est
une institution dont la fonction est essentiellement 'cathartique', selon 1'expression
de Marcel Griaule (1948). Car, que! que soit le desir de vengeance qui anime un
Some, la presence d'un Da (Somda, Meda, Kpoda), suffit a faire retomber la tension,

7 Hien (sing): Hienbe ou Hienme (pluriel).
8 Da (sing); Dari (pluriel).
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puis aannihiler le conflit.
Lorsqu'une douleur vive et desesperante envahit l'esprit d'un Kambire, la

presence d'un Hien ou d'un Dabire, represente un salut inespere. La stabilite des
communautes africaines, s'explique en grande partie par ce type d'institutions locales
non expresses mais qui jouissent d'un respect et d'une inviolabilite inegales. Priver
les enfants d'une telle couverture sociale, ressemble as'y meprendre, aune menee
de sape des jalons de stabilite sociale, ainsi que de la base de la personnalite
identitaire. Les Dagara du Ghana, qui ont vecu la colonisation britannique, suivent
une formule differente. Que vaut cette formule? Est-elle transposable aux Dagara
du Burkina Faso?

Bref eXpOSe de la fonnule des Dagara du Ghana

Pour resoudre cet epineux probleme, les Dagara du Ghana, du moins les intellectuels,
donnent aleurs enfants, leurs propres prenoms qui remplacent desormais les noms
herites aussi bien du matriclan (noms de groupes): Somda, Dabire, Some, etc., que
du patrilignage: Bekuone, Kussiele, Nayile etc. Ainsi, si un pere s'appelait (Somda)
Behare Benedict, ce sera le prenom Behare qui remplacera desormais, du moins
officiellement, tous les noms dont les enfants devaient heriter aussi bien de la ligne
paternelle que maternelle. Exemple: Behare John, Behare Claudia, etc. Ainsi, toute
confusion est non seulement dissipee, mais n'est meme plus possible desormais.

Que vaut cette fonnule? QueUe est sa capacite intrinseque d'encrage et
d'operationalite reelle dans le contexte sodo-culturel dagara?

Des aspects pratiques et une impression d'avancee qualitative. Premierement, on
constate un changement de statuto Le prenom (traduisant initialement et
habituellement le sentiment, le ressentiment et! ou la philosophie de vie d'un
individu), devient un nom (de famille). En faisanttomber-apparemment-les autres
'labels' qu' on peut considerer comme des 'scories', propres asemer la confusion,
cette formule apparait comme une avancee qualitative (meme si elle est par ailleurs
arbitraire), par rapport al' attachement relativement excessif des Dagara du Burkina
Faso aux traditions. En effet, se presenter simplement en termes de plaisanterie,
sous le prenom de son pere, peut traduire a leurs yeux, une intention malsaine
d'egalite avec ce dernier et est donc perc;u, dans bien de circonstances, comme un
manque de consideration; crime de lese-majeste jusqu'ici severement puni.
Deuxiemement, la preference du prenom (symbole de l'individu ), par rapport au
nom (symbole du groupe, de la famille, de la communaute), fait tomber un mythe
coriace: celui de la superiorite 'morale' presumee de la communaute, du groupe sur
l'individu. C 'est la preuve d'une courageuse avancee-apparemment du moins
face ala tenacite et ala pretention ala perennite de certaines de nos traditions.
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Cette formule est-elle pour autant transposable au cas des Dagara du Burkina
Faso? .

La reponse pour le court tenne est vraisemblablement la negative. En effet, les
obstacles a la transposition sont d' autant plus difficiles a vaincre, qu' ils sont culturels,
c'est-a-dire solidement encres dans les mentalites. En particulier, la conception
eminemment positive du groupe, de la famille, renforcera ces difficultes. Au Burkina
Faso, l'identite de la societe dagara s' est toujours construite par la famille et autour
de la famille. Celle-ci est aux yeux du Dagara ce qu' est la patrie au citoyen. Realite
'substantielle' par rapport aI' individu, la famille, le groupe, imprime ses marques a
ce dernier qui en devient le reflet, l'expression 'modale' selon la tenninologie de
Spinoza (1954). L'individu par consequent, n'a de valeur ni d'identite, que s'il est
rMere a son groupe.

De ces considerations, nait une serieuse interrogation: la fonnule ghaneenne,
au-dela de son caractere apparemment pratique, n'est-elle pas un simple artifice
destine a resoudre des questions 'materielles immediates' d' ordre administratif? En
effet, chaque lignage (Kussiele, Berwuole, etc.) a ses totems, des rites qui lui sont
regulierement consacres, font sa personnalite sociale, et consacrent sa 'conscience
collective' au sens ou l' entend Durkheim (1983), connues des autres lignages. Behare
par exemple, initialement prenom, est devenu, par esprit de pragmatisme, nom de
famille et de lignage, sinon en tient lieu. Cela veut dire, qu'il exprime les realites
d'une communaute, consignees par l'histoire et la tradition. Quels seront alors ses
totems et ses rites? Quels en sont les fondements historiques? Peut-on, par exemple,
parler de bagr (rite d'initiation) de la famille Behare, comme on en dirait de la
famille Berwuole ou Nayile? Assurement non! On ne peut repondre aces
interrogations sans revenir immanquablement a cette logique sociale qui donne
primaute au groupe sur l'individu. Si inexorablement on y revient pour des questions
importantes d'identite culturelle, coutumiere, d'authenticite, etc., quelle est alors la
validite intrinseque de cette formule? Quelle est, au-dela de son caractere d' 'artefact',
sa capacite d'encrage et d'operationalite dans le contexte socio-culturel dagara?

Mais qU'est-ce qui, enrevanche, fonde 'sociologiquement' cette logique dagara
de la superiorite du 'rMerentiel' groupe sur l'individu? Explicitant la definition de
'conscience collective', concept fondamental de la sociologie de Durkheim (1983),
Michel Lallemand (1993:181), repond pour l'essentiel a la question: "[ ... ] Preuve
que le tout n'est pas la somme des parties, le groupe social pense, sent, agit autrement
que ne le feraient ses membres isoles. Les groupes, la societe, possedent une
individualite psychique propre qui se reflechit dans une conscience collective". Les
Dagara du Burkina Faso en sont toujours a cette conception de la dialectique
'victorieuse' du groupe sur l'individu et ici reside, pour le moment du moins, toute
la difficuIte de la 'transposabilte' de la fonnule ghaneenne de ce probleme.
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Conclusion

Le probleme est identifie, il s' agit maintenant de le resoudre. 11 appartient aux Dagara
du Burkina Faso (puisque ces reflexions leur sont consacrees en priorite) de faire
des propositions 11 l'administration, susceptibles de s'inserer dans le schema global
de l'harmonisation, sans cependant renoncer 11 cette institution qui cimente les
relations sociales. Pour cela, une seule voie leur s'offre pour le moment: faire
prevaloir le nom du groupe paternel: Bekuone, Zague etc., et aussi laisser les enfants
heriter toujours du nom de leur mere. 11 n'y aura ni desorientation, ni frustrations
complexes. Du reste, on note une timide tendance pour cette solution. Celle-ci
requiert beaucoup de pedagogie, de tact tant dans le milieu 'traditionnel', qu'au
sein de 1'administration publique. Ici encore, la sensibilisation reste le maitre mot.
Les realites de la sociologie historique des deux administrations francophone et
anglophone dissuadent d'envisager la transposition des formules, d'un cote 11 un
autre, et vice et versa.

Cependant, des observations et de ce debat, nous tirons un grand enseignement:
aucune formule, imposee aussi bien par l' administration britannique que fran9aise,
s'il en fut ainsi, perpetuee par les administrations locales ghaneenne et burkinabe,
et plus ou moins acceptee par les deux communautes, tel que c'est le cas, n'est
apparemment bonne. La formule burkinabe spolie la copropriete de l'enfant 11 la
mere au profit du seul pere. En pratique, elle est explicitement rejetee en milieu
authentique (village), au profit de la logique traditionnelle.

La formule ghaneenne inverse 11 son tour, une logique fondamentale du
fonctionnement de la societe dagara , en donnant primaute de 1'individu sur le groupe.
Cet echafaud administratif 'artefactuel' est egalement rejete en milieu authentique
dagara, surtout lorsqu'il s'agit de questions culturelles et identitaires. Le retour,
presque par reflexe, des Dagara du BurkinaFaso au Ghana, leur origine geographique
et leur source culturelle et spirituelle, des qu'il s'agit de questions de coutumes et
de pratiques coutumieres, demeure une indeniable preuve que la tradition, pour
l' essentiel, dont le respect de la logique des structures et du fonctionnement des
institutions traditionnelles, se maintient ferme, au-del11 des multiples et intempestives
interferences administratives. Separes les uns des autres par des frontieres coloniales
artificielles, les Dagara retrouvent ainsi, leur unite en tant que peuple, et leur unicite
en tant que culture, 11 travers ce fonds commun vivace qui articule le concept de
communaute trans-frontaliere: c' est une certaine 'ruse de l'Histoire', comme dirait
Hegel (1965).
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Abstract

To give a name to a child does not only signify to give him/her a label, which is
used to distinguish him/her from other individuals of the group. This 'operation'
conforms at one level or another to the logic of organisation and functioning of the
community to which the individual belong. Namegiving is therefore an important
aspect, but this fact was not considered by French and British colonial rule. The
French colonial administration hindered the functioning of the communities by
imposing another logic, contrary to that considered in this environment. Beyond the
case of Dagara, Lyela and other groups such as San (Samo), this essay scrutinises
the absurd instrumentalisation of a cultural reality, which articulates a social
hierarchy, that is, the overlapping of a materialised logic and the banalisation of a
culturalised logic. The essay concludes in looking at two different spaces of
functioning: the space of administrative conformity, which involves an individualised
and exteriorised social game; and the space of collective authenticity, which is one
of dynamic dialectics.

Mots-cle: Identite maternelle, dation, patrilignage, matrilignage, patrilinearite,
matrilinearite, Dagara, Lyela, Burkina Faso
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Strangers, itizens, Friends: Fulbe
Agro-pastoralists in Western urkina
Faso

Sten Hagberg

This essay is about the contested belongings of a group of Fulbe agro-pastoralists
in Western Burkina Faso. 1 From an ethnographic account of the Fulbe living in the
Sideradougou Department in the Comoe Province I shall reflect upon the articulation
of bonds and boundaries both according to local cultural conceptions as well as to
postcolonial realities. Fulbe agro-pastoralists are regarded as 'strangers' by most
groups of farmers living in the region. This is expressed both in cultural stereotypes
as well as in daily exchanges between the Fulbe and other groups. The 'strangerhood'
(Levine 1979) of the Fulbe is not merely an identity ascribed by other groups, but
'difference' is also experienced and expressed by the Fulbe themselves. However,
although the Fulbe are perceived as strangers, they are simultaneously part and
parcel of local communities as neighbours and sometimes friends. But when Fulbe
agro-pastoralists cross national boundaries and move with their herds to the Ivory
Coast, Ghana and other coastal countries, they experience another kind of
strangerhood. In the new social environment they are defined as 'strangers' according
to local cultural conceptions as well as to citizenship. They have become 'Burkinabe' ,
that is citizens of Burkina Faso.

In the essay I shall discuss how a specific group of Fulbe agro-pastoralists (the
Sidibe from Barani) handle these different belongings. In this endeavour I shall
particularly focus on the articulation of Fulbe strangerhood with respect to land and
power.2 The basic idea is that the stranger concept is, in William Shack's phrasing,
"one of the most powerful sociological tools for analyzing the social processes of
individuals and groups confronting new social orders" (Shack 1979:2). The stranger
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often represents an ambiguous social category and therefore provides a particularly
interesting field of inquiry. After a brief ethnographic background of the Fulbe
agro-pastoralists in the Comoe Province, I shall explore the local cultural conception
ofFulbe as 'strangers' on the one hand, and the Fulbe cultural idea ofbeing 'different'
on the other. Accounts of the strangerhood experienced by Fulbe agro-pastoralists
within the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme as well as in the Ivory Coast will
then sharpen the analysis of redefined strangerhood. Yet the strangerhood may
simultaneously provide a bond of belonging; being 'different' is not a problem per
se. But when land and power are contested, this Fulbe strangerhood often turns into
a boundary of exclusion.

The Sidibe from Barani

Fulbe populations are scattered over a vast area in West Africa and they live in at
least 18 countries.3 The Fulbe are renowned as a cattle-keeping people, but today
less than half of them raise cattle. While some Fulbe cattle-keepers are still fully
nomadic, most are semi-sedentary and also depend on agriculture (cf. Adamu &
Kirk-Greene 1986; Boutrais 1994; Riesman 1992). Pastoralism and agriculture
constitute two borders ofFulbe activities (Boutrais 1994:140). It is extremely difficult
to establish more than approximate figures of Fulbe populations. Differences between
languages and Fulbe populations are frequent and of main importance.

Aujourd'hui, des groupes s'affirment Peuls, alors que leur origine ethnique est differente: anciens
serviteurs (Rimaybe) ou anciens allies des Peuls. Dans l'autre sens, des Peuls qui vivent en contact

I This study was made possible thanks to the fInancial support ofSwedish International Development
Cooperation Agency (Sida) within the research project 'Local Conflict Resolution in three African
Settings'. The Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique et Technologique (CNRST) in
Ouagadougou provided institutional support during fIeldwork. I am grateful to the many informants
in the Comoe Province who have participated in the study. In particular, I would like to thank the
family of El Hadj Sambo Sidib€ in Djalakoro. Thanks also to Dr Mamadou Sidib€ in Bobo
Dioulasso.
2 Fieldwork was carried out within two main contexts. Firstly, between 1988 and 1992 I worked as
an Associate Professional Officer in Anthropology for two different development projects of the
United Nations Development Programme at the Forestry Office in Banfora (Comoe Province).
Secondly, in 1996 I conducted an intensive anthropological fieldwork in the Sideradougou
Department in the Comoe Province during six months. In addition, I made a short fIeld visit to
Barani in the Kossi Province-the 'origin' of the Sidibe-in early 1999. The main languages used
during fieldwork were Dyula and French, both of which are employed in inter-ethnic exchange.
Occasionally interviews were conducted in Fulfulde and Karaboro, languages that I do not speak
myself. Yet, key terms and idioms were noted and scrutinised even in these languages.
3 Fulbe populations are known by different names in different areas. In countries where French is
the official language the Wolof term Peul is widely used. In Gambia and Sierra Leone the Mande
term Fula is principally applied. In Nigeria and Ghana they are known by the Hausa term Fulani.
Kanuri and other peoples of Chad basin refer to them as Felaata. Their own term for themselves is
Fulbe (sing. Pullo), which is also the term employed in German writings. In this essay I generally
use the term Fulbe.
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prolonge avec des populations prestigieuses adoptent leur fa<;;on de vivre et leur culture. (Boutrais
1994: 139)

It is still possible to hold that Fulbe populations constitute one of West Africa's
largest groups. The Fulbe are not in majority in any state in West Africa, but "form
large minorities in all of the Sahelian states, minorities that have historically played
important roles in the region's sociopolitical development" (Riesman 1992:11).

Islam is an important force in Fulbe societies. Yet Islam was largely limited to
West African cities prior to the formation of Fulbe states in 19th century. "After the
Fulani established themselves in power, Islam became a central thread in the fabric
of West African social life, and rulers dispatched marabouts (religious adepts) to
convert the nonbelievers living in remote areas" (Riesman 1992: 12). The formation
of states led by pastoral Fulbe favoured the widening of a gap between elites and
nomadic groups, and a tension between "the requirements of a pastoral way of life,
the state, and the most important ideological power in the precolonial political
formations, Islam" (de Bruijn & van Dijk 1994:86). Botte & Schmitz highlight two
sets of oppositions in the tension between Islam and pastoral mobility. Firstly, there
is a set of opposition between Muslim and Pagan. Secondly, another set of opposition
prevails between graziers and farmers (Botte & Schmitz 1994:8). However, they
argue, slavery needs to be understood in these oppositions forming the social
dynamics in the Fulbe society, that is, the Muslim versus the Pagan and the graziers
versus the farmers. The reason is that "la masse servile sature inversement par des
traits negatifs-paganisme et agriculture-Ies valences fonctionnelles de l'identite
peule, et c' est Ht probablement qu' il faudrait en chercher le coeur" (Botte & Schrnitz
1994:9). Here the salient point is that Fulbe identity is forged not only in tensions
between oppositions such as the Muslim and the Pagan, but also in relation to non
Fulbe farmers who are represented as 'Black Africans'. The cultural construction
of Fulbeness draws attention to the means by which Fulbe populations distance
themselves from farming populations. In other words, the maintenance of the ethnic
boundary that defines the group is not a once-for-all recruitment but continually
expressed and validated (Barth 1969: 15; cf. Amselle 1990; Cohen 1994; Vermeulen
& Govers 1994).

A large number of Fulbe agro-pastoralists who reside in Western Burkina (Bobo
Dioulasso region) belong to groups which refer to themselves as Boobolang6be or
Fulbe-boobolaaBe (Diallo 1993:4), that is, the Fulbe of the 'Bobo country'. The
Boobolang6be have a long history in the region and consider themselves to be the
first Fulbe there. Most Boobolang6be speak the region's lingua franca Dyula,
although elder women and some men may have a poor vocabulary.4 Principal
patronyms found among the Boobolang6be are Sidibe and Sangare/Barry, who trace
their origin from the chieftaincies of Barani and Dokuyi respectively (in the present-

4 Other groups of Fulbe agro-pastoralists, who reside in the Comoe Province originate from the
'Mossi countries' (e.g. Ouahigouya, Koudougou) and they are called Fulbemossi (Fulbemosi in
Fulfulde) by the Boobolang6be. My fieldwork has mainly been carried out among the Sidibe, that
is, a group of Boobolang6be who originate from the Barani chieftancy.
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Map 13: The approximate area of Barani (Sidibe) and Dokuyi (Sangare/Barry) chieftaincies.
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Figure 8: The fact that the Fulbe are 'strangers' according to local cultural conceptions does not
exclude friendship between Karaboro and Fulbe (opposite page). Fulbe herders are moving with
the herds (upper left), but they also grow food for subsistence (upper right). When they marry
Fulbe women move to their husbands' settlement (below left). The Fulbe described here-the
Sidibe group-trace their origin back to the Barani chieftaincy. The current Kanaanke in Barani
has no administrative bonds to those who have left, but he remains a symbol for identity and origin
(below right). (Photos: Sten Hagberg)
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day Kossi Province). In Bobo-Dioulasso the Sidibe and SangarelBarry chieftaincies
existed prior to French colonisation and were later supported by the French colonial
administration.

The position of the Fulbe was a politically tricky issue for the colonial
administration. Most often it established its power on ancient political structures
for executing colonial policy such as recruiting 'forced labour' (travauxforces) and
collecting taxes. In practice, however, the colonial administration relied on more or
less stereotyped ethnic or cultural boundaries. For instance, the Karaboro, the Gouin
and the Tiefo populations were governed in different cantons with established
boundaries. But the Fulbe who resided over vast areas did not at all fit into this
territorial definition of an ethnic group. Instead they were administratively defined
as 'different'. They paid taxes through their chieftaincies, but were not recruited to
carry out 'forced labour'. In both Barani and Dokuyi, there was one canton for the
Fulbe, and another for other groups (Bobo and Bwa farmers). In the Bobo-Dioulasso
cercle the Fulbe were administered through particular groups (groupements). These
groupements covered all Sidibe and Sangare respectively in the cercle. Among the
Sidibe taxes were collected through this administrative system through the chief in
Barani until the independence in 1960.

The Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Comae Province share features with other
Fulbe populations but also with local traditions prevailing in the region where they
live. Today Barani is regarded as the village of origin of the Sidibe; they are not
'strangers' in Bm'ani, because 'all Sidibe come from Barani'.5 Yet this question of
origin is first of all a manner for a person to say who s/he is. For instance, my host
in Djalakoro (a village in the Sideradougou Department) is-according to his identity
card-born in 1903, but he has never been in Barani. In fact his father left Barani
before he was born. If asked, however, my host and any Sidibe I have met hold that
they originate from Barani. Barani thus stands for origin and identity; the Sidibe
refer to Barani as 'our country', that is, the area in which they are not 'strangers'
(dunaw).

If Barani stands for 'our country', the question is then why the Sidibe ever left.
The Fulbe tend to explain their migration as being part of 'the pastoral way of life'.
Whereas a certain number of families do not return, or will settle elsewhere in the
region, sedentary groups leave suddenly with the herd without any intention of
going back (Benoit 1978:17). For example, 125 Fulbe families (686 persons) left
the Barani canton definitely between 1960 and 1969, that is, about 25% of the
population in the census of 1969 (Queant & de Rouville 1969). According to a
confidential administrative report of Haute-Volta from 1969,41 Fulbe families from
Barani lived in the northern Ivory Coast and possessed herds of cattle amounting to
32,500 heads.6 Statistics compiled by a development project in 1982 indicate that
the Sidibe represent more than half of the Fulbe population in the northern Ivory

5 There are some main works of this group of Fulbe agro-pastoralists (Benoit 1978; Benoit 1979;
Diallo 1993; Diallo 1994; Hagberg 1998; Queant & de Rouville 1969).
6 I have had the opportunity to consult and use the information from this confidential report, but
have promised not to reveal the reference in order to protect my informant.
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Coast (Bernadet 1984: 16). Today a large number of Fulbe agro-pastoralists from
Barani reside in the Comoe Province and have settled in specific villages. Although
many hold that they have the intention to stay there, mobility remains a crucial
livelihood strategy. A Fulbe man told me that despite all investments (infrastructures
and investments in the camp) he had made, "If the cattle get sick I will leave the
same day".

The migration is not only a result of 'the pastoral way of life', because the
Fulbe from Barani have also moved due to financial and political reasons. Financially,
the migration to the Ivory Coast in 1960s responded to a need to diminish grazing
costs (taxes and costly veterinary services) and to ensure a better price. In 1970s
droughts add to this financial and administrative pressure (Bernadet 1984:23).
Politically, many Sidibe left Barani because of taxes, often paid in kind (butter,
meat etc.). Under the reign of El Hadj Belko in Barani in 1930s the colonial
administration also recruited soldiers and many people therefore escaped southwards.
Hence far from focusing exclusively on ecological reasons for this Fulbe migration,
we need to appreciate the importance of social and political reasons. Consequently,
the integration of Fulbe into local farming communities and, in the case of the Ivory
Coast, into a foreign nation-state is not only ecologically important, but of socio
political and cultural significance.

Strangers and Friends

There are common cultural features such as decentralised political organisation and
dispersed settlement among the different groups of farmers living in the Comoe
Province. Historically, several state formations-notably the Ouattara of Kong and
Gwiriko (based in present-day Bobo-Dioulasso), the Kenedougou kingdom in
Sikasso and the Dyula Emperor Samory-tried to control trade routes and levy
taxes of people in the region. But until French colonisation (and to some extent
even after) these groups maintained a certain independence toward centralising
attempts.? There is a certain commonality among these farmers. However, two ethnic
groups are defined as 'strangers' to local farmers, that is, the Mossi (s. Moaga, pI.
Moose) and the Fulbe. While the former are most often farmers, the Fulbe are
different both in terms of socio-cultural identity and livelihood and represent a
specific category of strangers. While both the Mossi and the Fulbe are conceptualised
as 'strangers' (i.e. those coming from elsewhere) by local farmers, the Fulbe are not
only 'those coming from elsewhere' but are also regarded as physically, economically
and culturally 'different' from farmers.

The stranger notion provides important sociological tools for analysing the social
processes, because to be stranger is socially ambiguous.

7 Ethnologist Michele Dacher has written a comprehensive history of the region (Dacher 1997; see
also Person 1975; Kambou-FelTand 1993).
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Alien, intruder, interloper, foreigner, novus homo, newcomer, immigrant, guest, outsider, outlander,
and so on-all are convenient labels that social groups habitually apply to persons who, by reasons of
custom, language, or social role, stand on the margin of society. (Shack 1979:1)

Yet to be stranger is to be defined in relation to someone else; the stranger status is
defined in relation to a host (Levine 1979:35). In a similar vein Jean-Loup Amselle
demonstrates that in Mande societies the stranger notion is related to its opposite:
the autochthounous population, the hosts etc.

La notion d'etranger est done ambigue: on est toujours l'etranger de quelqu'un. Cette notion est en
effet sociale et performative; elle peut, selon les cas, etre positive ou negative. (Amselle 1996:758)

So if the stranger notion is social and performative, it is in social relations and
in everyday performance that the sh'angerhood is acted out. As in other Mande
languages the Dyula word for stranger (duna) is most often used in relation to the
host (jatigi), to the autochthonous population (dugulen) and, ultimately, to the Master
of the Earth (dugukolotigi). 8 The stranger is a person of social significance, because
to be stranger is to be involved in a social relation. Consequently, the stranger is not
necessarily marginalised.

The case of Fulbe agro-pastoralists is an example of how strangers are defined
in relation to other groups. Farmers tend to conceptualise them as neither 'peasants'
nor 'Black Africans'. There are many stereotypes about the Fulbe such as 'the Fulbe
are not people'.9 Another common expression among non-Fulbe is that 'the Fulbe
never sits in one place'.lD However, the Fulbe perceive, in turn, local farmers as
Haabe (sing. Kaado), that is, 'Black Africans'.n In Dyula they refer to farmers as
'Black Skins' (jarafinw)-a label that has less to do with the colour of the skin-or
as 'slaves' (jonw), those who have no shame. A Fulbe man once commented the
hardship they experienced after a violent conflict: "The noble [i.e. the Fulbe] is
ashamed, but the slave [here, local farmer] disregards us".

The Fulfulde concept pulaaku summarises what is seen as Fulbeness. 12 In the
literature it is commonly described as the qualities appropriated by the Fulbe, Fulbe
value systems and social norms. The concept pulaaku means that people ought to
act in a dignified Fulbe way, but pulaaku is also employed more generally to label
the Fulbe community or the Fulbe way (Breedveld & de Bruijn 1996). In short,
pulaaku signifies the qualities appropriated by the Fulbe as well as the group of

8 The Masters of the Earth (dugllkolotigi in Dyula) represent an important institution in societies
on the West African savanna (cf. Amselle 1990; Amselle 1996; Hagberg 1998; Izard 1985; Launay
1982).
9 FlIla ti /nogo ye.
10 FlIla ti sigi yom kelen ye.
11 In Barani, however, the term Kaado (plur. Haabe) is simultaneously used to refer to the Dogon
and to 'Black Africans' generally.
12 The concept plIlaakll has been discussed elsewhere (see Breedveld & de Bruijn 1996; Kirk
Greene 1986; Riesman 1974; Sidibe et al. 1997) and in March 1998 among Fulbe representatives
and researchers at the International Seminar 'Crisis and Culture in Africa-with Special Emphasis
on Pastoral Nomads and Farmers in the West African Sahel' in Uppsala, Sweden.
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Fulbe men who possess these qualities. It is the public behaviour that proves the
pulaaku of a man. A Fulbe elder in the Sideradougou Department described what
pulaaku is for him:

Pulaaku means a noble, a true Fulbe. A true Fulbe, that is someone who should not do a lot of things.
A true Fulbe should not lie [... ], not steal [... ], not beg even if famine will kill you [... ], not eat in
public. [... ] It is better to die than to do these things for a true Fulbe. A true Fulbe is someone who has
a lot of shame. I do not say that there are not other ethnic groups that resemble the Fulbe, but personally
I do not know. It is not all Fulbe who are pulaaku, because some have not even shame ...

People should act in the Fulbe way, that is, in line with the pulaaku. Butpulaaku
also represents the Fulbe community in a more general sense. According to this
Fulbe elder pulaaku is today deteriorating, because the world is spoiled. People eat
in public and do things that are morally bad. For the Fulbe many farmers express
the absence of patience and shame and represent the opposite to pulaaku, the Fulbe
way. 13

Stereotypes are commonly used in daily exchange between the Fulbe and other
ethnic groups in the area, but stereotyping is not conflictual per se. Fulbe agro
pastoralists are integrated-often by means of strangerhood-into local settings
and traditions of farming communities. de Bruijn & van Dijk identify three important
elements that prevail in the history of Fulbe-Mande interaction (de Bruijn & van
Dijk 1997:22-24). The first element is the relationship between political hierarchy
and Islam. In fact the opposition between 'Muslim' and 'Pagan' is used to articulate
the differences between Fulbe and Mande groups. The second element is that oral
traditions play a role of transmitting Fulbe and Mande perceptions and have a function
in articulating ethnicities. The third element is that ethnicity manifests or transforms
itself in periods of relatively rapid change.

All these three elements of Fulbe-Mande interaction generally prevail in the
relations between Fulbe agro-pastoralists and local farmers in the Comoe Province.
I have particularly studied the relations between the Fulbe and the Karaboro. The
Fulbe are Muslims and men of faith, and although many Karaboro are Muslims-at
least most have Muslim names-they are above all regarded as people who worship
fetishes (ka jo son). The Karaboro are often represented by the Fulbe as men of
bambaraya ('the way of the Bambara'), that is, people who worship fetishes. In
specific situations, however, farmers distinguish 'our Fulbe' from those coming
from elsewhere. Similarly, those Karaboro who have converted to Islam and pray
regularly are more considered by the Fulbethan those who refute Islam.

However, the Fulbe strangerhood is not primarily linked to religion. The boundary
between the Fulbe and the Karaboro is articulated in different situations and contexts.
In daily exchanges in villages in the Sideradougou Department the Fulbe and the
Karaboro continuously express 'difference'. Four instances of 'difference' are
particularly important: 1) livelihood; 2) kinship; 3) marriage; and 4) friendship.

13 The Fulfulde terms lIlunyal ('patience') and semteende ('shame') are used to describe these

characteristics.
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Firstly, the Fulbe ethos and the Karaboro ethos differ with respect to livelihood.
While the Fulbe ideology is closely connected to pastoralism, the Karaboro ideology
revolves around farming. The Fulbe are widely recognised as skilled herders all
over West Africa. In the Comoe Province this is manifested by the fact that the
Karaboro and other agricultural groups often employ Fulbe herders to graze their
cattle. The Karaboro are in turn farmers, who grow large fields. According to local
stereotypes, the Karaboro are pride growers of food. Often the Fulbe hire farmers
e.g. Karaboro neighbours-to carry out agricultural tasks.

Secondly, whereas principles of Karaboro kinship are characterised by double
descent those of Fulbe have a patrilineal focus. When a maternal uncle dies in a
Karaboro farming community, the nephew (ZS) inherits mobile wealth, i.e. money,
wealth and widows. Although the widows may well refuse to marry the nephew
(ZS) of their defunct husband, the nephew becomes 'like a father' to the children of
the deceased maternal uncle. In other words, he becomes' a father' to his matrilateral
cross-cousins. The Fulbe abhor this practice in that they perceive the wives of the
maternal uncle as 'mothers'. A Fulbe informant said that even if the youngest wife
has the same age as the nephew, she is a mother and thus impossible to marry. "It is
bad, it is a sin" .14

Thirdly, it is impossible for the Karaboro and the Fulbe living in villages in the
Sideradougou Department to marry each other. All informants strongly opposed to
even think about it. Men of one group may nevertheless admire women from the
other, and vice versa. IS Fulbe women are considered to be beautiful and admired by
many, but on the same time they are unthinkable as marriage partners. Similarly,
young Fulbe men may admire Karaboro women, as for instance this Fulbe herder:

Karaboro women are much more beautiful than Fulbe women. They have bigger breasts, and they
work much more. Fulbe women do not do anything else than selling milk. But I cannot get a Karaboro
wife.

Fourthly, friendship may be facilitated by difference, because those who are
entirely different may be good advisors. Beyond intra-group relations friendship
(teriya) is an important driving force in exchange between the Fulbe and the
Karaboro. My Fulbe host is often asked to advise and mediate in marital disputes
among farmers. He is regarded as neutral with less vested interests. Similarly, young
Karaboro and Fulbe men may become good friends and drink beer together in the
bars on Sideradougou market-day.

So although Fulbe agro-pastoralists are perceived as 'strangers' by the farmers
and see themselves as 'different', they are simultaneously potential friends and
allies. They are different, but this alone does not explain why conflicts prevail in
one setting and not in another. There is also a degree of forgiveness embedded in
these relations. People often refer to 'Them' in terms like 'it is no use to get angry,
because they are like that' .

14 A mall ye, haram la.
15 I did never chat with women of how they perceive the men of the other group.
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Redefined Strangerhood

According to the local cultural conception of strangerhood the stranger is expected
to accept inferiority. The stranger has to accept hospitality and remain dependent
upon the host. Ideally the host should act as an intermediary between 'his' stranger
and the rest of the community, and the stranger should therefore act through his
host rather than take own initiatives (Launay 1982:4). In practice, however, the
hosts often complain that the strangers do not respect them. When Fulbe agro
pastoralists begin to make more or less explicit claims to land and power in the
local setting, they break the norms of the stranger's behaviour. The Fulbe
strangerhood is likely to be redefined in that the stranger does not any longer accept
to depend upon his host, but acts on his own initiative to gain access to land and
power.

Sideradougou Agro-pastoral Management Scheme

The Agro-pastoral Management Scheme in the Sideradougou Department provides
a concrete example of promoting Fulbe access to land and power. The scheme is the
outcome of subsequent phases of a development project between the European
Development Fund and the Burkinabe government. The zone was identified already
in 1965 as to promote cattle productivity, but it was not until 1971 that activities
could start. Today the headquarter of the project is located at the Veterinary Office
in Sideradougou. The Scheme covers an area of308,700 ha16

, divided into agricultural
(144,400 ha), pastoral (51,500 ha) and agro-pastoral (112,800 ha) zones. This area
has been declared an Agro-pastoral Zone by the two High-Commissioners of the
Comoe and the Houet Provinces. 17 The official, legal recognition of the zone was
followed by the demarcation of different sub-zones. The main objectives concern
the growth of cattle productivity, as well as the sedentarisation and improvement of
living conditions of rural producers (SahelConsult 1991). Major investments in
infrastructure such as water pumps, wells, tracks and vaccination spots have been
made.

Since the 1970s the Scheme has been closely associated with Fulbe agro
pastoralists. It is locally seen as a 'Fulbe project', which has led to frustrations
among local farmers (Barry 1996; Hagberg 1998; Hagberg & Berte 1991). In villages
people say that the government (jama) has created one zone for farming and one for
herding. However, although the demarcation of these zones was done in early 1990s,
neither farmers nor agro-pastoralists have modified their farming and herding
practices accordingly. Instead people continue to farm in the pastoral zone and to
let cattle graze in the agricultural zone. There is even an ongoing 'colonisation' of
these zones by both migrant and autochthonous farmers (Barry 1996:18) and Fulbe
agro-pastoralists do not hesitate to denounce the complicity of the state

16 The Agro-pastoral Management Scheme includes villages within the departments ofKarangasso
Vigue, Peni, Toussiana, Tiefora and Sideradougou.
17 Raabo No AN V/0052IFPIPCMOIPHUEIHC/SG 28 June 1988.
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administration.
The Agro-pastoral Management Scheme is certainly an important sodo-political

configuration in the Sideradougou Department. No doubt it has helped'development'
to come in terms of infrastructure such as water pumps and veterinary services).
But farmers also see it as an enterprise favouring the promotion of Fulbe agro
pastoralists at the expense of farmers. The state has granted what many farmers
perceive as illegitimate rights to these Fulbe strangers. The policy of the state
administration to provide enabling conditions for growth of cattle productivity has
thereby contributed to redefine the strangerhood of Fulbe agro-pastoralists.

Citizens across International Boundaries

Movements of Fulbe agro-pastoralists originating from Barani toward the Ivory
Coast have already been well described. 18 In the Ivory Coast, however, these Fulbe
populations are strangers to local farmers, but they are also foreigners as they
originate from another nation-state (Burkina Faso or Mali). Although they could
possibly obtain the citizenship of the Ivory Coast, they are still locally treated as
strangers. This is not necessarily a problem for these Fulbe agro-pastoralists, because
to be citizen of a particular nation-state is likely to be of minor importance. I have at
several occasions met people who possess more than one identity card, e.g. the
Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso and Mali.

The identity of strangers to the nation-state-that is, another form of
strangerhood-is nevertheless likely to be articulated when contested claims to land
and power are attributed to Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Anthropologist YoussoufDiallo
demonstrates that the competition between Fulbe graziers and farmers make the
latter chase the Fulbe from their land. The control over water dams emerges as the
main cause (Diallo 1996:229). Farmers have forbidden Fulbe graziers to use the
dams, because they say that the cattle chase the fish there. DiaIlo nonetheless
identifies two principal reasons for farmers' refusal to grant Fulbe graziers access
to water dams: firstly, they consider that the dams are exclusive village property,
and, secondly, farmers sometimes even regard that these dams were initially built
for Fulbe strangers. But political stakes add to the tenure crisis in the northern Ivory
Coast.

Les eleveurs peul sont consideres comme des envahisseurs etrangers bien qu'ils soient en situation de
minorite ethnique. Les degats de cultures auxquels s' ajoutent maintenant les problemes de terres sont
parfois aussi utilises par des homrnes politiques, candidats aux elections, pour confarter l'idee selan
laquelle les Peul et leur betail sant devenus le taurment des paysans senoufo. (Dialla 1996:231-232)

Violent conflicts occur quite frequently between local farmers and Fulbe agro
pastoralists in Burkina Faso as well as in the Ivory Coast. Such conflicts seem to
break out whether the Fulbe are strangers according to both local cultural conceptions

18 Somf' main works have been written about the Fulbe agro-pastoralists residing in this region
(Arditi 1990; Bassett 1988; Bassett 1994; Benoit 1978; Benoit 1979; Bernadet 1984; Diallo 1996;
Queant & de Rouville 1969).
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and to the post-colonial nation-state or not. But these different outbreaks of violence
seem to be regionally interrelated. In mid-1980s, violent conflicts took place in the
northern Ivory Coast between Senufo farmers and Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Many
Fulbe fled the region due to conflicts 1986 (Bassett 1988; Diallo 1996). A Fulbe
agro-pastoralist in the Sideradougou Department nan'ated that "in 1984, we were
chased from the Ivory Coast, we were obliged to leave the Ivory Coast because of
violent clashes, of fussing of all sort" (Ban'y 1996:24-25, translation mine). On the
other side of the international boundary, outbreaks of violence occurred between
Karaboro agriculturalists and Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Sideradougou
Department in 1986 and in the Mangodara Department in 1995 (Hagberg 1998;
Ouedraogo 1997). A Fulbe man in the Mangodara Department told me about his
personal experience of being chased:

We have come here [MangodaraJ, because the diseases are finished [that is, animal trypanosomiasis]
and there is grass here. We left the Ivory Coast, because the Ivorians told us that the 'contract' was
finished. Thus we were obliged to leave. [... ] If it will heat here, we will go to the Ivory Coast or to
Ghana. If people do not come to terms with us, we will go to Ghana. [... ] Cattle are wealth for the
country. We did not [wantto] stay in the Ivory Coast, because they treated us like strangers [boyorojan,
lit. those coming from far away]. But here they also diminish us [0 ban dogoya, i.e. they do not
respect us].

The strangerhood experienced by Fulbe agro-pastoralists in the Ivory Coast is
not primarily linked to the fact that they are strangers (dunaw) according to local
cultural conceptions (i.e. the stranger as the guest related to the host). But the
strangerhood of those coming from far away (boyorojan)-that is, the foreigner
is added, especially in times of crisis. These Fulbe agro-pastoralists move regularly
across the international boundaries between the Ivory Coast, Mali, Ghana and
Burkina Faso. Today many Fulbe residing in coastal countries return to their country
of origin due to lack of pastoral space, or because they are chased by these states
after conflicts with local farmers (Sanon 1996:4). Back in Burkina Faso these Fulbe
claim the right to access land and power more legitimately than in the Ivory Coast.
But instead they often experience serious difficulties to settle there. One reason is
that they are not only strangers according to local cultural conceptions among fmmers,
but are now seen as 'Ivorians'.

Contested Lands, Contested Powers

Fulbe agro-pastoralists are locally perceived as strangers on both sides of the
international boundary between Burkina Faso and the Ivory Coast. For instance,
the Sidibe seem to be represented as strangers everywhere except in Barani. Yet
most of them left Barani a long time (sometimes generations) ago. The Fulbe
recognise that they are 'different' compared to farmers, whom they refer to as Haabe
('Black Africans '). While I have shown that the Fulbe strangerhood is not a problem
per se but something which may be subject to redefinition, I shall now move beyond
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struggles over land and power in order to discuss how Fulbe claims to power are
articulated in terms of grazing, watering and farming. .

Free access to pasture is traditionally the general principle in Fulbe societies.
The bush is not anyone's property and grazing is generally not restricted. Pastoral
tenure is hence less strong than farm tenure, because it never entails such a direct
and marked land appropriation as the possession of a field (Kintz 1982:217). Yet in
the Sideradougou Department access to pastureland has, at least in theory, been
granted to the Fulbe by the Agro-pastoral Managemenet Scheme. The different
zones (agricultural, pastoral and agro-pastoral) were created to facilitate coexistence
of agriculture and pastoralism. Attempts have been made to protect the interests of
graziers, most of whom are Fulbe. Despite the fact that farming and herding practices
have not been modified accordingly, the. official recognition of these different zones
still promotes a notion of property to pastureland.

The grazing of harvested fields is a terrain of dispute. While Fulbe agro
pastoralists consider that they may graze cattle on the farmers' fields after harvest,
farmers defend their right to decide to allow the cattle to enter or not. In fact many
farmers hesitate whether to let Fulbe cattle graze their fields at all. A Karaboro
farmer stated that "we never ask the Fulbe to come with their cattle to graze the
stalks [of a harvested field]. It is the Fulbe who come and ask us". Hence the Fulbe
should ask the permission to graze the farmers' fields and have to ensure access to
harvested fields by means of neighbourhood and friendship. This highlights the
social and political considerations that prevail in situations where both parties would
gain from collaboration.

Ifpastureland is traditionally not anyone's property, wells are. Riesman reports
from the Djibo region that "wells do belong to the individuals who dug them, and
the owners have a universally recognized right to forbid outsiders to water their
cattle" (Riesman 1990:326). The ownership of wells is a social factor contributing
to prevent overgrazing. Access to water was for example a critical issue in the
Barani chieftancy. The digging of a well (kolon) was a major political act, which
formed part of strategies to appropriate space or to affect it (Diallo 1993:75). The
maintenance of wells was often the task of Rimaibe (enfranchised captives of the
Fulbe), but because the well belonged to the chief of Barani it was like a common
capital (Benoit 1978:41). Many water pumps have been consh'ucted in villages in
the Sideradougou Department by the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme. The water
pump is mainly used for domestic consumption, but the construction even allows
for watering animals. Water pumps have been made accessible to both farmers and
agro-pastoralists. There is one 'Karaboro pump' and one 'Fulbe pump' in many
villages. For instance, the Fulbe leader in Djalakoro village is seen as the 'owner'
of the water pump; any visitor must address him to access it. Certainly, this 'property'
of a water pump gives status, but it also implies a financial burden for the Fulbe
leader, because he is expected to cover a large part of the maintenance costs. As the
maintenance of the pump largely carried by the Fulbe leader, good relations with
him ensure access to it.
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Fulbe agro-pastoralists grow food for subsistence in fields located close to the
compound. They get access to land by addressing themselves to the Master of the
Earth. Strangerhood is confirmed by the sacrifice of two chickens. In practice,
however, the Fulbe do not participate in sacrifices, due to their Muslim faith, but
they give the chickens to the Master of the Earth, who in turn sacrifices them 'in
their name' .The Fulbe mainly grow maize and white sorghum. Their fields normally
do not exceed more than a few hectares and are smaller than those farmed by most
agriculturalists. Food coverage is not always sufficient for the entire year for a
cattle-keeping Fulbe family and they need to buy cereals to complement food.
However, the use of cattle manure helps to fertilise the fields. Many Fulbe men
farm using the little hoe; it is particularly the labouring with the big hoe (daba) for
which they tend to hire people.

Despite the fact that they have received the permission to settle and farm there,
the Fulbe are rarely spatially integrated in the host-village, but reside in its periphery.
A common explanation is that they avoid crop damage by settling in the 'bush' . An
even more obvious point is that land for farming and grazing is more likely to be
available in the 'bush'.

Aside rights to water pumps and to farming land, Fulbe agro-pastoralists
increasingly claim rights to cattle-tracks and water wholes. A Fulbe man pointed
out that they are deprived of rights:

... we see that our cattle are deprived of water, and that their cattle [the cattle of local farmers]
may drink. Our cattle are deprived of the remaining stalks on fields, but their cattle are left grazing
without any comments. This is the situation.

The claims to land and power expressed by the Fulbe are, to say the least,
contested. The Fulbe uphold an ideology of movement, but seek increasingly to
establish themselves in the Comoe Province. These claims to land and power are
not merely part of a socio-political play, but articulate also contradictory perceptions
of space.

Discussion

The description of how principles of access to and control over landed resources
such as pasture, water and farmland are practically acted out reveals contradictory
perceptions of space among the Fulbe in the Sideradougou Department. These
different perceptions of space need to be understood cosmologically as well as
socially and politically. The reason is that it is not fruitful to isolate the cosmological
aspects of access to land and power from contemporary politics linked to
'development' and the state administration. Cosmology, mundane practices and
politics are altogether forging the perceptions of the space among the Fulbe; therefore
cosmology and politics need to be merged in the analysis of Fulbe strangerhood in
various local settings. The stranger notion, seen as simultaneously social and
performative, is a fruitful way to understand these contradictory perceptions of space
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(see Amselle 1996). The point is that the Fulbe are defined as 'strangers' by local
farmers and see themselves as 'different'. But it is in social relations and everyday
performance that the strangerhood is acted out.

The Fulbe perceptions of space is to a large extent attached to movement. Among
the Sidibe there is a movement of people and cattle from Barani towards the Ivory
Coast. They may settle for a while, but are ready to leave if problems occur. Ifcattle
get sick or people begin to die Fulbe agro-pastoralists will 'raise and leave' (0 bi
wuli ka taa) as the local expression goes. Mobility is important among farmers as
well, but the Fulbe attachment to land is far weaker than it is for these farmers. 19

Many Fulbe from Barani moved from their 'country'20 generations ago and such
movements continue even today. Their perceptions of space is a question of moving;
there is a movement of people and cattle. In villages many people, especially young
men, appear to be continuously moving. They move with herds as part of 'the pastoral
way of live', go to the Ivory Coast to sell bulls or just leave for Banfora and Bobo
Dioulasso to see friends or to frequent bars. Fulbe women remain more settled than
their husbands, but they still move between their family and their husband's family.
Moreover, Fulbe religious adepts (marabouts) travel a lot between Fulbe settlements
and larger towns. Yet Barani remains a point of reference in a cosmology
characterised by continuous movement. Barani stands for origin and identity of
these Fulbe agro-pastoralists. Although 'all Sidibe come from Barani', many have
never been there.

The 'difference' between groups of farmers and the Fulbe was recognised and
even reinforced in colonial days. While the former could belong to the same
administrative unit (canton), the latter were regrouped in specific Fulbe groups,
including people scattered over a vast area. The Fulbe strangerhood was thereby
given an official, legal recognition. Today Fulbe camps belong administratively to
the host-village of farmers. In the Sideradougou Department there are only two
villages in which the Fulbe hold the position as Village Administrative
Representative, that is, the modern village chief. Rural extension services normally
work with Fulbe agro-pastoralists in separate groups (groupement d'eleveurs)
through which cattle-raising issues-e.g. vaccination, infrastructure-are dealt with.
Even in cases where agriculturalists possess important herds, they do not tend to be
members of the groupement d'eleveurs. Thus most often the label groupement
d'eleveurs in reality refers to a Fulbe organisation.21 The Fulbe strangerhood is also
expressed in the practice of government officials. Local government officials

19 Karaboro fanners regularly move back to their village of origin for funerals and other activities,
despite the fact that most people do not reside there any longer (Hagberg 1998: 103-113).
20 The tenn for country isjamana in Dyula and leydi in Fulfulde. In Barani the Kanaanke (Fulbe
chief) is still a very influent political actor and is often consulted by the state administration. He is
also the president of the Comite Departemental de Gestion des Ressollrces Natllrelles whose mandate
is to supervise and organise the newly created sylvo-pastoral zone in the Barani Department.
21 Two exceptions were noted in the villages surveyed in 1990. In Loumana and Baguera villages,
Senufo farmers are members of the grollpement d'elevellrs (Hagberg 1990:63). In this specific
area, the Senufo say they 'have learnt' how to herd cattle themselves rather than to depend upon
hired Fulbe herders.
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generally work with broad categories of rural producers. At several occasions I
have heard people say that 'we work with the men, the women, and the Peul [i.e.
Fulber. While the categories of 'men' and 'women' include farmers of non-Fulbe
groups, the category 'Peul' refers to Fulbe men only.

From this description one might conclude that ideas of the moving space
dominate among Fulbe agro-pastoralists. If conflicts occur or if cattle or people
begin to die off, people will move rather than trying to purify land by means of
sacrifices. In the eyes of local farmers the Fulbe remain strangers who might 'raise
and leave' from one day to another. However, when looldng into everyday practice,
another picture of the Fulbe emerges. Today the Fulbe increasingly claim their rights
to land and to power. Many Fulbe-agro-pastoralists as well as intellectuals-are
involved in the trade union for graziers (Syndicat des Eleveurs de l'Guest du Burkina)
and the Fulbe cultural organisation (Walde Fulbe). Both these organisations are
based in Bobo-Dioulasso and they advocate Fulbe rights. They do not accept the
strangerhood attributed to Fulbe agro-pastoralists any longer. The Fulbe should
not, the argument goes, be forced to pay for crop damage if they are not guilty. A
Fulbe intellectual said that "the law should be applied, because we are all Burkinabe".
Fulbe representatives stress that there must be a space for all Burkinabe citizens,
even for those who come from far away. In this line of argument the strangerhood is
negated in favour of the citizenship of Burkina Faso. Critics argue that these Fulbe
intellectuals claim rights to land and power at the expense oflocal farmers. According
to many non-Fulbe the 'strangers' (Fulbe) gain access to land and power at the
expense of the 'hosts' (local farmers).

The claims for rights expressed by various Fulbe representatives may increase
our understanding of perceptions of space as revealed in cosmology as well as in
everyday politics. Rights have, at least in theory, been granted to Fulbe graziers as
part of the Agro-pastoral Management Scheme. Similarly, Fulbe agro-pastoralists
often express their intentions to remain settled in surveys carried out by development
projects. This is most often a means to get access to 'development' in terms of
infrastructure etc. Fulbe agro-pastoralists who return from the Ivory Coast experience
the hardship of being defined as 'strangers' and 'Ivorians' . These people increasingly
claim their rights as citizens of Burkina Faso.

So we may well dwell upon cosmologically grounded notions of space among
Fulbe agro-pastoralists, but the analysis needs to be complemented by socio-political
notions of Fulbe strangerhood as they are acted out in local settings. On the one
hand, if cattle are caught by disease, pasture is deteriorating or water resources
dried up, people may 'raise and leave'. Violent conflicts may force people to move,
sometimes crossing international boundaries. On the other hand, the Fulbe dealt
with in this essay maintain the memory of Barani as their origin. In Barani the
Sidibe are not strangers; they inhabit and 'command'22 a territory with clearly known

22 To command (commander) is the French term used since the colonial era. Even today the prefet,
that is, the head of the department, is often called kommandance by rural people. The Fulfulde
term for command is kanankaade. The Fulbe chief in Barani is consequently called Kanaanke
('the commander').
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boundaries. In contrast the Sidibe residing in the Comoe Province ar~ regarded as
strangers without a territory. They never 'sit' one place, and will leave one day.

To conclude it is important to stress that the strangerhood of Fulbe agro
pastoralists in the Comoe Province is by no means a problem per se. To be stranger
is to uphold a social relation and the stranger is defined in relation to a host. The
stranger notion is inherently ambiguous and it is social and performative. This
ethnographic account demonstrates that Fulbe strangerhood is variably articulated
in relation to land and power. The Fulbe strangerhood is in fact the result of a
specific combination of bonds and boundaries that prevails in the local setting.
When Fulbe agro-pastoralists accept to depend upon the hosts-that is, local
farmers-the strangerhood may develop into bonds of friendship and mutually
beneficial neighbourhood relations. But the Fulbe strangerhood is likely to become
a boundary of exclusion when land and power are contested. Such contests may be
fuelled by the Fulbe themselves or by any other powerful actor such as the state
administration. I would therefore suggest that Fulbe strangerhood in the Comoe
Province needs to be conceptualised as a nexus of social, cultural and political
bonds and boundaries in relation to local farmers. Local cultural conceptions, the
Fulbe sense of superiority conceptualised in pulaaku as well as colonial and post
colonial undertakings all carry meaning about Fulbe 'difference' and 'strangerhood'.
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Resume

Cet essai porte sur les appartenances contestees des agro-pasteurs fulbe (peul) dans
la province de la Comoe du Burkina Faso. En particulier, il cherche amener une
reflexion sur les expressions des liens et frontieres par rapport aux conceptions
culturelles locales et aux frontieres postcoloniales. Les Fulbe sont consideres comrne
etant des 'etrangers' par la plupart des cultivateurs residant dans la region. Cette
idee d' etranger (strangerhood) n'est toutefois pas seulement une identite donnee
par d' autres groupes, mais elle est aussi soulignee par les Fulbe eux-memes dans le
sens qu'ils se considerent comrne 'differents' des Haabe (termefulfulde generalement
utilise pour designer 'les Africain non·s'). En meme temps, les Fulbe font partie des
comrnunautes villageoises dans lesquelles ils vivent. Toutefois, lorsque les Fulbe
arrivent aaccecter aux droits a la terre a travel'S le Schema d' amenagement agro
pastoral, leur statut d'etranger est redefini; selon beaucoup de non-Fulbe les
'etrangers' sont ainsi favorises aux depens des cultivateurs locaux. Il y a des Fulbe
qui ont traverse les frontieres nationales afin de se deplacer vel'S le sud avec leurs
troupeaux en direction des pays cotiers, notamrnent la Cote d'Ivoire et le Ghana.
La, ils vivent un autre statut d'6tranger non seulement selon les conceptions
culturelles locales mais aussi selon l'administration postcoloniale. Ces agro-pasteurs
fulbe ont alors des appartenances contestees. En conclusion, l' essai suggere que le
statut d' etranger des fulbe (strangerhood) dans la Comoe doit etre conceptualise
comme etant un nexus des liens et frontieres sociaux, culturels et politiques par
rapport aux cultivateurs locaux. Les conceptions culturelles locales, les notions de
superiorite des Fulbe (souvent exprimees a travel'S le concept pulaaku, et les mesures
coloniales and post-coloniales contribuent toutes, dans 1'ensemble, a ce que les
Fulbe soient pers:us comme 'differents' et 'etrangers'.

Key words: Fulbe, Burkina Faso, stranger, land, power, conflict, anthropology
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Drawing r ridgin ndaries?
Agricultural Extensi n in the U
West Region of Ghana

Joost Dessein

This essay, drawing on data from a small-scale research! in Northwestern Ghana,
intends to show how different social groups engaged in agricultural production are
separated by mentally drawn boundaries. The different agricultural practices reflect
the mental domains of the respective social groups. Whereas those farmers operating
within the capitalist matrix2 look for an upward movement on the social ladder
through maximising their production output, farmers within the autochthonous or
traditional matrix tend to define their social positions and identify farming as
movements through farmlands and fields. In-between these two categories offarmers
is the third category, which is composed of mainly young farmers. They behave as
eclectics in as far as they are constantly shifting between different farming attitudes.

In recent times, agricultural extension work, as defined by the Ghana Ministry
of Food and Agriculture (MOFA), is trying to erase these mental boundaries mainly
by reshaping the autochthonous mode of farming to conform to the capitalist mode.
Research on the activities of extension officers in the field engaged in this reshaping
shows that, contrary to the expectations outlined by the Ministry, extension work
seems to be sharpening more and more the mental dichotomy between the two
matrixes.
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Being a fanner south of Wa

The people in the research area call themselves 'Lobi'3. They belong to the large
group of Dagaari speaking people. It is a language within the Mole-Dagbani group
of languages. A sub-section of this population whom Goody calls the LoDaggaba4

live on the either side of the Black Volta within the territories of Ghanaian and
Burkina Faso. The Lobi society has been described as acephalous. However, during
colonial period the British rulers, feeling uncomfortable with the lack of centralised
political leadership, created chieftaincy structures and installed paramount and
divisional chiefs5 throughout the area.

The Lobi, however, have continued to live in their compound houses which
appear as big earthen eruptions above the ground. These are scattered around to
occupy much of the savannah landscape. Each compound house consists ofextended
families. The whole compound is headed by the landlord, who is seen as the house
owner. In most cases he is genealogically the most senior elder or oldest man of the
family group. The system ofdescent is bi-lineal and marriage is virilocal. In counter
distinction with the populations in northern part of the region who have massively
converted to Christianity, the Lobi south ofWa have largely stuck to their traditional
religion and belief.

Lobi agricultural practice is principally based on a bush-fallow subsistence
farming method. Through the use of the hoe, they cultivate mainly millet, sorghum
and yams. Other crops include beans, groundnuts, rice, maize, and most recently
and in small-scale, soybeans, cashew and cotton. The average Lobi farmer holds a
good head of cattle, which is mainly used in marriage-transactions. He also rears a
large number of goats and raises much poultry mainly chickens and guinea-fowls.
Other domestic animals held include pigs and sheep.

1 Research through participant observation was carried out from August 1996 till August 1997,
and from April till June 1998, in the paramountcy of Wechiao (villages of Baleofeele, Lasea
Tuolo, Wechiao and Dorimon) south of Wa, the regional capital of the Ghanaian Upper West
Region. I also conducted an in-depth study of extension activities in the whole of Wa district.
2 The consideration of a farming practice as a process which reflects social ties and implicit
cosmologies of the actors, implies the existence of a conceptual framework, a matrix. Although
we acknowledge that every reality is too complex to be captured into conceptual frameworks, we
support the distinction ofmatrices as working tools. Crousse et al. (1986) elaborated this distinction
as the 'autochthonous' and the 'capitalist' matrices
3 Goody (1967) have used controversial labels for the various peoples living on both sides of the
Black Volta including such ones as the LoDagaaba, the Lobi, the LoWiili, etc. I am aware of the
disagreements and subsequent debates on the issue. However, I prefer to use the name Lobi by
which the people farming in Wechiao paramouncy now identify themselves.
4 Another important group is the Wala, who are Islamic traders and as such are intensively interacting
with Lobi-farmers on local markets. They are not much involved in agriculture and therefore fall
beyond the scope of this essay.
S Since the Wala were, from historic times, a centralised chieftaincy society, the British appointed
Wala-princes as chiefs. As a result, there are villages currently where a minority Wala population
is ruling a majority Lobi population.
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Agriculture in the 'autochthonous matrix'; moving as a way ofbinding together

The dance of the fanner (kwo-bna) is a special ritual dance performed only during
the funeral of a 'successful fanner' (kwora, pI. kworba)6 to indicate how much
fanning is the raison d'etre of each individual's life within Lobi society. As aresult,
before sending the deceased to the realm of the ancestors, members of different
social categories such as the agnatic and uterine kin, the in-laws, etc. honour him in
this world by dramatising his successes in fanning.

The status of a successful fanner (kwora) is not conferred on an individual at a
particular time of his life or at a particular age. Also, it is not achieved through
fulfilling particular requirements in terms of production or any other recognised
act. Such a status is only achieved as a slow process of growth within the society.
The growth process is essentially based on social and cultural mobility rather than
on production. Indeed the outlines of this mobility is symbolically inscribed in and
expressed through the physical layout of the farms.

Firstly, since compound houses are scattered throughout the landscape, each of
them is surrounded by a number of home-fields (jog6) which are laid out
concentrically with the house as centre. They are cultivated yearly and at all times
with the stable crop, millet and sorghum (chi) intermingled with groundnuts or
cowpeas. In the middle of the rainy season the fields become over grown with
sorghum (chi) as the latter grow to a height of several metres. At this stage, the
crops wrap up the compound house and hide it from the view of visitors. The
compound fanns are communally owned and all members of the compound house
take part in their cultivation. Harvests from these fields tend to serve the basic
nutritional needs of the whole house community.7 A house-fann (jog6), culturally,
has a female connotation. Situated close to the house, which, at one stage, is itself
shielded from public view by the growth of the sorghum8

, they are for several reasons
often cultivated by women. Also, their feminine gender attributes are illustrated
symbolically. Thus, they are fanns which do not have to be cleared 'domesticated'
as other fields left after a long fallow period are done since they are cyclically and
regularly under cultivation. Moreover, the crops cultivated on them are predictable
in yield. In symbolic language, the crops grown on them seasonally cover and uncover
the house and their good harvest, on account of good manuring by the cattle, give
the inhabitants of the house the feeling of food security throughout their life cycle.

Secondly, apart from the house-fanns, there are the bush-fields (jore-) on which
yams are mostly cultivated. The most nearby of these fields are situated behind the
home-fields (jog6) and the furthest of them can be situated several hours walking
distance away from the compound. These are fields, which men have claimed from

6 Although some informants say that the Lobi only dance the 'Dance of the Farmer' (kwo-bna)
when an exceptionally good farmer dies, one observes that it is performed during all funerals.
7 The harvest of these fields cannot be sold as such. If the compound community decides to sell a
surplus, the money of the transactions can only be used to buy other foodstuff for the compound,
or to buy cattle. Also, ifthey buy such items as sheanut-oil, they can be used as cooking ingredient.
S Sorghum is the main component of the local beer (pito)
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the bush or the fallow lands and constitute the pride of their success in increasing
the acreage of their farmland. Culturally, they are predominantly fields with masculine
gender attributes. Their cultivation is not cyclical in practice. They are fields that
the farmer gradually annexes as new fields or annually abandons as fallow lands.
The farmer has to make an annual decision as to which fields to leave fallow, which
ones he should cultivate and which portion of the farm he should extend.

Besides the gender axis of femininity and masculinity which also correspond to
life certainty and predictability on one hand, and regeneration and domestication on
the other, there is a second axis which is age-based and further creates a distinction
between the home-fields (jog6) and the bush-fields (jore). In this regard, one observes
that the bush-fields close to the home-fields are usually cultivated by young men
aspiring to become successful farmers (kword) while the bush-fields at the far
distance are exclusively farmed by the elders of the homestead.9 One could interpret
this to mean that for the Lobi, farming involves a lifelong movement. During his
lifetime a boy will begin his farming career from the home-fields (jog6) and gradually
grow into maturity by farming the bush-fields (jore). In his old age, he tends to
occupy the most remote parts of the bush field (jore) as his private domain. Here
the farmer would seem to have reached his highest status of kword.

However, he would not die in the bush conceived as such but would symbolically
turn the bush-farm into his residence. First, by farming the yams on small tumuli
with caps of straw, which seems to recast the hilly structure of the roof of the house
and the granaries, he transfers symbolically the image of the house to the furthest
field where he will, in his imagination, be rebuilding the house. Hence, as he strives
to grow in status as an excellent farmer (kword), he is also gradually entering or
creating a domestic space with its feminine gender attributes. However, at the end
of his life he will be brought physically back to the compound where he will
eventually die. Finally, to mark the end of his life cycle on earth, the figure, which
represents him as an ancestor, is carved in the form a forked stick. It will be put in
the most female part of the house or, more precisely, the room of the first wife of the
acting landlord at the time of his death.

There is a flow of movements (and growth) on several levels: from homefield
(jog6) to bush-field (jore) , from boyhood to excellent farmer (kword), from femininity
to masculinity and from collectivity to individuality. This flow tallies with the Lobi
cosmological framework, which is centred on the Land (Tenge) as a regenerative
source of life. In their movements, the Lobi farmers create their own identity by and
through forging and renewing alliances contracted between themselves and the Land.
The conditions for these alliances include protection and guidance from the part of
the Land on the one hand and respect and gratefulness by the farmers on the other. 10

To the Lobi, the fields are not mere soils to be tenured, as they will be in the capitalist
matrix, but the inter-subjective link between the Land and the farmers.

9 The elder can rely on young men to help him plough or harvest, but the responsibility towards the
proceeds and the custodianship of the farm are his affairs.
10 The earth-priest (tendaana) serves as a broker between the Tenge and the farmers.
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The movements within which the farmers build up their identity might be
extended beyond the scope of the fields. In the same manner as the individual farmer
builds up his individual identity through movements in-between fields, the compound
communities themselves build up social identities through movements in-between
areas. Pushed or directed by such causes as sickness, death, bad harvest and drought,
compound societies sometimes move in whole to new areas, which might be situated
only a short distance or a few miles away from their former settlement. In some
cases, the Land can require them to rebuild a new compound in a different area
away from the present settlement. For whatever reason, the movement usually tends
to create bonds of attachment to a place and allows the creation of new networks of
social belonging through common bonds of relations and attachment to a locality.
The bonds become visible in operation during such ritual and ceremonial occasions
as funeral, initiation, divination and exchange of labour. Compound movements
also tend to connect the present and the future generations to specific places and to
past times.

Agriculture in the 'capitalist matrix': hauling in that which cannot be caught

Among the Lobi of today one finds, alongside the autochthonous matrix, a 'capitalist'
matrix. On one end, the position of the land is viewed as a factor sustaining an
agricultural system while on the opposite end it is viewed as an outline of movement
by which the farmer defines his identity. Also, whereas in the autochthonous matrix
the land belongs in usufruct to the collective group, in the capitalist matrix one
thinks in geometrical terms as land is being parcelled out to individual farmers. In
the latter terms, land is a mere means of production which has to be acquired and
used according to the rules of the capitalist game. In other words, land is allotted,
bought or sold and turned into a personal rroperty. In this manner, the farmers in the
capitalist matrix are indeed hauling in, by way of profits, what is immaterial and
cannot be valued as such within the autochthonous matrix.

For the capitalist, farming is neither a timely domestication of the land nor a
lifetime movement in-between fields. It is a permanent acquisition of land in such a
way that culturally embedded significanv features and notions are replaced by solely
production-oriented ones. Consequently, the end result of farming is not to strive
for the status of excellent farmer (kwora) as in the autochthonous matrix, but the
desire to be recognised as an entrepreneur. Thus, social status is not based on the
capacity to move in-between fields but on the capacity to produce. The entrepreneur
envisages the making of quick money through the production of cash crops such as
cotton, soybean, cashew and maize mainly for regional, national and international
markets.

The typical entrepreneur farmer locates himself within urban settings and can
be found in such urban centres as Wa, Jirapa, Nandom, Lawra and Tumu. He usually
lives with his nuclear family in a square brick house roofed with iron sheets and
enjoys such facilities as electricity. He has a modern education and is, in most cases,
a convert to Christianity or Islam. Although, ethnically his origins might be of Lobi,
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he leads a public life that does not identify him as such or with Lobi agriculture and
hoefarming. The Lobi are socially depicted in urban centres as backward,
conservative, lazy, stupid and dirty. Hence, most entrepreneur farmers associate
with the Dagaaba who are more eager to engage in modern activities and social life.
The number of such entrepreneurial farmers is rather small and, as stated, they can
mainly be found in urban centres. However, their share in the total agricultural
production is definitely not negligible.

The eclectics: having afoot in both matrices

In practice, envrepreneurial farmers often cultivate fields in small villages with
heavy equipment. As such, it is not astonishing that some young Lobi farmers feel
attracted towards the new farming practices. As a result, some young Lobi farmers
try to shift from the autochthonous to the capitalist matrix. Very often they end up
being kinds of eclectics as they try to imitate those practices which will promote
their efforts in becoming entrepreneur farmers. ll

Although the eclectic fanners do not identify themselves with one clear-cut
profile, they have one common characteristic. They are marginal figures occupying
special positions within their societies. People such as the retired government
employee coming back to the village to become compound landlorf and the cook of
the catholic mission who is living with his nuclear family are eclectic farmers.
Their school education and religious conversion contribute to their marginalisation
within their own community. In spite of these factors, however, their attraction to
modernity does not mean that they are engaging in whatever practices. On the one
hand, their marginal position within Lobi society gives them a degree of freedom
and allows them to experiment with risk-bearing actions such as new cultivation
techniques and capital investments through the local credit unions. On the other
hand, the need to maintain bonds with their web of social relations forces them to
behave in traditional ways partly to ensure that they become excellent farmers (kwoni)
in the Lobi way. Within this context, they are quick to realise that neither their
giving of gifts to promote their communal farming in the Lobi way nor their fighting
single handedly with the bush on the jore can ever provide them with the highest
personal prestige they require in farming.

Yet, it is their readiness to try new innovations, which makes the capitalist farmers
living in the urban centres to want to delegate some of their farming activities to the
eclectic farmers. In the Wa area, the Plantations Development Ltd. and Ghana Cotton
Board-both of which are cotton companies-are most active in this regard. The
following episode illustrates the point I want to make. Also, it shows the eagerness
of the young Lobi farmers to engage in innovations in spite of the financial losses
that can sometimes occur due to such innovations.

11 Some examples of this type of behaviour would include the problem of seed-dressing. Unable to
buy the most appropriate ingredients, the eclectic farmer will take the mercuryfrom used batteries
and mix it with the seeds. Moreover, he will also buy chemical fertilizers but will sticks to the
traditionally selected seeds for sewing instead of buying the improved varieties from the Ghana
Seed Association and thus reducing the potential output from the fertilizer.
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In 1992 Ghana Cotton Board introduced commercial cotton production to the people of Baleofeele.
The first year after the introduction fifteen farmers were prepared to establish cotton farms. In 1994
their number increased to 45, and in 1995 the number rose to a peak level of 60 cotton growers.
However, production results and profits did not increase as expected and the number of cotton growers
declined to 22 in 1996. As profits continued to decline the number further decreased to 10 in 1997. In
1998 only the sons of the chief of Baleofeele stilI grew cotton.

The readiness to innovate also makes the eclectic farmers a target-group for the
government agricultural extension officers operating in this area through the Ministry
of Food and Agriculture to engage them as contact farmers. As we shall see presently,
this goes a long way to contribute to the drawing of social and mental boundaries in
Lobi society

The MOFA Agricultural Extension

At the end of the colonial period Ghana was ruled by a local elite whose political
ideology differed from that of the Western world. This was the case despite the fact
that they all had received Western education. As at then and still up to now, agriculture
have continued to constitute 59 % of the GNP (11 % for the industry, 30% for services)
(Instituto del Tercer Mundo, 1997) and has always been the driving force of the
Ghanaian economy. Currently, the agricultural sector of the economy is under reform
under the initiative of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank.
The main feature of the reform is decentralisation by devolving agricultural
administration and policy to the regional administrations. However, the reform
modalities have remained under the guidance of the national Ministry of Food and
Agriculture (MOFA). To restructure the model of adminisvration, at the regional
level the MOFA is divided into nine departments each representing a sub-sector of
agriculture. These include the departments of crop sciences, fisheries, veterinary
care and others. Among the rest, the Department of Agricultural Extension Services
(DAES) takes care of most of the extension activities in Upper West Region. Further,
in terms of administration, which includes extension services, the Upper West Region
is sub-divided into five districts consisting ofWa, Lawra, Nandowli, Jirapa-Lambusie
and Tumu districts. Alongside with the other agricultural department officers, there
is one District Agricultural Extension Officer in each district who is also leading a
team of fifteen extension officers to make up the Front Line Staff (FLS) in extension
work.

The hierarchical structure of MOFA, as we can see, is based on Western
rational. Quite naturally, the government spoon-feeds the bureaucratic machine down
to the lowest levels of administration and ultimately to the farmers with ready-to
use solutions regarding farming problems many of which it had foreseen itself. It is
the classical creed one hears repeated with confidence in a bureaucratic world in
which policy guidelines are formulated by the top, and through a top-down ap
proach, transmitted to the ordinary people who are supposed to lack any sense of
creativity of their own. The Regional Officer of Extension Services12 in a private
conversation said to me: "It is the aim of our extension staff to bring about the
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Figure 9: An extension officer of a local NGO is promoting improved varities of beans and maize.
(Photo: Joost Dessein.)

Figure 10: The 'teacher-student' -like training of the extension officers. (Photo: Joost Dessein.)
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designed change in farmers' attitudes, knowledge and skills [my emphasis]".
The average extension officer is 43 years old and has been in the services of

MOFA for more than 16 years. More than half of them call themselves Roman
Catholic Dagaaba. The remaining mostly consist of Sissaala and Wala Muslims and
a small heterogenous group coming from other parts of Ghana. The latter perceive
their postings as being placed in the harsh climate of the Upper West Region as a
disciplinary measure. None of the extension officers calls himself Lobi. Only one
among those I met identified himself as 'pagan'. One third of the FLS are women
implying that there are no gender division of tasks. One out of the six officers does
not speak the language of his operational area. More than half of them do not want
to live in villages but prefer urbanised district capitals. Each extension officer is
assigned one operational area consisting of several thousands of farmers. Hence,
they make a selection of 64 contact farmers who are"spread over eight divisions
within one operational area. They then try to make these contact farmers the link
between the government extension apparatus and the Lobi farmers operating within
the autochthonous matrix and who are suppose to be the ultimate target beneficiaries
of the extension work.

The objectives of the MOFA and the means and methods used by the DAES are
similar in model with Western approach to agricultural extension work. Basically,
the model aims at encouraging large-scale, intensive and specialised agricultural
mode of production. This, as envisaged, will lead to sufficient food supply and
subsequently to technological developments or social progress. By adopting this
universally applied development model, it is the goal of the MOFA to replace the
autochthonous agriculture pattern and ideology with a production oriented and profit
making one. It is a production technology approach, which, as Albrecht et al (1989)
contends, uses the production-level planning as well as evaluation as the main criteria
marking agricultural development. The following quotationl3 of an agronomist
talking to the FLS on the topic of pesticides is significant here:

It is like the case of DDT: once it was oldfashioned in Europe, it came to us, and we used it. Now,
today, I want to talk to you about different sets of pesticides for our crops. I am sure that the white man
here [referring to me] will not be impressed because in his country they are now introducing Integrated
Pest Management [IPM] techniques. But that is how things are: they use it over there, and later on, we
imitate them. [... ] In a way we are always behind them, but at least we are trying.

In the recent past the idea of communal labour or plantation farming was very
much encouraged by the colonial and post-colonial governments. Currently, this
idea has been abandoned and technological methods of farming labelled as 'local
participation' or 'development at grass roots level' are being fostered. The latter
option is still a seductive discourse made to please the ears of the farmers and to
draw them into government controlled mode of production.

A case report will explain this issue better. During a training session, fifteen

12 Wa, 14 May 1997, in a personal communication during a training course for the FLS on animal
traction.
13 Jirapa-Lambusie, 26 June 1997, on a training course for extension officers.
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extension officers went to c farm of a contact fanner. Because of .the language
barrier, the local extension officer translated the conversation into English for his
colleagues and the teacher. The recorded conversation has been translated by an
independent translator who acted as my interpreter. Yet to make a distinction between
the original text in the Lobi language and the English translation given at the time,
I decided to place the English version in italics.

Extension Officer (EO): If the EO asks you to buy medicine (pesticides), will
you do it?

Fanner (F): In case I have the money, yes, because I know that it is good.
Teacher (T) (very enthusiastically): Yes, we are getting at something! What

chemical is he going to use? Where will he get it? Maybe he will come to us? Ask
him!

EO: Where do you think to find the chemicals?
F (in a humble way): It is in your hands. I can not get it from anywhere apart

from you.
EO: He says we should provide them.
T: Aha! This is what we want! We all know cases where the farmer buys it from

the market. He will buy itfrom you. These are the things we want!.
In the first part of the conversation the officer persistently asked the same question

over and over until he receives the particular answer he most desired regarding the
fanner's need for pesticides. At the appropriate response, the extension officer as
teacher gives a whole-heart affirmation by saying: "yes! this is what we want". The
end of this part is even more explicit in terms of this affirmation when the teacher
says:

Listen, we are looking for something. Once you have the answer you are looking fO/; you write it
down. Don't repeat the question all the time, you irritate thefarme/; you are wasting his time. [. ..} He
says he wants to buy itfrom us? OK, this is what we need.

The reported conversation further goes on to illustrate two other features most
characteristic with extension work. Firstly, in their daily discourse about fanners
and in their manner of speaking to them, extension officers often adopt a very
mockery tone and style of speech such as the statements: 'What do you do to control
(pests)? Or you only pray until it rains?'. Secondly, extension officers tend to
incorporates the answers of the farmers into their own frame of reference in view of
interpreting the fanner's speech in ways most convenient for their purpose. Thus, a
statement by a farmer as: 'I'm trying to solve the problem' is interpreted as on the
one hand as a request for help ('We should help him') and on the other hand as a
request for pesticides ('with chemicals to control the pest'). The details of the report
is as follows:

T: OK, not only me, everybody should ask questions!
EO: What kinds of problems have been disturbing the beans on your fann?
F: 'Bentege'; it feeds on the leaves of the beans and there is no seed-formation.
EO: What do you do to control? Or you only pray until it rains?
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F: Rain can't help me, it keeps coming. I try to find a solution.
T: You have to translate for us.
EO: He doesn't do anything for the disease. He says we should help him with

chemicals to control the pest.
Finally, the last part of the conversation is showing how the emotional world

and ideology of the FLS, although they are at the lowest point on the hierarchical
ladder, is in complete rupture with the meaning of agriculture as perceived by the
farmer in the autochthonous matrix. The teacher concluded by saying:

You see, these are ordinary people. We do not quarrel with them, and still we have what we wanted.
[ ...J When somebody is seriously sick, still pretend that he will recover. Don't tell him that he is
dying, but give him nice food, and rest, so that he can die in peace.

As it looks, the extension officer seems to imply through his concluding remark
that it is for ethical considerations ('these are also ordinary people') that they listen
to the opinion of the farmer ('still pretend that he will recover'). The officers are
very sure that the autochthonous agricultural practices are destined to die ('so that
he can die in peace'). Without further commenting on these reports and cases, I will
now try to show how this mode of practice was introduced.

In my view, the death of the autochthonous matrix is foreseen by the extension
officers when the DAES and its FLS boldly opted for a market and production
oriented agriculture and began to follow the guidance of a World Bank project code
named National Agricultural Extension Project (NAEP). The project itself was
conceived based on the initial working experiences the DAES in collaboration with
the IFAD. The IFAD project was intended to help 'boost food production and the
incomes of populations living in poverty' (see Main Report of the Appraisal Mission
of IFAD to Ghana). Both the IFAD and the DAES had planned to reach this goal
through the training and visit method. As a result each contact farmer was visited
every fortnight through individual or group meetings. During these visits, the
extension officer usually behaved towards the farmers like a teacher towards his
students thus casting himself outside the autochthonous matrix. He conducted his
meetings either in a school, in a church, or even in a local NDC14 office. Most of
these meetings started and ended with a Christian prayer or with a recitation of
verses from the Koran. In all aspects, the location as well as the underlying teacher
student model were exogenous to the farmers world view. In other words, the concept
of teacher-student relationship was very much alien. How should an elderly farmer
position himself before this young, sometimes female newcomer acting as a farming
expert? To the farmer, was he a stranger looking for means of existence or was he
like one of those missionaries they chased away many years ago? Did he want the
farmer to grow cotton again as those other people who came last farming season?
Was he an associate of the tax collectors they saw in the market?

When acting as a representative of the government the DAES officer would not
explain his failures in extension work by his lack of understanding of the world

14 National Democratic Congress, the political party of the president of Ghana, Flt. J.J. Rawlings.
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view of the fanner but tended to look for external causes such as the fanners'
backwardness. The top-down approach of the MOFA and the ever growing
dichotomy of two mentalities became legitimised by attributing understanding to
progressive towns people and the subsequent lack of it to the local people of the
country side. This, in itself, tended to create a paranoia of misunderstanding of the
autochthonous matrix which subsequently prevented the extension officer from
viewing most critically the narrow vision often held by the technocrats of modernity.

Hence, when asked for their criteriaI5 used in selecting their contact fanners,
most extension officers point to the willingness of the fanner to enter into the logic
of the production approach and their readiness to cooperate with innovative
technologies and methodologies. During interviews, most of them would give
responses such as: 'I look for those fanners who want to cooperate with whatever
technology I bring to them'; 'I select fanners based on willingness to accept modern
methods offanning like training animals for ploughing, row planting, etc.'; or 'they
must be prepared to try changes in their life style'. These responses also bring to
light why the extension officers would mostly choose the eclectic fanners as contact
fanners, since they are the ones wanting to modernise and change lifestyle.

Agricultural extension: bridging or drawing boundaries?

In the previous sections of the essay I have outlined some of the aims of the extension
staff including their desire to submerge the autochthonous matrix mode ofagricultural
practices into the capitalist one. To achieve this, they propose ways and map out
schemes by which the farmer would have to cross in order to shift from the
autochthonous to capitalist matrix. Among these, they make it clear to the fanner
that using new techniques will lead to increase production which in turn would
open the path for him towards social promotion as he makes his entry into the
capitalist matrix. We could look at these as the considered aims and tactics of the
capitalist matrix. However, looking at the same propositions from a different
perspective one wonders if they are not sharpening the boundaries (mental and
social) between those fanners situated in the core of the autochthonous matrix such
as the elderly Lobi fanners, and those at the fringe of the same matrix, the young
eclectic Lobi fanners.

Since the farmers in the core of the autochthonous matrix have an all
encompassing cosmology with agriculture as its single most important component,
they are not as such driven by the crave for material production as a condition for
social promotion. Contrary to what Western observers in the capitalist matrix would
want to see, the fonner's desire to become excellent fanner (kworri) has to be fulfilled
by the creation of social bonds and movements on the land. Material production
must be understood within the context of bonds and movements.

15 Written answers from extension officers of the whole of Upper West Region to the question:
What criteria do you use to select your contact farmers?
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In spite of this, Lobi society is not static or unchanging and is far from being
permanently confined within a conservative autochthonous matrix. On the contrary,
the channels for experimenting with innovations, for taking up challenges and for
the transfer of knowledge are inherent in the development process of the person
into a fully-fledged individual, who is operating in a society which considers the
status of excellent farmer (kwora) as its prime objective.

An indicative practice within this mode of development is the seasonal labour
migration to the cocoa plantations around Kumasi, the southern part of the country
undertaken by many Lobi young men. 16 This has been going on since a long time
and has continued to be the case in present times although the work is extremely
hard and hardly rewarding. During such migrations, only status-bearing symbolic
objects such as watches and small portable radios are earned and transported back
to Lobiland. As it might be, many young men do not engage in the seasonal migration
motivated by the desire to become rich. The significance of the migration is seen as
a non-institutionalised form of rite de passage comparable to the movements into
the bush or wilderness where the social rules of one's community are no longer
operating. After some months the young man returns with a renewed vital force. In
a sense, it is comparable to the hunting activities Lobi farmers sometimes engage
in. As such, going hunting itself coupled with the stories and rituals embedded in
the practice seem more important than the actual game killed.

The agriculture practised in the south is technically much more varied than the
mono-model of hoefarming done by the autochthonous farmers south of Wa. On
the part of the Lobi farmers, these varied farming practices are not considered as
real or controlled farming activities. They are bush or wild activities, which can
only be temporarily domesticated and incorporated into the male sphere of activities.
In terms of status and honour they contribute minimally to the status of an excellent
farmer (kwora) in as much as they are analogous to the temporal conquest of the
bush-fields (jore) of the elderly Lobi farmer. In the same way as they cultivate these
farms knowing that they will have to leave them after a couple of years, Lobi farmers
in the autochthonous matrix leave the innovations behind acquired during seasonal
migration after their return to their own compounds. This is in contrast to the
entrepreneurial farmer who, just as he is interested in permanently owning the
farmland, picks up the new technologies and incorporates them permanently in his
farming practices.

One could say that this practice indicates that it is not the modern technology as
such which is not fitting autochthonous matrix, but rather the production-oriented
capitalist matrix. Modern agricultural technology is acceptable as long as they are
applied outside autochthonous cultural context.

This can happen in two different ways. The most outstanding and acceptable

16 Although the elders complain a lot about these migrations, which may sometimes cause a shortage
of labour, it is not at all a recent phenomenon. Investigation showed that present-day elders also
went (on foot, in the forties and fifties!) at least one time to Kumasi to hire their labour. Also
Songsore (1995) mentions that already in 1909 almost 500 young men from the Wa area went
down south to work.
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way for the Lobi-society is the drawing up of a physical and spatial.boundary. A
farmer can get involved with the modern technology and the capitalist way of
production coming along with it if he is physically and spatially outside his cultural
setting and location. In the south of Ghana, locally referred to as Kumasi, he is free
to engage in whatever business he wants. 17 This includes commercial farming. The
status symbolic objects which are brought back from such visits are treated in the
same way as those acquired in the bush following such activities as hunting. They
constitute part of the paraphernalia placed on the funeral grounds of a farmer and
partly symbolise the double characteristic being of the excellent farmer (kwora).
During Lobi funeral rituals, one can find next to the corpse such traditional objects
as his bow and arrows and non-traditional ones such as a gun a radio and a bicycle
which have been acquired from the South. In essence, they depict the farmer as the
domesticator of the bush. Bundles of millet and sorghum and piles of other foodstuff
depict the farmer as the provider of food for the compound community.

On another level one can observe the way those people who take in modern
technologies incorporate them into their autochthonous practice. We have described
such farmers as the eclectic farmers who are attempting to incorporate the modern
technologies, as associated with the bush practice, permanently into their farming
practice. These eclectic practices unconsciously draw social boundaries between
different social categories, namely, between those at the core of the Lobi society
and those at the margins and also between those who are still within the
autochthonous matrix but are production-oriented and those who try to dissociate
themselves from both. Finally, they draw a mental boundary between those who
consider status symbols as objects coming from the bush, and those who consider
them as the logical products of their farming practices.

In a previous section I described how the extension activities of the MOFA
are mainly directed towards the 'eclectics' standing at the margins of Lobi-society.
Seen from the core of the autochthonous matrix, it is a confirmation and broadening
of the margins of the mental boundary just mentioned above. Through their
association with the extension officers, the eclectic farmers tend to further throw a
social stigma upon themselves and to seem to be saying that they are no longer
belonging to the autochthonous matrix. As it is, the extension officers are figures
from outside who are promoting solely an agricultural practice that is urn-dimensional
in view. For example, compared to the cultivation of local varieties of millet and
sorghum whereby part of the harvest of this year is used as sowing-seeds for the
cultivation of next year, the extension officers tend to promote the use of High
Yielding Varieties (HYV) of seeds. The HYV have a single life span in that the

17 The remark by the Lobi farmer Kobena Ninwote from Baleofeele that "what they do over there
[=on the plantations in Kumasi] is not farming, but business" is very revealing.
18 There are varieties of crops developed by plant breeding stations. These so-called FI-hybrids
are the result of a cross-breeding of carefully selected, racially pure varieties. The plants have the
same genetic material (genotype) and as such they are very uniform, but they cannot be used for
further cultivation because the cross-breeding makes them racially impure. Most of these seeds in
Ghana are provided by the Ghana Seed growers Association (GSA).
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harvest of this year cannot be used as sowing seeds for next year. IS This is at odds
with the Lobi cyclical vision on seed as a permanent source where life is continuously
regenerated.

To argue from the opposite perspective, we could even say that selecting the
eclectic farmers as contact-farmers does not favour the efficiency of extension work
itself. This is because the training and visit method, as applied by the FLS, considers
the contact farmers as the communication link between the extension officers and
the rest of Lobi farmers. It is expected that knowledge about modern farming
transmitted by the FLS to the contact farmers will seep through to the core of the
autochthonous matrix. Yet, by taking marginal figures within the society who are
also stigmatised as contact farmers, their farming practices can never be viewed by
the core of society as having any valuable knowledge worth emulating or adopting.
Hence, the mere presence and mode of association of the extension officers in Lobi
society is helping to sharpen and make apparent the hazy boundary already existing
between the eclectic farmers and those at the centre of the society.

Conclusion

The analysis of extension work in the Upper West Region of Ghana shows that
there are different perspectives of fanning in this area. The essay has focused on
two systems; namely the farming within the autochthonous matrix and that within
the capitalist one. Farming in the autochthonous matrix is shown to be a process
involving life-long activities and movements in-between fields and areas whereas
farming in the capitalist matrix is based on a production-oriented profit making that
is disconnected from social networks and devoid of cultural symbolism.

Agricultural extension work within Lobi society does not only tend to make
apparent the dichotomy existing between the two matrixes, but is also, unconsciously,
creating structures that are inadvertently sharpening the boundaries between different
social categories. The MOFA puts the blame on the farmers at the core of the
autochthonous matrix; their supposed conservatism and backwardness are seen as
impediments for the transfer of knowledge between different social categories. Yet,
as we have shown, the teacher-student model of transferring knowledge is alien to
Lobi society and has resulted in a one-sided mode of communication. Although it is
not my intention here to develop an alternative mode of communication as far as
extension is concerned, I nonetheless suggest that if the boundary between the two
matrices has to be bridged, it seems advisable to recast the extension paradigm
from an exclusive uni-directional transfer of knowledge from the upper to the lower
towards a more brokerage oriented paradigm. In that way the extension officer
might become a facilitator rather than a service hatch. Because each matrix is based
on different postulates, it is essential to understand Lobi agriculture and culture in
its own terms, leaving behind the fixed terminology of the Western approach.
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Resume

Cet essai montre comment les differents groupes sociaux qui sont impliques dans la
production agricole, sont divises par des frontieres, du moins sur le plan mental.
Des pratiques agricoles differentes refletent ainsi les domaines mentaux de chaque
groupe social. Pendant que les cultivateurs, qui s'inscrivent dans la matrice dite
capitaliste voient un mouvement vers le haut sur l'echelle sociale a travers la
maximation de la production, les cultivateurs dans la matrice autochtone definissent
leur positions sociales, y compris les pratiques agricoles, comme un mouvement a
travers les champs et les terres de culture. Une troisieme categorie est celle composee
des jeunes cultivateurs situes entreles deux extremes. Ces 'eclecti' sont constarnment
en train de changer entre les matrices. Le ministere de l' alimenation et de l'agriculture
(Ministry of Food and Agriculture) du Ghana a recemment essaye d'eradiquer les
frontieres mentales, qui separent ces categories de cultivateurs. En conclusion, l'essai
suggere toutefois que la vulgarisation agricole de nos jours a, bien au contraire,
renforcee ces frontieres mentales.
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